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Preface 

Many books from symposia describe the current status 
in well established fields of research, where much is 
known and where the loose ends are only details in the 
picture. The topic dealt with here does not fall into 
this pattern. The study of time as a parameter in its 
own right is difficult, and the loose ends tend to do
minate the present picture. Although the book does 
provide the reader with an overview of the field, its 
main value is probably to act as a source of "food for 
thought" for those interested in the function of sense 
organs and nervous systems as substrates for behaviour. 

The Introduction is intended to provide the readers of 
the book with a short guide to the topiCS discussed in 
the different chapters. The rather detailed Index may 
help those looking for information on specific topiCS. 
The Index also explains most of the abbreviations used 
in the book. 

The basic idea of the Danavox symposia is to invite a 
small group of experts to discuss a rather narrow theme 
in sound communication. The small number of active par
tiCipants has the advantage of encouraging intense dis
cussions and of avoiding overloading the program. On 
the other hand, selecting the partiCipants is difficult. 
The organizers are aware that many other distinguished 
colleagues might have been invited. In selecting the 
contributors to the 11th Danavox Symposium and thus to 
this book we have tried both to obtain a broad and com
parative overview of the subject and to provoke in depth 
discussions. The discussion during the symposium is not 
included as separate sections in the book, but all au
thors have been asked to modify their contributions to 
take into account ideas and arguments brought up during 
the symposium. We hope that this procedure has given 
the book more continuity. 

It is a pleasure for me to thank the Danavox Foundation 
for its most generous support. I am very grateful to 
my colleagues Annemarie Surlykke, Ole Naesbye Larsen, 
and Lee A. Miller for their help and encouragement, to 
Hanne Andersen for her careful handling of the manu
scripts, and to ~iusse Olesen and Wagn Agergaard for 
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improving the quality of several of the figures. Final
ly, I am most grateful to the Springer-Verlag, in par
ticular Dr. Czeschlik and Antonella Cerri for their 
understanding and help during the production of the 
book. 

Odense, 1985 Axel. Michel.sen 
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Introduction 

Axel Michelsen 

Institute of Biology, Odense University, DK-5230 Odense M, Denmark 

The topic of the book is the auditory processing of acoustic 
signals in the time domain. The scope is restricted to monaural 
processing, e. i. the binaural processing of minute time cues in 
directional hearing is excluded. Binaural processing was the sub
ject of the 10th Danavox Symposium. Like most symposium volumes, 
the book suffers from the weakness that the material on many of the 
specific subjects is presented and discussed by several con
tributors. This chapter is intended to provide the readers of 
the book with a short overview of the problems discussed in the 
different chapters. The readers are also referred to the Index, 
both for locating specific subjects and for an explanation of 
abbreviations. 

The problem of defining time resolution and distinguishing it from 
frequency analysis may be attacked from various angles. One may 
take advantage of the fact that hearing has evolved independently 
about 20 times, and that much can be learned about general mechan
isms from a comparative approach to the problems. This book con
tains descriptions of temporal processing in widely different 
animals: insects (p. 3-27), fishes (p. 28-57), frogs and toads (p. 
58-73), and birds (p. 113-119). Most chapters deal with mammals, 
including humans. Two chapters discuss the remarkable hearing 
capacity of echo-locating bats (p. 96-107 and p. 180-204). The 
implications for acoustic instrumentation and for the legislation 
on noise are discussed on p. 205-214. Finally, temporal processes 
in the perception of speech are discussed on p. 215-237. 

The reception of sound starts with the interaction between a sound 
wave and the sound-receiving structures (in most cases a tympanum, 
but see p. 28-30 for a description of the processes in fishes). The 
mechanical time resolution at this level and in the inner ear 
reflect the vibrations of membranes and other structures. It has 
often been assumed that a simple oscillator (a second order system) 
can be used as a model of the behaviour of these structures. 
Al though this may almost be the case (the moth tympanal membrane, 
p. 11-12), the use of this simple model for predicting the temporal 
processing seems to be misleading in most cases (p. 13-15, 74-81, 
143-144, 207). 

The coding of temporal information in auditory nerves appears to 
vary. Some animals (e. g. fishes, p. 44-48) seem to be specialized 
in processing information about frequency in the time domain, 
whereas in other animals (e.g. insects, p. 15-20, echolocating 
bats, p. 96-99) the carrier frequency is not reflected in the 
timing of the nerve impulses. Man and most animals appear to be 
somewhere between these extremes (p. 48-52, 59-62, 75-81, 111-113). 

The processing of temporal information in the central nervous 
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system has been studied in a wide variety of animals. Specialized 
neurons tuned to a specific range of amplitude modulation frequency. 
have been found in insects (p. 22-23), fishes (p. 41-43), frogs (p. 
65-70), and birds and mammals (p. 115-116). 

Not much is known about the cellular mechanisms involved, but 
evidence for intrinsic oscillations in neurons and coincidence 
detectors being involved in the temporal processing has been found 
(p. 108-121). 

The thinking about central processing has been much influenced by 
the conceots of cybernetics. The existence of neuronal auto- and 
cross-correlating circuits or neurons have often been postulated, 
and these and other concepts from cybernetics are also used through
out this book (see the Index). The actual use of such processes in 
neural processing has rarely been the subject of critical scruteny. 
On p. 187-192 a critical examination of the evidence for such 
processes in the echolocation of bats is presented. 

Much of the knowledge of temporal processing in brains has been 
obtained from behavioural (psychophysical) experiments. Data from 
behavioural experiments on animals and humans are discussed by 
several contributors who have taken advantage of modern methods for 
creating sound stimuli with well-controlled temporal and spectral 
properties (p. 48-53, 126-129, 148-154, 163-164). The results of 
the studies on natural sound signals (insects: p. 5-11, frogs: p. 
58-59, human speech: p. 227-234) are often less clear-cut, but the 
use of computers for modifying such sound Signals has now provided 
some understanding of the amounts of processing in the time and 
frequency domains during the perception of natural signals. Studies 
on temporal processing in humans have also provided evidence for 
pathological cases of temporal processing of (p. 171-177). 

The value of an introduction of this kind decreases with its 
length, and this Introduction therefore is kept very brief. The 
reader is referred to the Index for further access to specific 
topics. 



Auditory Processing of Temporal Cues in Insect Songs: 
Frequency Domain or Time Domain? 
Axel Michelsen, Ole Nresbye Larsen, and Annemarie Surlykke 

Institute of Biology, Odense University, DK-5230 Odense M, Denmark 

INTRODUCTION 

This contribution is an attempt to answer the questions: 1) Is it 
possible from the present knowledge of peripheral and central 
auditory processing to account for the behavioural preferences 
shown by listening insects? 2) Do we have evidence elucidating 
whether the processing of rapid changes in the sound signals is 
done in the time domain, in the frequency domain, or in both 
domains? 

We shall not be able to give clear answers partly because we are 
not quite sure how to make clear distinctions between time - and 
frequency domain processing. It might therefore be tempting to 
remember the saying "Oh Lord, help me to keep my big mouth shut, 
until I know what I am talking about". On the other hand, by 
adressing such questions we may encourage ourselves and others to 
provide some clear thinking and experiments. 

Ideally, one should select an experimental animal with clear be
havioural preferences in experiments, where minute time cues are 
being manipulated. One should then study both the peripheral and 
central processing in this animal in order to account for the be
havioural results. At present, we are not able to do this. The best 
we can do is to pool information from different insects. This 
approach is not ideal, since a sense of hearing has evolved inde
pendently at least a dozen times in different insects. 

In the following sections, we consider the evidence for auditory 
processing in the frequency- and time domains, which has been col
lected in behavioural, physical, and neurophysiological experiments. 

BEHAVIOURAL TIME RESOLUTION 

The vast majority of studies of sound communication in insects 
support the notion that the behavioural information is carried by 
the gross rhythmicity of the songs. Of course, the carrier fre
quencies have to be within the range of hearing of the animals, but 
insects often respond to very crude models of their communication 
songs. This was first observed around 1910 by the founder of 
experimental analysis of sound communication in insects, the Sloven
ian biologist Johann Regen. He succeeded in attracting female 
crickets to a telephone transmitting the song of a male cricket. 
Given the quality of transmission of the telephones at that time, 
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Regen concluded that details in the songs could not be terribly 
important for the animals (Regen 1913). 

Many insects emit sounds composed of long series of short impulses 
wi th broad frequency spectra. Shorthorned grasshoppers and bush 
crickets, for example, may be attracted by white noise models of 
their songs, provided that the amplitude modulation is about right. 
It is even possible to persuade a grasshopper to sing in duet with 
a typewriter! From such observations, it is tempting to conclude 
that - with a carrier in the audible range of the animals - only 
gross cues in the time domain are important for the recognition of 
the songs. 

Considering this apparent lack of frequency selectivity, it is 
puzzling why so many insects have invested in frequency analysers. 
About twenty years ago it was found that locusts have the ability 
to perform a frequency analysis of the sound carrier. We now know 
that most insects using sound for social communication are able to 
perform a frequency analysis (e.g. crickets, bush crickets, short
horned grasshoppers, mole crickets, various bugs). 

One reason for this confusion may be that insects are not very 
selective in their behavioural responses, unless they are forced to 
select. A grasshopper which has been socially isolated for some 
time may respond to many different sounds, but the same animal is 
probably able to show much more selectivety when surrounded by many 
different singers in its natural habitat. Recent studies also 
demonstrate that grasshoppers presented with unnatural imitations 
of their songs may require a few dB higher sound levels in order to 
respond (Skovmand and Pedersen 1983, Johansen 1982). It may be, 
therefore, that some investigators have obtained the false impres
sion of very little discrimination, because the experiments have 
not been done in the right way. We should like to stress that no 
really solid evidence is backing this notion. 

Gap detection 

Psychophysical experiments are not easy to perform in insects, 
which do not show any interest in the positive or negative rewards 
normally offered in such experiments. Instead, one may take advan
tage of their interest in the social signals exchanged during the 
sexual behaviour. This has been done by Dagmar and Otto von Helver
sen in a series of studies on shorthorned grasshoppers (1972, 1979, 
1983, 1984). 

Grasshoppers sing by stridulation, i. e. by hitting a series of 
cuticular teeth by a scraper. The series of teeth (the file) and 
the scraper are located on two parts of the body which can be rub
bed against each other (in shorthorned grasshoppers the hindlegs 
and the wings). Each tooth impact gives rise to an impulse vibra
tion (Fig. 1). A series of impulses may be grouped to form a syl
lable, and two or more syllables may form a chirp, and so on (Fig. 
1). The numbers and durations of each of these components differ 
among different species. To a first approximation these songs look 
like amplitude-modulated broad-band noise. 
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F.i.!J. 1.. The ~.tA.u.ctwLe 01- t:h.e ~ong of.. 
a g.omplwceAin.e ~hoMfw/ll'l.ed f}/tM~hop
peA. (Cho/l.i:hi...p{JlJ4 b~) and t:h.e 
t:.eJUTlin.01.of}!J fJ/I..Opo~ed b!J. &iAneA. 
U97*). The :time ma/l.k (~): 15 ~ 
(~equence of.. 2nd o~eA.); 2.9 ~ 
(~equence of.. ~t:. o~eA.); 72.5 fM 

(c.hi.A.p); 9.1. fM (~!J.llab1.e); 0.9 fM 

(i..mpuJ.Ae). (F/l.om c~neA. 1.97*). 

In the grasshopper Chorthippus biguttulus the song consists of 
syllables of about 10 ms duration (the durations of the components 
of insect songs depend on temperature). Six syllables form a chirp 
and about 30-40 chirps form a sequence of 1st order, which may be 
repeated many times (Fig. 1). Animals in the right mood may respond 
to "acceptable" artificial songs by singing a response song. Arti
ficial songs are easily made by amplitude modulation of white 
noise. Both the durations of the components and the pauses between 
them must be wi thin certain ranges in order for the song to be 
acceptable. 

Of special interest in the present context is that even a very 
small increase in the pauses between the syllables may cause a 
dramatic decrease of the acceptability of a song (von Helversen 
1972). This is illustrated for a single female in Fig. 2, where the 
pause between the syllables has been varied at two different 
syllable durations (3 ms and 10 ms, corresponding to 12-18 and 5-6 
syllables per chirp, respectively). For the 3 ms syllables an 
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increase of the pauses between the syllables from 1 ms to 1.2 or 
1.4 ms are sufficient for causing a decrease in the response rate 
to one half and one fifth, respectively. At the more natural 
syllable duration of 10 ms a similar effect of the pause duration 
is seen. 

Later experiments (von Helversen 1979) have shown that this "gap 
detection" is a function of the sound level. The gaps between the 
syllables must be longer at lower sound pressure levels in order to 
be detected by the listening grasshoppers. At levels about 3 dB, 15 
dB, and 27 dB above threshold, the minimum durations of the gaps 
detected were about 3.6 ms, 1.6 ms, and 1.2 ms, respectively. 

These experiments demonstrate a surprising capacity in grasshoppers 
for detecting minute details in the amplitude modulation of the 
sound carrier. However, it may be questioned, whether these pause 
durations should be compared with the gap detection thresholds 
measured in vertebrates and human beings (Fay 1985; Green 1985; 
Buus and Florentine 1985). The pauses occur at least 50 times per 
second, and the 1 istening animals may perhaps take advantage of 
this redundancy. 
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Timing of frequency components 

In the experiments by the von Helversens the artificial songs were 
made by amplitude-modulating band-limited white noise. The natural 
songs have a more complicated fine structure, however, and this 
fine structure also seems to play a (modest) role in carrying be
havioural information. 
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The spectrum of the single impulses from each tooth impact in stri
dulation covers a broad frequency range (Fig. 3B). However, a 
series of impulses may give rise to a line spectrum if the impulses 
are regularly spaced. In such a line spectrum the fundamental 
frequency component is determined by the time interval between the 
impulses, and the other lines are harmonics of the fundamental one 
(Fig. 3, C and D). In insect songs, the spacing of the impulses is 
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'not so regular that line spectra occur. Instead, the spectrum has a 
number of maxima corresponding to the fundamental and harmonics of 
the instantaneous impulse rate. 

The spacing of the impulses has been particularly studied in the 
shorthorned grasshopper Omocestus viridulus, in which each chirp 
consists of two syllables, one produced by the leg upstroke and one 
by the downstroke. The impulse rate varies in a systematic way 
during a chirp from about 250 Hz to about 4 kHz (Fig. 4A). Such 
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Skovman.d and 'POOM4en 1983). 

frequency sweeps are present in the songs of several insects. Since 
the spacing between the impulses is changing with time, the posi
tion of the spectral maxima also change during each chirp. 

During each chirp, the singing animal changes not only the velocity 
of its hindlegs (and thus the rate of impacts from the regularly 
spaced teeth) but also the force between the scraper and the file. 
The impulses therefore vary both in rate and ampli tude during a 
chirp - and there is also a variation of the emitted sound power. 
In Omocestus viridulus the emitted sound power reaches a maximum 
close to the end of each chirp, because both the number of impulses 
per unit of time and their amplitude are at a maximum (Fig. 4). 

In summary, the listening animals are presented not only with a 
gross amplitude modulation, but also with fast sweeps of both sound 
power and carrier spectrum. The question now is: do they use this 
additional information? 

This question - whether the listening grasshoppers pay any atten
tion to the fine details in the song - must be answered by means of 
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behavioural experiments, in which these details are varied. 
Ideally, one should perform the analysis in such a way that the 
sweeping frequency spectra are varied independently of the sweeping 
sound power. Some attempts have been made in recent years to do 
this, but an ideal experiment would require a determination of the 
time constant for the perception of the sound power. This informa
tion is not yet available. Nevertheless, one can learn much by 
comparing the "attractiveness" of natural and artificial songs to 
listening grasshoppers. The "attractiveness" is assumed to be in
dicated by the threshold sound level for releasing a response song 
from the listening animal. 

A large number of interesting artificial songs can be made by means 
of digital computers, which also allow for a very detailed signal 
analysis. The procedure for creating the artifial songs is to re
cord an impulse sound from a grasshopper song (Fig. 3A), feed it 
into the computer, and repeat it with the amplitudes and time 
intervals chosen by the programmer. One may also separate different 
frequency bands by filtering the natural or artificial songs and 
recombine the frequency components with slightly changed time rela
tions between the components (Skovmand and Pedersen 1978 and 1983, 
Johansen 1982). 

Without going into the technical details we may note that even very 
slight modifications of a natural song may cause a decrease in 
"attractiveness" (some dB increase in the threshold for releasing a 
behavioural response). Most artificial songs are less attractive 
than the natural ones, but some are just as attractive ("super
optimal" artificial songs have not been found). At present, it is 
not quite obvious how these results should be interpreted, but it 
is noteworthy that both attractive and less attractive songs have 
the same gross amplitude modulation. The frequency spectrum and 
sound power is also the same for all songs when measured with time 
constants corresponding to the duration of syllables or chirps. The 
songs differ, however, when these parameters are measured with 
shorter time constants. 

In order to interpret the behavioural results, one must know the 
exact position of the frequency analysing "filters" in the peri
pheral and central auditory pathways of the species studied, and 
one also has to know the "time constants" for the response of these 
neurons to sudden changes in the sound power within their frequency 
ranges. Although these properties are not known, the present know
ledge about the physiology can be used for formulating a working 
hypothesis for the analysis of the songs in Omocestus viridulus. 

The ears of shorthorned grasshoppers contain four groups of recep
tor cells with different frequency sensitivities (Michelsen 1971, 
Romer 1976). In the locust, three of the cell groups (named a-c) 
have their best frequencies between two and eight kHz, whereas the 
fourth group (named d) is mainly sensitive to sounds above 10 kHz 
(Fig. 5). The exact position of the threshold curves is not yet 
known in Omocestus viridulufi, but whole-nerve recordings suggest 
that the a-c cells may have best frequencies slightly higher than 
in the locust. With the computer, one can create digital frequency 
fil ters simulating the receptor cells. These filters can then be 
used for studying the timing of the energy flow to each group of 
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receptor cells. 

The frequency analysis in the ears of locusts and other shorthorned 
grasshoppers is caused by the tympanum and the cuticular attachment 
bodies of the receptor cells acting as a mechanical frequency ana
lyser, the detailed function of which is still debated. As already 
mentioned, single tooth-impact impulses cover a broad frequency 
range (Fig. 3B), and they therefore activate all four groups of 
receptor cells in the ear. The same is true for series of impulses 
in the part of the chirps, where the impulses are widely spaced. 
During the fast leg movements, however, the position of the maxima 
in the, frequency spectrum may shift rapidly. The high-frequency 
d-cells have so broad threshold curves that they will always be 
activated, but the three groups of low-frequency cells are more 
narrowly tuned. Let us consider a group of cells tuned to 4 kHz. 
These cells will be maximally stimulated when the tooth impact 
frequency is around 2 kHz (by the first harmonic component of the 
spectrum) and again around 4 kHz, but they will receive less energy 
at other tooth impact frequencies. The three groups of receptor 
cells sensitive to sounds below 10 kHz will all be activated during 
the most intense part of each chirp, where the impulse rate 
increases to about 4 kHz, but not always simultaneously. 

The preliminary analysis of the natural and artificial songs used 
in the behavioural experiments suggests that the animals prefer 
songs, which cause an almost simultaneous activation (within a time 
interval of about one millisecond) of the different groups of 
receptor cells during the maximum close to the end of each chirp 
(Fig. 4). Less attractive songs tend to cause a larger scatter in 
times for maximum activation of the groups. It should be stressed, 
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however, that the timing of activation 
inferred from a model: the computer 
(Johansen 1982). Recordings from single 
groups would be much more convincing. 

Conclusion and discussion 

of the receptor cells was 
with its digital filters 
receptor cells in the four 

Although there are several loose ends in this story, the experimen
tal results suggest that some insects may be sensitive to time cues 
of the order of a few milliseconds. The fact that white noise was 
used for the song models tested in the "gap detection" experiments 
may suggest that the neural processing was done exclusively in the 
time domain. In the experiments with Omocestus, however, it is more 
likely that the song recognition is based partly on the "correct" 
timing of the peak activities of different groups of receptor cells 
responding to different frequency bands, i.e. that the neural 
processing is carried out both in the frequency- and time domains. 

In this context, it is interesting that singing grasshoppers do not 
make the amplitude pattern as clear as possible. In contrast, the 
fine patterns made by each of the animal's two "intruments" (the 
two pairs of hindlegs and wings) are produced somewhat out of 
phase, so the pauses between syllables are camouflaged. The resul
ting "blurred" output is not caused by sloppy coordination of the 
legs, since the phase shift between the legs is timed with a 
precision of a millisecond (Elsner 1974). Really nice songs with a 
clear amplitude pattern are produced only by invalid grasshoppers 
lacking one of their hindlegs, but there is no evidence that the 
songs of these animals are more attractive than normal songs. That 
"blurred" songs are attractive is understandable, if the fine 
structure is not perceived directly in the time domain, but only 
after a preliminary analysis in the frequency domain. 

MECHANICAL TIME RESOLUTION 

A convenient way of investigating the reactions of a system to fast 
changes in its input is to evoke its impulse response. This can be 
done by activating the system with a short, intense force (known as 
Dirac's Delta function). In simple mechanical systems (e.g. a mass 
connected to a lightly damped spring) the impulse response may have 
the form of a regularly decaying oscillation. The time constant of 
the decay can be regarded as a measure of the "memory" of the 
system. If the system is linear, the impulse response can be used 
for predicting thJ reactions to all other inputs. 

The impulse response of a tympanal membrane vibrating in its basic 
mode may be rather close to this simple case. The time resolution 
of the tympanum can be illustrated by activating the ear with a 
pair of short impulse sounds. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the 
tympanal membrane of a noctuid moth, in which the vibrations were 
measured with laser vibrometry (Schiol ten et al 1981). The best 
frequency of the tympanum was about 25 kHz, and each of the two 
sound impulses had a duration of 16 ).ls and a uniform amplitude 
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spectrum between 18 and 38 kHz. It is seen that the impulse re
sponses of the tympanum are separated when the time interval be
tween the impulse sounds is larger than 300-400 ).ls; that visually 
separate impulse responses are obtained at intervals down to 150-
200 ).ls; and that the impulse responses superimpose to form one 
damped vibration when the time interval is smaller than 100 ).ls. 

Such direct observations of a system's behaviour in the time domain 
are not easy to perform. Ideally, the duration of the Delta-func
tion should be less than 10% of the time constant of the system 
under study (Varju 1977). The time constant of the moth tympanum is 
about 60 ~s, so ideally the impulse sound should have a duration of 
less than 6 ~s. Since this is not the case, the impulse responses 
are somewhat distorted. In practice, it has proven extremely dif
ficu1 t to produce intense impulse sounds with ideal properties: 
short duration, reproducible and variable amplitude, and a flat 
amplitude spectrum within the audible range. For example, some 
investigators have used electric sparks. Although single sparks may 
have properties close to the ideal ones, they are seldomly reproduc
ib1e. It is also difficult to control the timing of spark genera
tion. The only obvious advantage of sparks seems to be that no 
triggering wires are required: all computers and other instruments 
in the neighbourhood trigger automatically! Our present favourite 
method of creating acoustic Delta-functions is to let a very thin 
plastic film jump from one position to another. The 15 ).ls impulses 
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thus produced have flat amplitude and phase spectra from about 800 
Hz to about 80 kHz. Al though these impulses are well sui ted for 
activating ears within the frequency range mentioned, they are not 
sui ted for studies below 500 Hz (the energy is too small at low 
frequencies). A method for producing acoustic Delta-functions with 
sufficient energy also at low frequencies would be most welcome. 

The practical problems involved with the direct observations of the 
impulse responses may be circumvented. One may either determine the 
transfer function of the system (e.g. by using pure tones or noise 
as stimulus) and then calculate the impulse response by applying 
the inverse Fourier transform. Al ternat i vely , one may perform a 
cross-correlation between the input (white noise sounds) and the 
output (e.g. the vibration of the tympanum) and thus obtain the 
impulse response. In theory and for linear systems these kinds of 
approach should be quite as reliable as the direct observation. In 
practice, however, it is often difficult to be sure that the 
impulse responses thus obtained are fair representations of the 
real impulse response (Schiolten et al. 1981). This seems especial
ly to be the case for complicated systems like transmission lines 
(e.g. the cochlea). 

Although the impulse response of a simple tympanum like that of the 
noctuid moth looks much like the impulse response from a second 
order system (e.g. a mass connected to a spring), the oscillatory 
decay is more complicated in the tympanum. The use of a time con
stant for describing the decay is therefore only an approximation. 
Much more complicated impulse responses are found in the tympanal 
membranes of most animals and man (Fig. 7). Some of these i·mpulse 
responses are so complicated that the application of a single time 
constant for characterising the decay is not appropriate. 

The reasons for the different shapes of the impulse response are 
diverse. In many animals (e.g. most insects, frogs, lizards, and 
even some birds and mammals) the tympanal membrane receives sound 
not only at its outer surface, but also at the inner surface, be
cause they need their ears to work as pressure difference receivers 
in order to Perceive the direction of the sound waves (see e.g. 
Michelsen 1983). Sound is therefore allowed to reach the two sur
faces of the tympanum through different paths. A short sound im
pulse may therefore hit first one side and then the other side of 
the tympanum, thus creating an impulse response of complicated 
shape (Larsen 1981). This type of complexity is not reflecting the 
mechanics of the tympanum, but the transfer function of the acous
tical parts of the hearing organ. An example of such complicated 
acoustics is found in crickets, where each ear has no less than 
four acoustic inputs (Larsen and Michelsen 1978). It should be 
noted that the time of arrival of the different sound waves 
reaching the tympanum depends on the direction to the sound source. 
The shape of the impulse response is therefore a function of the 
direction of sound (Fig. 7A and B). 

The complicated shape of the impulse response may thus reflect the 
complicated mechanics of the tympanum and/or other components of 
the ear. The impulse response of human tympana consists of at least 
two phases, a fast response and a slow decay (Fig. 7C). Some 
tympanal membranes like those of shorthornedgrasshoppers and 
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locusts perform vibrations not only in the basic mode, but also at 
higher modes (Michelsen 1971), and the mode of decay reflects the 
complexity of the mechanics. 

In such complicated systems, the impulse response may depend rather 
much on the power spectrum of the acoustic impulse evoking them. 
The term impulse response should therefore be used only for the 
response to a very short stimulus with flat ampli tude- and phase
spectra within the frequency range considered. This is illustrated 
for the locust ear in Fig. 7D and E. Obviously, in this case the 
time constants are considerably shorter for the higher (high fre
quency) modes of vibration than for the lower ones. The reason 
probably is that in locust ears the main source of resistive 
damping is in the tympanal membrane and the receptor organ (Michel
sen 1971). A certain amount of damping will cause the oscillation 
to decay over approximately the same number of cycles at both basic 
and higher modes of vibration. In other words: if it takes, for 
example, four cycles to reach 20% of the original amplitude both at 
4 kHz and at 20 kHz, then the time constant is a factor of 5 
smaller at 20 kHz than at 4 kHz. It is important to realize, 
however, that one may find just -the opposite frequency dependence 
in other ears if the main resistive damping is caused by the 
interaction with the medium (because the radiation of sound - and 
thus loss of energy - is less efficient when the tympanum vibrates 
in a higher mode). Alternatively, the frictional losses (per cycle 
of vibration) may vary with frequency. At present, such thoughts 
are only speculations, and this problem should be studied further 
in various ears. 

Conclusion 

Let us now return to the problems outlined in the previous section 
and compare the mechanical and behavioural time resolution in short
horned grasshoppers. Assuming a time constant for the behaviour of 
1 ms, the mechanics of the ears is not likely to limit the total 
time resolution at high frequencies (Fig. 7E, see also Fig. 5 in 
Schiolten et al. 1981). At low frequencies, however, it is not 
certain that the mechanics can be neglected (Fig. 7D). 

NEURAL TIME RESOLUTION 

Receptor responses 

Information about the ability of insect auditory receptor cells and 
auditory neurons to respond to rapid changes of sound power may be 
found scattered in the literature, but no real quantitative analy
sis exists for any insect ear. Several authors give some indication 
of the ability of the cells to synchronize their responses to the 
clicks in a series of clicks, but the spectral and temporal 
properties of the clicks are seldomly described. These studies are 
therefore less useful. 

Most hearing insects possess 1-80 auditory receptor cells. The 
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cicadas, however, boast a total of up to 2200 primary fibres in 
each ear (Doolan and Young 1981). This large number of receptor 
cells might conceivably be an adaptation to high temporal resolu
tion. Assuming the properties of a perfect parallel receiver the 
coding precision of time parameters would be increased by a factor 

J6 of 47 (= 2200 2 ) over that of a single neuron. Unfortunately, stu-
dies on this possibility have not been done. Neither is it known 
whether precise information on time parameters has any behavioural 
significance in cicadas. 

In the migratory locust (a shorthorned grasshopper), the temporal 
resolution of the four groups of receptor cells has recently been 
studied by a system-theory approach (Sippel and Breckow 1983). 
White noise and sinusoids were used for amplitude modulation of the 
carrier frequency which was chosen to be the best frequency ·of the 
group under study. The results were used for calculating the linear 
and one non-linear component of the transfer function. Apparently, 
the non-linear component is not very important under the conditions 
studied (the experimental data fit a linear model almost as well as 
a combined linear and non-linear model). Unfortunately, this in
vestigation did not contribute much to solve the problem of the 
limits for time resolution, because the use of a Hann-window with a 
frequency limit of 100 Hz for filtering the neural response histo
grams caused the power spectra of the transfer functions to de
crease strongly above 100 Hz. It would be interesting to have these 
experiments repeated without this restriction. 

In our laboratory, we have recently collected some data on the 
abili ty of the receptor cells in moth ears to synchronize their 
responses with amplitude modulations of stimulus sounds (Surlykke 
et al. in prep.). 

Moths are especially well sui ted for studies of auditory transduc
tion processes, since the ears are very simple: one or two receptor 
cells attach to the centre of a fairly homogeneous tympanum, the 
mechanical behaviour of which has been described above. 

In the experiments 40 kHz pure tones and band limited noise sinus
oidally modulated between 10 and 400 Hz served as stimuli. The best 
frequencies of the auditory receptor cells vary between 20 and 50 
kHz in different species of moths. The ears are rather broadly 
tuned (Q3dB about 3), and the receptor cells are therefore unlikely 

to detect the minute changes in the frequency spectrum of the 
stimulus sounds caused by the 10-400 Hz sinusoidal amplitude modula
tions. The synchronization observed between the low-frequency 
sinusoid and the occurrence of the spikes therefore reflects pro
cesses in the time domain (Fig. 8). 

The sound level was varied up to 20 dB above threshold and the 
modulation deptl1 was varied between 0% (no amplitude modulation) 
and 100% (very brief silent intervals between each carrier pulse). 

Various methods may be used for calculating the degree of synchroni
zation of the spikes to the modulating sinusoid. We recorded the 
spike responses on a signal averager as PST histograms. The signal 
averager performed an integration of the histograms, i.e. displayed 
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a cumulative response curve. The time window of the signal averager 
was chosen to include 3-5 cycles of the sinusoid (3-5 peaks and 
valleys in the histogram - Fig. 8), and the integration of the 
synchronized response produced a cumulative curve with 3-5 steps 
(Fig. 8). Each peak in the original histogram corresponds to a 
maximum slope in the cumulative curve (the response-slope) and each 
valley to a minimum slope (the pause-slope). The ratio between 
tangent to the response-slope and tan (pause-slope) may then be 
used as a measure of the degree of synchronization. In theory, the 
ratio may vary between 1 (no synchronization) and ~ (perfect 
synchronization). In the experiments we obtained values between 1 
and about 100. 

This simple method allows the degree of synchronization to be meas
ured and compared at different modulation depths, modulation fre
quencies, and sound levels above threshold. It is probably not a 
very sensitive indicator of the threshold for the detection of 
amplitude modulation (leaving it to the imagination of the investi
gator, whether an almost straight cumulative curve really is 
straight). One may argue, however, that thresholds are arbitrary, 
since the threshold of the central nervous system is unlikely to 
correspond to that selected by the investigator. 

The response synchronization was proportional to modulation depth 
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at all modulation frequencies, and at all stimulus intensities. 

At a given modulation depth, the response depends on the modulation 
frequency and intensity of the stimulus sound. At high intensities 
the spikes are so regularly spaced immediately after stimulus 
onset, that this may give a false impression of synchronization: 
the cumulative curve is staircase-like (Fig. 9). At low inten-
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si ties, just above threshold, the cumulative curve is a straight 
line (no synchronization). But at sound levels of 5 to 10 dB above 
threshold, the time course of excitation and adaptation allow the 
receptor cells to respond with maximum phase locking to the sinus
oidal amplitude modulation of the sound (Fig. 9). Immediately after 
stimulus onset the synchronization is rather low, because the spike 
rate is high, but after 30-100 ms the synchronization is a maximum, 
then dropping progressively with stimulus length (Fig. 10). Hence, 
at ideal conditions (i.e. 100% modulation depth, sound level 5-10 
dB above threshold, and 30-100 ms after the onset of sound) the 
receptor cells are able to follow amplitude modulations of about 
300 Hz (Fig. 11). 

In the steady-state, i. e., when using continuous stimulation, the 
cells can only follow modulation frequencies up to about 150 Hz. At 
frequencies below 150 Hz, the degree of synchronization is a 
function of sound intensity - at moderate sound levels. Above 150 
Hz, the results are similar to those described above: increasing 
sound intensity above a critical range does not increase syn
chronization. These results seem to be rather similar to those 
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obtained by others on vertebrate preparations (Capranica 1985, Fay 
1985) . 

In contrast to the situation in some vertebrate studies (e.g. Fay 
1985, Fig. 10), we do not find any difference between the responses 
to pure tone and to noise carriers. This is not surprising, since 
the carriers and modulation frequencies are far apart, and because 
the change in the frequency spectrum caused by the modulation is 
unlikely to be detected by the receptor cells (see above). It would 
be interesting to persue this in different animals in order to 
elucidate the possible contribution of frequency analysis to the 
different responses to pure tone and noise carriers observed in 
some animals. 

Central coding of slow amplitude modulations 

At the level of the central nervous system of insects only few 
studies have been undertaken to investigate the abilities of 
neurons for coding temporal pa.tterns, and all studies concern the 
coding at amplitude modulation frequencies below about 100 Hz. Such 
slow amplitude modulations occur in the songs of crickets. The 
c'a11ing songs in Figure 12 are from a cricket habitat in Azer
beidjan in USSR. Six sympatric cricket species are calling to
gether. Each song has an almost pure carrier close to 5 kHz (the 
higher harmonics are 20-40 dB below the level of the fundamental). 
The sounds are emitted as a train of syllables forming a chirp (cf. 
Fig. 1). All amplitude modulations are slow in the range of 
30-100 Hz. The calling songs of the six species differ little in 
their frequency spectra, but somewhat more in their slow temporal 
patterns. Since the crickets are obviously adapted to process such 
simple sounds, it should be relatively easy to investigate and 
account for temporal resolution in these animals. 

The relative importance of the carrier frequency and the temporal 
pattern can be determined in behavioural tests, where female 
crickets may express their preferences by running or not running 
towards the sound source. Such behavioural tests do not reveal any 
high degree of specificity as regards carrier frequency. Carriers 
in the range 4-5 kHz are most attractive, but carriers in the range 
from 2.5 kHz to 12 kHz may elicit tracking of the sound source 
(Hill 1974, Oldfield 1980). The syllable repetition frequency is 
very important, however.. In the experiments illustrated by the 
stimulus paradigms and phonotactic response (hatched area) in Fig. 
14, females of Gry11us campestris were presented with artificial 
songs with a carrier of 5 kHz and a duty cycle of 50%. These songs 
differ both in syllable repetition frequency and in the number of 
syllables per chirp, but previous experiments have shown that the 
latter parameter is of little importance in this species (as long 
as 3 or more syllables are present in each chirp). The behavioural 
prefe,rence of the crickets (expressed as seconds of tracking per 
minute of trial) shows bandpass properties with maximum tracking 
between 20 and 40 Hz, and no tracking at all below 10 Hz or above 
about 60 Hz. The range of maximally attractive pulse repetition 
rates correlates well with the natural range of the songs for the 

cricket species investigated, which at 120 C is 20 Hz and at 310 C is 
45 Hz (Thorson et a1. 1982). 
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Which mechanisms are responsible for this behavioural preference? 
Frequency cues are unlikely, since the slight spectral differences 
between the songs are much too small and wi thin the filter band
width (critical band) determined in behavioural experiments on 
cricket frequency resolution (Ehret et al. 1982). The mechanisms 
responsible for the temporal tuning are not situated in the ears 
(which in crickets are in the fore legs). The tympanal membranes 
react very fast (Fig. 7, Larsen 1981), and the primary receptor 
cells faithfully copy the pulse repetition at these low rates. The 
first hint of temporal processing is found in auditory interneurons 
within or ascending from the prothoracic ganglion. The final tem
poral tuning is in neurons of the brain. 

Wohlers and Huber (1982) noted that the first order auditory 
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interneurons may be separated in two classes according to their 
time resolution capabilities when tested with the natural song:. 
those that code each syllable with a distinct spike burst (ANl in 
Fig. 13), and those that code the duration of the chirp, but not 
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consistently the single syllables (AN2 in Fig. 13). A closer 
analysis showed that in the non-coding neurons the decay-time of 
the membrane potential was considerably longer than in the coding 
neurons. If the syllable repetition rate was lowered, even the 
"non-coding" AN2 neuron would now code for the temporal pattern 
(Fig. 13, right). One of the two ascending neurons (AN1) will thus 
code for a wide range of pulse repetition frequencies, while the 
other neuron (AN2) and the brain neurons BNCl a and d (Fig. 13) 
will code only below a certain pulse repetition frequency, i. e. 
these neurons excibit low-pass properties. Other brain neurons 
(e.g. BNC2b in Fig. 13) show various degrees of synchronization at 
high pulse repetition rates but not at low ones, i. e. they have 
high-pass properties. A third class of auditory brain neurons (e.g. 
BNC2a in Fig. 13) show band-pass properties, only coding for 
syllables with repetition rates in a particular range (Schildberger 
1984a). 

The mechanism producing the high-pass characteristic is not known, 
but it may be a long lasting neural inhibition that builds up 
during a long syllable and persists over the next syllable period, 
while at shorter syllable lengths and repetition rates the exci ta-
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tion dominates the inhibition. The low-pass properties may result 
from the temporal summation of graded potentials (see BNe Id in 
Fig. 13), which at long syllables have time enough to become so 
large as to generate action potentials, while remaining below 
threshold level at shorter syllable lengths. The band-pass neurons 
could obtain their filter characteristics by an ANDing of high- and 
low-pass filter neurons. Latency measurements and anatomy suggest 
that this is indeed the case for most of the band-pass neurons. The 
fil ter characteristics are summarized in Figure 14, which shows 
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that not only do low- and high-pass neurons probably add to produce 
the response of the band-pass neurons, but their band-pass charac
teristics is closely correlated with that of the animals, when the 
phonotactic behaviour is measured with identical stimulus paradigms 
(the hatched area). 
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Though an auditory interneuron may code for the conspecific am
plitude modulations at low sound levels, there is a potential 
danger of response saturation and hence a cessation of temporal 
coding at high sound levels. How is the temporal coding of slow 
amplitude modulations preserved at high sound levels? 

It was mentioned that the calling songs emitted by some crickets 
are carried by rather pure tones. In other species, however, the 
spectra show strong harmonic components, and the first and second 
harmonic may be only a few dB below the level of the fundamental 
which is at 4-5 kHz. Figure 15 illustrates this for three different 
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songs in Tele.ogryllus oceanicus. At low sound levels the fundamen
tal will dominate and interneurons sensitive to this frequency will 
code the song syllables. At high sound levels the higher harmonics 
add to the overall sound level stimulating the interneurons, and a 
blurring of the temporal coding would be expected. However, some 
interneurons tuned to frequencies in the range of 10 to 30 kHz 
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fai thfully code the syllables of the natural songs over a wide 
intensity range. The two-tone suppression responsible for this 
ability was elucidated by Hutchings and Lewis (1984) who stimula~ed 
such neurons with an 18 kHz carrier modulated in the pattern of the 
natural songs and found that the discharge of the interneuron was 
so heavy that syllable intervals were obscured. The addition of a 
4.5 kHz carrier re-established the temporal coding abilities - even 
at the fastest occurring (40-45 Hz) sound pulses. By this two-tone 
stimulation, temporal coding could be achieved even at sound levels 
of 98 dB SPL. In classical two-tone suppression experiments, it 
could be shown that by neural inhibition the frequency components 
at 4-5 kHz diminish the response to 25 kHz, even when the 4-5 kHz 
components are at a 20 dB lower sound level. Hutchings and Lewis 
(1984) concluded that the strong inhibitory side band serves to 
keep neural firing in the middle of the neuron's dynamic range, ir
respective of the overall stimulus intensity, thus greatly ex
tending the range of coding for details of the temporal pattern. 

Two-tone suppression effects are 
cialized neurons, but according 
suppression by neural inhibition 
neurons of crickets al though 
this effect. 

not restricted to single, spe
to Boyd e t al. ( 1984) two-tone 
is found in all auditory inter

wi th different susceptibility to 

More generally, a mechanism of two different frequency regimes 
interacting to enhance temporal coding seems to be a quite common 
phenomenon in orthopteran insects. In bushcrickets for instance, 
the song typically consists of very short impulses forming 15-20 ms 
syllables, which are repeated at a rate of about 30 Hz for tens of 
seconds. The auditory interneurons code for the single syllables, 
while the fine structure of the syllable doesn't seem to convey 
information. So, again we are talking about rather slow phenomena. 
All the interneurons show various degrees of habituation, the most 
strongly habituating ones responding with a single spike only at 
the beginning of each chirp. It is interesting that some neurons 
habituating to sound stimuli, dishabituate when the animal ad
ditionally receives input to its low-frequency sensitive vibration 
receptors (Kalmring et al. 1983). 

CONCLUSION 

The time resolution demonstrated during the exchange of social 
signals varies from a behavioural preference for amplitude modula
tions around 30 Hz in crickets and bush crickets to preferences for 
time cues of the order of one to a few ms in grasshoppers. The 
former behavioural preference is probably due to auditory proces
sing entirely in the time domain, whereas frequency cues may be 
involved in the latter case. The mechanical time resolution in the 
ears does not play any role for the temporal processing in 
crickets. In grasshoppers, the mechanics is unlikely to limit the 
time resolution at high carrier frequencies, but it may perhaps be 
important at low carrier frequencies. The time resolution in peri
pheral and central neurons is sufficient to account for the be
haviour of crickets, but the behavioural preferences for time cues 
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Temporal Processing by the Auditory System of Fishes 
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INTRODUCTION 

The earliest experimental interests in the hearing mechanisms of 
fishes were motivated in part by questions of the functional sig
nificance of inner ear structure (e.g. Bigelow 1904; Manning 1924; 
von Frisch 1938). As will be described below, the otolithic ears of 
fishes do not seem sui ted for the type of mechanical frequency 
analysis characteristic of the mammalian cochlea, and questions 
arose regarding the capacities of fishes to extract information 
from the acoustic waveform. Are fishes capable of frequency dis
crimination, and if so, how is the acoustic waveform coded by the 
ear and analyzed by the brain? Without obvious mechanisms for a 
frequency-domain analysis, processing in fishes is likely based on 
waveform analysis in the time-domain. The fishes thus are a pos
sible model system for studying temporal analysis which is re
latively uncontaminated by a peripheral frequency analysis. 

In this chapter, I review the results from a variety of experiments 
on temporal auditory processing in fishes. Most of the published 
data comes from my lab's work on the goldfish. Al though the gold
fish is not known to vocalize, and its ear is only typical of a 
small group of teleosts, it is clearly well adapted to hear and 
therefore must make use of sound in its daily life. In addition, 
this species is easily trained in psychophysical tasks, making 
possible complementary behavioral and neurophysiological experi
ments under the same conditions. 

Overview of Fish Auditory Systems 

The ears of fishes include three otolith organs; the saccule, 
lagena and utricle (Fig. 1). These structures are similar to the 
otolith organs of all vertebrates, and appear to be well suited for 
vestibular functions; detecting linear accelerations. The otoliths 
are solid calcium carbonate "stones" lying over a sensory macula 
composed of supporting and hair cells. The otoliths and their 
maculae vary considerably in gross and microscopic structure among 
species (Popper 1977). Hair cells are organized over the macula 
into two or more groups with opposing directional orientation. 
Eighth nerve fibers generally innervate groups of hair cells of one 
or the other directional type (a few innervate both types in the 
saccule). Phase-locking in nerve fibers innervating one directional 
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group of hair cells essentially represents a half-wave rectified 
version of the stimulus waveform. However, since there are at least 
two opposed hair cell groups in fishes, sound waveforms are coded 
in greater density and detail than by the unidirectional systems 
characteristic of the mammals and birds. 

Otoli th organs function in a "vestibular" mode with the high den
sity otolith acting as an inertial mass (Fay 1984). Acceleration of 
the body causes relative motion between the hair cells and the 
otoliths, strain across the hair cell stereocilia, and neural ex
ci tation through release of a neurotransmitter. Since body tissues 
are well coupled to the water environment, acoustic particle motion 
is an adequate stimulus for these organs. Most otolith organs 
respond efficiently to sound frequencies up to 200 to 300 Hz, but 
some are specialized for response up to 2-3 kHz. Sensi ti vi ty to 
particle motion has been measured to fall between 10 and 0.1 nm 
(Chapman and Hawkins 1973; Fay and Patricoski 1980; Fay 1984). This 
range is comparable to basilar membrane displacement amplitude 
calculated for the threshold of hearing in mammals on the basis of 
recent biophysical measurements (reviewed by Ashmore and Russell 
1983) . 
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The goldfish is additionally specialized to detect the sound pres
sure waveform through the swimbladder, which is efficiently coupled 
to the saccule via a set of specialized bones (Weberian ossicles). 
Sound pressure variations cause the swimbladder to expand and con-
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tract, and this motion is transmitted via the Weberian ossicles to 
the saccular endolymph where the otolith is thought to be engageq 
through frictional forces. The capacity to code both sound pressure 
and particle motion is found only among some fishes, and gives 
information required to determine wave impedance, direction of 
propagation, and acoustic intensity (Schuijf and Hawkins 1983; Fay 
1984). 

Overview of Fish Hearing Capacities 

Fishes vary considerably in hearing sensitivity and bandwidth (Fig. 
2). The most sensi ti ve fishes (goldfish, soldierfish, and blind 
cavefish) have specialialized mechanical pathways for transmitting 
motion from the swimbladder to the ear, and respond to sound 

intensi ties of about 6 X 10-14 watt meter -2. Species with inter
mediate sensi,tivi ty (cod, squirrelfish) have swimbladders, but no 
known special pathway to the ear, and those with poorest sensitiv
ity (flatfish, tuna) lack sWimbladders altogether. The 3 kHz band
width limitation characteristic of fishes may be an adaptation for 
processing only those frequencies likely to cause robust phase
locking in eighth nerve fibers. 

Goldfish discriminate one pure tone frequency from another with an 
accuracy of about 5% for frequencies between 50 and 1000 Hz (see 
Fig. 16). This sensitivity puts the goldfish within the range of 
variation in frequency discrimination seen among the mammals and 
birds in this same frequency range (Fay 1973). Compared with man, 
however, the goldfish thresholds (and those of most mammals) are at 
least one order of magnitude higher. Figure 3 shows intensity 
discrimination thresholds for noise and 800 Hz tones measured under 
various conditions. Noise DLs range from about 1.2 to 2.4 dB and 
are independent of overall level (Weber's Law holds). This sensitiv
ity is comparable to man's, given that listening is restricted to a 
1 kHz bandwidth (Zwicker 1975). The tonal DLs obtained under 
conditions of continous adaptation depend strongly on overall level 
(Weber's Law does not hold), and thresholds may be as small as 0.13 
dB, a value below that measured in any other non-human vertebrate. 
The tonal DLs for pulsed signals (not shown) range between 1.5 and 
2.0 dB, and are independent of overall level (Fay and Coombs 1984). 

This differential sensitivity places the goldfish within the range 
observed for most other vertebrates, with the exception of fre
quency discrimination compared to man. It seems that otolith organs 
provide the auditory system with a quality of neurally coded 
information rivaling that of the mammalian cochlea, for frequencies 
below 1 kHz or so. 

While otolith organs seem unsuited for frequency analysis, single 
uni ts of the goldfish's saccular nerve show some degree of fre
quency selectivity (Fig. 4). There is considerable variation among 
units in spontaneous activity (not illustrated), sensitivity (40 dB 
or more), best frequency (from about 100 to 800 Hz), and bandwidth. 
An important consequence of this peripheral filtering is the limita
tion of effective noise power interfering with the detection of 
band-limited signals. Studies of the critical masking ratio 
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(Buerkle 1969; Chapman and Hawkins 1973; Fay 1974; Fay and Coombs 
1983), psychophysical tuning curves (Fay, Ahroon and Orawski 1978; 
Coombs 1981), and other masking phenomena (Tavolga 1974; Hawkins 
and Chapman 1975; Fay, Yost and Coombs 1983) show that the sensitiv
ity in detecting masked tones is consistent with the existence of 
"auditory filters" which, in the goldfish, are most likely the 
tuning characteristics of saccular fibers. The origin of frequency 
selectivity is not known, but could possibly arise from mechanical 
filtering peripheral to hair cell input, stereociliar resonance, or 
hair cell membrane tuning. In any case, these physiological and 
psychophysical data complicate a simple view of the otolithic ear 
as "monolithic", and raise the possibility that across-fiber pro
files of neural acti vi ty as well as temporal codes may underly 
acoustic spectral processing. 

The following sections review studies designed to disentangle the 
roles played by frequency- and time-domain cues in hearing by the 
goldfish. 
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This section considers how the auditory system of fishes encodes 
and processes the temporal features of sounds. "Temporal proces
sing" is loosely defined in order to include the concepts of 
temporal summation, temporal resolution of envelope structure, and 
temporal resolution of waveform fine structure. 

Temporal summation refers to the capacities of the auditory system 
to add up or integrate sound intensity over time, and thus to maxi
mize the detectability of long duration signals. Two important 
aspects of this process are; 1) the maximum time over which intens
ity may be integrated (most likely a property of central mechanisms 
which summate neural activity), and 2) the trading relation between 
sound intenSity and time. 

Temporal resolution of envelope refers to capacities for keeping 
acoustic events separate in time; for coding and processing envel
ope features over the shortest possible time intervals so as to 
maximize the detection of brief signals, and to extract information 
from envelope patterns. This process involves at least three pro
cesses; 1) the resolution with which envelope fluctuations are 
represented in the periphery, 2) the sensitivity with which intens-
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ity fluctuations are coded, and 3) the times over which neural 
activity is sampled. 

Waveform fine structure resolution refers to capacities for the 
neural coding and analysis of acoustic spectra in the time-domain. 
It is clear that acoustic waveforms are coded through a phase
locked response in peripheral neurons. However, it is less clear 
that a temporal code is the basis for a central spectrum analysis. 
In any case, the resolution with which acoustic waveforms could be 
analyze.d in time depends on several factors including; 1) the 
tuning (time constants) of filters peripheral to spike generation 
in auditory neurons, 2) the variability with which spikes are 
phase-locked to the stimulus waveform, and 3) the characteristics 
of hypothetical central networks which, in effect, measure time 
intervals between spikes. 

Implici t in the above definitions of temporal processing are the 
hypotheses that envelope integration and resolution are based on 
spike counting, and ,that waveform analysis is based on inter-spike 
timing. Although the following review of temporal processing pro
vides some evidence in support of these hypotheses, al ternati ves 
have not been ruled out in many cases. 

Temporal Summation 

In psychophysical experiments, Offutt (1967), Popper (1972), Haw
kins (1981), and Fay and Coombs (1983) studied the effect of dura
tion on pure tone detectabili ty. For signal durations between 10 
and 500 msec, Offutt (goldfish) and Hawkins (cod) found that pure 
tone threshold under masking declined significantly with duration 
while Popper (goldfish) found no duration effect at all for detec
tion in quiet. Fay and Coombs tested the hypothesis that the effect 
of duration on threshold is different in quiet and under noise 
masking. 

Some of the results from Fay and Coombs (1983) are shown in Fig. 5 
for a 400 Hz tone detected in quiet and in the presence of a broad 
band noise masker. Temporal summation is seen in both conditions, 
but the effect of duration is clearly larger for masked than for 
quiet detection. These functions can be thought of as duration
intensity trading relations for constant detection performance, and 
are well described by power functions with slopes (exponents) of 
-1.04 in nOise, and -0.43 in quiet. Unity slope means that a 
doubling of duration (t) can be traded for a 3 dB reduction in 
threshold intensity (I), or that energy (I·t) is constant at 
threshold as long as t is less than 600 msec or so. In this sense, 
temporal summation is "perfect" for masked tone detection. In 
quiet, smaller changes in intensity are traded for a doubling of 
duration to maintain detection performance. Therefore, threshold 
energy grows with signal duration out to about 600 msec. The same 
pattern of results was obtained at different signal frequencies, at 
a variety of masker levels, and for noise signals as well. The 
exponential function of Plomp and Bouman (1959) also fit the masked 
threshold data quite well, estimating the maximum integration time 
at 590 msec. Fay and Coombs (1984) have also studied the effects of 
duration on the detection of noise signals added to identical 
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(correlated) continuous noises. Here again, signal level is a power 
function of duration with an exponent of -0.96, and an estimated 
time constant of 450 msec (dasked line in Fig. 5). 

Zwislocki (1969) outlined a simple model for temporal summation 
which rests on the idea that the central integrator operates not on 
acoustic intensity, but on neural activity input from the peri
phery. If detection decisions are made on the basis of the attain
ment of a given spike count wi thin the integration time, then the 
trading relation between sound intensity and duration (the slope of 
the temporal summation function) will be determined, at least in 
part, by the relation between spike rate and stimulus intensity 
(the slopes of rate-intensity functions). Specifically, Fay and 
Coombs (1983) interpreted Zwislocki's (1969) analysis as follows: 

1) for constant energy at threshold, signal intensity (I) times 
duration (t) is a constant 

2) but more realistically, that spike rate (R) times duration (t) 
equals a criterion spike count (C). 

3) since R is proportional to signal intensity (I) raised to a 
power (n) (see below), 

4) then In times t equals C 

5) and threshold intensity (I) is proportional to t(-l/n). 
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In other words, the exponents of psychophysical temporal summation 
functions should be equal to the negative reciprocal of rate-intens
i ty power function exponents for auditory neurons. These rate-in"': 
tensi ty functions were measured for tone and noise signals, in 
quiet and under masking, in goldfish saccular nerve fibers (Fig. 
6). Near threshold (and at low spike rates), these relations are 
very well described by power functions with exponents that range 
between 2 and 4 in quiet; values considerably greater than those 
observed in the normal mammalian eighth nerve. Masking noise re
duces the exponents of rate-intensity functions to values equal to 
or less than 1. These values account well for the psychophysical 
temporal summation function exponents of -0.4 and -1.0 obtained in 
quiet and in nOise, respectively. 
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These results suggest that central detection mechanisms exist in 
fishes which integrate neural activity with a time constant in the 
region of 450-600 msec, and that the intensity-duration trading 
ratio is determined by the slopes of rate-intensity functions for 
peripheral fibers. These results for the goldfish differ from those 
of mammals (including man) and birds (Dooling 1980) in that the 
integration time is longer in goldfish (450-600 msec versus about 
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200 msec), and temporal integration for the goldfish in quiet shows 
shallower slopes (-0.4 versus approximately -1.0). The latter dif
ference is consistent with the very steep rate-intensity functions 
for some goldfish eighth nerve units compared with those of mammals 
(Zwislocki 1973). Assuming that similar central summation mechan
isms also operate in mammals and birds, this analysis predicts that 
manipulations which cause steeper rate-intensity functions could 
result in shallower temporal summation functions. Evidence for this 
comes from mammalian work showing that trauma to the ear can cause 
both steepening of rate-intensity functions in cochlear neurons 
(Schmiedt and Zwislocki 1980), and abnormally shallow temporal 
summation functions (Jerger 1955; Henderson 1969). 

Temporal Envelope Resolution 

The sensitivity and temporal resolution for detecting envelope 
fluctuation has been studied in fishes using several different 
paradigms. These include the minimum detectable temporal gap in a 
continuous sound (Fay and Coombs 1984), the sensi ti vi ty for de
tecting sinusoidal amplitude modulation (SAM) as a function of 
modulation rate (the temporal modulation transfer function or TMTF) 
(Fay 1980; Coombs and Fay 1984), the smallest detectable change in 
the repetition rate for sound bursts (Fay 1982; Fay and Passow 
1982), and the detectability of brief signals which just follow 
maskers in time (the time course of forward masking) (Popper and 
Clarke 1978). While each of these paradigms measures some aspect of 
temporal resolution, they do not estimate a single global charac
teristic such as "minimum integration time" (Green 1973), in part 
because the underlying neural codes and analyzing mechanisms may be 
different, as illustrated below. 

Gap detection experiments measure the duration of the shortest 
silent interval in noise which is just detectable. Using wide band 
nOise, gaps in the range of 2 to 3 msec are just detectable in man 
(Fitzgibbons 1984; Buus and Florentine, this volume), and in birds 
(Dooling et al. 1978). This measure of the minimum integration time 
is ordinarily thought to reflect the properties of a central system 
which measures a "running" average spike rate with some averaging 
time constant. Recent studies from our lab on gap detection in the 
goldfish measured 1) the minimum gap "depth" (intensity decrement) 
as a function of gap duration, and 2) the smallest detectable 
complete gap (silent interval). Fig. 7 shows these data for both 
continuous noise and tone signals. 

For noise, the threshold for intensity decrements is about 3.3 dB 
for 160 msec "gaps", rises rapidly toward the shorter durations, 
and disappears completely for gaps less than about 35 msec. Thus, 
the capacity to detect "gaps" depends on both the depth of the gap 
and on its duration, and temporal acuity for the goldfish by this 
measure is significantly inferior to that for birds and mammals. It 
should be pOinted out, however, that gap detection in man depends 
on sound pressure level, and on the center frequency and bandwidth 
of the noise (Fitzgibbons 1984). When human observers listen in the 
goldfish I s bandwidth of hearing (low-pass at about 1 kHz), the 
minimum gap is about 10 msec (see also Buus and Florentine, this 
volume) . 
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Goldfish saccular units code all gaps in noise with an immediate 
cessation of firing, as illustrated in the PST histograms of Fig. 
8. It thus appears that the relatively poor psychophysical perform
ance of the fish cannot be simply explained on the basis of an 
inadequate neural representation of silent intervals. However, one 
interesting feature of the neural response is the transient burst 
of spike activity which follows the gap (see Evans, this volume). 
This burst depends on the depth of the gap and its duration in much 
the same way that detectability depends on these two variables. It 
is possible, then, that gap detection in the goldfish is based on 
the increase in spike rate following the gap. The implication that 
increases in spike rate are more detectable than decreases is 
consistent with the findings of Sinnott (1984) that animals are 
particularly poor at discriminating downward shifts in stimulus 
intensity compared with human adults. If gap detection by the 
goldfish is based on the detection of spike rate increases, then it 
seems that the gap thresholds reflect more the time course of 
recovery from adaptation than the time constant of a central 
integrator. 

Increment and decrement thresholds for a tone (Fig. 7) are remark-
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able in that the sensi ti vi ty for detecting both decrements and 
increments is quite high (0.1 to 0.2 dB) and there is no clear. 
effect of duration between 10 and 160 msec. These effects could be 
due to "off-frequency" listening since the onset of the increment 
is accompanied by a "splatter" of energy to different frequency 
regions where the effective signal-to-noise ratio may be more favor
able. In human studies, Leshowitz and Wightman (1971) found that 
for abrupt increment transitions (and at high sound levels) where 
splatter is maximal, increment thresholds were 0.1 dB and indepen
dent of duration. When band pass filtering was used to attenuate 
spectral spread, thresholds increased and showed a duration effect 
which was nearly that predicted assuming perfect temporal integra
tion. Al though we attempted to reduce splatter using a 3 msec 
rise-fall time in addition to a band pass filter centered at the 
tone frequency, it is possible that our results can be explained 
similarly. 

However, evidence suggests that other processes may underly this 
sensi ti vi ty which are different from those apparantly operating in 
human hearing. First, the goldfish auditory system is relatively 
poorly designed for the kind of frequency analysis required to make 
use of spectral splatter as a cue for detection. Second, increment 
thresholds were determined at about 40 dB above absolute detection 
threshold; a level at which the effects of splatter are small. 
Third, this same sensitivity for amplitude fluctuation was measured 
when animals detected sinusoidal amplitude modulation (SAM) of an 
800 Hz tone, significantly exceeding that measured for man under 
identical conditions (Fay 1980). 

This latter point is illustrated in Fig. 9 showing behavioral and 
neural temporal modulation transfer functions (TMTF) for noise and 
tones. The behavioral thresholds for tones show a band pass charac
teristic with a best sensitivity (peak-trough intensity difference 
of 0.1 dB) at about 200 Hz, and a 3 dB per octave high pass slope. 
This contrasts sharply with the function for man which shows at 
first low pass behavior (presumably reflecting an integration 
mechanism which limits temporal envelope resolution), and then a 
rise in sensitivity which reflects the detection of side bands 
through frequency-domain spectral analysis. The goldfish tonal TMTF 
cannot be accounted for similarly, either by an integration process 
at low modulation rates, or by frequency-domain processing at high 
rates. Correspondence is also lacking between human and goldfish 
data for the noise TMTF. The human function shows low pass behavior 
to be expected from an integration mechanism. The goldfish func
tion, on the other hand, is flat out to 400 Hz with an overall 
lower sensi tivi ty. Taken at face value, this function suggests an 
integration time which is less than 0.4 msec. Alternatively, it is 
possible that this method of estimating the minimum integration 
time is inappropriate for the goldfish due to non-lineari ties in 
peripheral envelope coding. 

TMTFs for saccular fibers (Fig. 9) were obtained similarly by deter
mining the modulation depth producing a criterion degree of syn
chronization to the modulation envelope at different modulation 
rates. Two points are noteworthy: fibers differ with respect to 
sensi tivi ty and best modulation rate, and the ensemble sensi tivi ty 
fairly well parallels the psychophysical functions for both noise 
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and tones. Clear non-linearities are evident in these data, and in 
the results of Fig. 10 showing envelope synchronization in a 
representative saccular fiber. First, fibers show a considerable 
"gain" in the sense that spike rate modulation far exceeds that of 
the stimulus envelope. For example, spike rate is modulated by 
nearly 100% in response to envelope fluctuations of about 3%. 
Second, fibers show a form of "temporal tuning" to SAM tones wi th 
best modulation rates ranging from 20 to 160 Hz. These effects are 
consistent with the psychophysical data (Fay 1980) but clearly 
different from those observed in mammals (e.g. Frisina et al. 1984) 
(see also Capranica, this volume). What processes underly these 
effects? 

Using both intra- and extra-cellular recording from saccular 
fibers, Furukawa and Matsuura (1978), Furukawa, Hayashida and 
Matsuura (1978), Furukawa, Kuno and Matsuura (1982), and Kuno 
(1983) have analyzed in detail the nature and causes of adaptation 
in the goldfish. They demonstrated, first, that the adaptation of 
firing is a synaptic effect due to the reduction in epsp amplitude 
following tone onset. Adaptive changes in epsp amplitude (and spike 
probabili ty) are due to changes in the number of hypothetical "ac-
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tive release sites" for neurotransmitter, and not to changes in the 
probability of quantal release. This leads to the notion that 
release sites differ widely in "threshold" so that, for example, a 
given adapting tone depletes all sites with low thresholds, but 
leaves higher threshold sites completely intact and available for 
response to intensity increments. In addition, Furukawa and associ
ates have observed that in response to small (1-2 dB) decrements in 
intensi ty, epsps may transiently disappear altogether. This led to 
the hypothesis that the replenishment of neurotransmitter occurs 
serially, from high threshold sites to low. In this case, for 
example, the adapted epsps were produced by release of transmitter 
from the only sites being replenished (the highest threshold sites 
activated by the adapting sound). At this point, a reduction in 
intensi ty brings the stimulus below the threshold for any replen
ished site, and the epsp disappears for the time it takes the 
transmitter to trickle down to lower threshold sites where release 
can take place. 
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Our observations of extra-cellular spike activity in response to 
intensi ty increments are at least qualitatively consistent with 
aspects of this synaptic model (Fig. 8). Two features of the 
response are noted. First, the unit shows a greater sensitivity to 
tone than to noise decrements in the "recovery" burst at decrement 
offset. Second, the recovery occurring during the decrement depends 
on duration and depth of the decrement, with longer recovery times 
occurring for the smaller decrements (compare Fig. 8A and 8B). This 
appears not to be in accord with the notion that transmitter 
replacement occurs serially, from high threshold sites to low. The 
recovery time varies among neurons, and this may account for the 
variation in "temporal tuning" shown in Fig. 9. For example, the 
response of a unit to an SAM tone ini tially grows wi th modulation 
rate, but then begins to decline, presumably when the modulation 
period becomes short relative to the unit's recovery time. In 
combination with the very steep rate-intensity functions charac
teristic of some saccular units, these synaptic effects may be the 
basis for 1) the extreme sensi tivi ty of the goldfish in detecting 
increments, decrements, and SAM under continuous adaptation, 2) the 
variation in temporal tuning seen among saccular fibers, 3) and the 
shape of the tonal TMTF measured behaviorally. The apparent lack of 
temporal summation in detecting tone increments and decrements 
(Fig. 7) is correlated with the very phasic (rapidly adapting) 
response to increases in intensity seen in continuously adapted 
saccular units. In other words, the number of spikes evoked 
phasically at the onset of a signal is independent of the signal's 
duration. 

Most aspects of the behavioral and physiological response to noise 
signals is quite different from those evoked by tones, particularly 
under continuous adaptation. Adaptation to tones is often complete 
(spike rate goes to zero), while much less adaptation occurs to 
noise. The sensi tivi ty in detecting increments and decrements in 
noise signals is considerably less than for tones. The behavioral 
and neural TMTFs for noise are much less sensitive and lack the 
dependence on modulation rate compared with tones. Temporal summa
tion is always observed in detecting noise signals (or tone signals 
in a noise background), but may be absent altogether for tones in 
quiet and under continuous tonal adaptation. Finally, Weber's Law 
holds for noise increment detection, but fails significantly for 
tones in that the increment threshold (in dB) declines precipi
tously toward high sound pressure levels (Hall, Patricoski and Fay 
1981; Fay and Coombs 1984). In the light of Furukawa's conceptions 
of the hair cell-nerve fiber synapse in the goldfish saccule, these 
differences could be accounted for by essential dissimilarities in 
the instantaneous amplitude distributions for these two signal 
types. Those for tones are deterministic; the peak amplitude always 
reaches and never exceeds a given value. For long term tone 
adaptation, transmitter release sites fall into just two categor
ies; those whose thresholds fall below the peak tone level (and are 
depleted), and those with higher thresholds (totally intact). For 
noise, the amplitude distribution is stochastic; amplitudes vary 
randomly according to a Gaussian distribution. In this case, a 
si te' s threshold determines its probability of being replenished 
(active) at any given instant, and thus the number of active sites 
varies continuously over the threshold continuum. This may explain 
why adaptation is never as complete for noise stimulation, and why 
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the goldfish auditory system behaves more "linearly" under noise 
masking. Noisy signals are also subject to temporal summation 
because the neural response is more tonic (particularly near thres~ 
hold), and spikes accumulate nearly linearly with time. 

In summary, it appears that while we are beginning to understand 
the coding of temporal envelope structure and its relations to 
psychophysical data on envelope detection, both the gap detection 
and the TMTF paradigm have apparant1y failed to give a valid esti
mate of the goldfish's minimum integration time. Based on mammalian 
data, this limit on resolution is ordinarily thought to be a charac
teristic of central neural systems which compute something like a 
running spike rate averaged over some short integration time (2-3 
msec). Psychophysical results on envelope resolution for the gold
fish seem to be dominated by adaptation and recovery processes at 
the peripheral synapse, by steep rate-intensity functions in 
primary fibers, and by the apparent inability of the auditory sys
tem to use transient decreases in spike rate as useful information. 

Waveform Processing 

Given that saccular fibers show some frequency selectivity, the 
abi1i ty to detect small (5%) increments in tone frequency could be 
based on either a change in the profile of activity across an array 
of fibers, or on a change in the inter-spike-interva1 distributions 
within fibers. Fay (1978) investigated the adequacy of the temporal 
coding hypothesis by measuring the accuracy with which saccular 
fibers phase-lock to tones (at the levels used in the behavioral 
frequency DL measurements). Figure 11 shows the relation between 
the behavioral frequency DLs and phase-locking accuracy. There are 
two major pOints here. First, both the period DL and phase-locking 
accuracy increase with frequency at the same rate, and the error in 
msec is approximately a constant proportion of the tone period. 
Second, the smallest neural errors at any given frequency are about 
equal to the behavioral errors (period DLs). 

A simple temporal hypothesis for frequency discrimination is that 
the stimulus period is estimated through measurements of the times 
between spikes. The discrimination problem could be a decision as 
to whether two samples of inter-spike-interva1s are drawn from the 
same or different populations. Assuming that the means of these 
populations are equal to' the periods of the two signals to be dis
criminated, and that the variance is completely determined by 
phase-locking error, then threshold-like behavior should be ex
pected when the difference between the means (the period DL) is 
equal to the distribution's standard deviation (phase-locking 
error). This is the case for units showing the least phase-locking 
error. This is correlative evidence that frequency discrimination 
is a matter of discriminating one distribution of neural time 
intervals from another. At 1000 Hz, the resolution, or "accuracy" 
(see Menne, this volume), of the goldfish auditory system seems to 
be about 40-60 psec. 

Fay and Passow (1982) attempted to measure the temporal resolution 
of the goldfish auditory system more directly. Animals detected a 
change in the period at which short sound bursts were repeated, 
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under two conditions. In one condition, the bursts were perfectly 
periodic, repeated at intervals of 5 or 10 msec. In the other con
dition, a random fluctuation was introduced in each successive 
inter burst interval wi th a constant mean interval. This random 
temporal "j i tter" in stimulus intervals was assumed to cause an 
identical jitter in the neural code which would simply add to the 
internal temporal jitter (the quantity we wished to measure). Ani
mals detected a slow sinusoidal change in mean inter burst interval 
(L'lP) for different amounts of "stimulus-domain" jitter introduced 
(Fig. 12). The lowest levels of stimulus jitter had no effect on 
the discrimination, but at the highest levels of jitter, the L'lP 
tends to equal the stimulus jitter (points on the straight line 
wi th unity slope). The two curves fit to the data describe the 

relation L'lP=(S 2 + S.2)0.5, or the independent addition of two 
e 1 

random processes. The parameter Se defines the standard deviation 

of external jitter, and Si can be identified as an hypothetical 
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internal temporal jitter independent of Se. The curves were fit by 

finding the value of Si which minimized the difference between the 

data and the model function. These values are 160 psec for the 200 
Hz repetition rate (5 msec period), and 710 Jlsec for the 100 Hz 
rate (10 msec period). 

The squares referred to the ordinate are the AP thresholds deter
mined without external jitter (Se=O), and were not used in fitting 

the function. These independent estimates of internal jitter corre
spond closely to those derived from the curve fitting procedure, 
and provide further evidence that this discrimination is limited by 
the internal representation of inter burst interval in the time
domain. On the abscissa, the squares are the thresholds for the 
detection of RMS random jitter imposed on the otherwise periodic 
burst signals. These values (about 60 and 240 microsec for the 5 
and 10 msec burst periods, respectively) are a factor of about 2'fi 
less than the peak-peak AP thresholds determined for sinusoidal 
modulation of inter burst interval (with S =0), indicating that the 
RMS AP values are the same whether jitter Is introduced sinusoidal
ly or randomly. 

In summary, these experiments suggest that burst interval discrimi
nation thresholds are determined by the variability with which the 
intervals are represented in a temporal neural code. These results 
are in accord with data from the pure tone frequency discrimination 
studies (described above), and support the notion that the goldfish 
solves both types of problems (waveform fine structure and envelope 
periodicity discrimination) through time-domain processing. In this 
context, the temporal resolution of the goldfish auditory system is 
frequency-dependent, ranging from 700 psec at 100 Hz, to 50 psec at 
1 kHz. 

What are the Roles of Frequency-Domain Cues 

The foregoing experiments demonstrate the adequacy of a temporal 
coding hypothesis in accounting for the psychophysics, but do not 
rule out the possibility that the problem is solved in the fre
quency-domain (i.e. through processing the profile of activity 
across arrays of tuned peripheral channels). Fay and Passow (1982), 
and Fay (1982) obtained discrimination thresholds for sound burst 
interval using a variety of signals with different degrees of tem
poral and spectral structure (Fig. 13). The sinusoidally amplitude 
modulated (SAM) tone and the periodic filtered clicks have line 
spectra, so that any change in periodicity produces both frequency 
and time cues. The SAM noise, and the two types of gated noise have 
continuous long term spectra which are not affected by changes in 
repetition period, and therefore lack frequency cues. The dif
ference between types I and II gated noise is in the degree to 
which the envelope is defined over the short term. Note that the 
burst-to-burst fluctuation in amplitude for type II noise is con
siderably greater than that for type 1. (See Fay and Passow 1982 
for details of signal definition). 
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AP=[S: + Sj2J 1,12 

where Sj = .710 maee at 100 HZ 
= .160 maee at 200 HZ 

100 HZ 

.06 .08 .I .2 .4 .6 .8 I 

Se-TEMPORAL JITTER (male) 

2 

Fig. 12. Beh.av.i..oll.ai. tlvteAholriA f.01l. the drdect.i.on of. cltan.g.eA i.n. 40un.d. 
bUA.4t:. lI.a;te a4 a f.un.c;ti.on of. lI.andom j.li:;tell. i.n. bUA.4t:. lI.a;te. F lI.om Fay. 
and 'Pa440W (1.982). 

Period discrimination thresholds (~P) for each signal type are 
shown in Figure 14. The three nearly coincident lower curves are 
for the SAM tone and filtered clicks (both of which contain time 
and spectral structure), and type I gated noise (which is devoid of 
long term spectral structure). Since the addition of spectral 
structure has no effect on the period discrimination thresholds, we 
conclude that the information it provides is less useful to the 
goldfish than the temporal structure. 

The remaining two curves are for SAM and type II gated noise, both 
of which lack spectral structure but vary in bandwidth and the 
degree to which the envelope is defined over the short term. A 
comparison with the type I noise thresholds shows that envelope 
definition determines how well changes in envelope periodicity are 
discriminated, with the lowest thresholds occurring for the best 
defined envelopes. The same conclusion was reached from experiments 
on the effect of modulation depth on modulation period discrimina
tion using SAM tones (Fay 1982). In summary, we have not been able 
to show any effects of spectral structure on the ability to 
discriminate changes in envelope periodicity. At the same time, all 
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of the psychophysical data reviewed are consistent with the hypo
thesis that these envelope discriminations are based on time-domain 
processing. 

Repetition No:ise Processing 

Questions of the extent to which man uses time and frequency cues 
to analyze auditory Signals most often arises in the context of 
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experiments on "periodicity pitch". It has long been recognized 
that the time and frequency structures of complex periodic signals 
are two complementary dimensions along which analysis may take 
place. Since the human auditory system is clearly capable of ana
lyzing wi thin both dimensions, the relative roles played by time 
and frequency in evoking periodicity pitch perceptions has been 
difficul t to determine, and many questions remain open today (see 
Langner, this volume). The following experiment used psychophysical 
and neurophysiological methods to study how the otolithic ear of 
the goldfish codes these dimensions in repetition noise (a particu
lar waveform type often used in human pitch experiments), and to 
what extent these neural representations may be used in psycho
physical behavior. 

Repetition noise is created in the simplist case by adding a wide 
band noise to a delayed (and possibly attenuated) replica of itself 
(see Fig. 15). Such signals may occur in the natural world when 
sound reaches the ear directly and via a single reflective path. 
When such echo delays are in the range of 0.5 to 50 msec, human 
observers may describe a sensation of "coloration" which may be 
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defined as pitch. Generally, the pitch value in Hz is equal to the 
reciprocal of the delay (t) in seconds. The spectra of such signals 
have a sinusoidal profile with the first power peak occurring at 
lit Hz, and successive peaks at integral multiples of this fre
quency. I refer to this signal as cos+ noise. If the delayed echo 
is inverted before summing with the direct signal, repetition noise 
is created having a first power minimum at lit Hz, and successive 
minima at integral multiple frequencies. This signal, referred to 
as cos- noise, seems to have two pitches, one just above and one 
just below lit Hz. Al though a casual look at the waveform of 
repetition noise reveals no obvious time structure, the autocorrela
tion functions show a prominence located in the region of t sec. 

For human observers, a change in the delay lit used in producing 
repetition noise may be detected if the values of t and lit fall in 
the proper ranges (T = 2-50 msec, lit = 0.03 t), and a controversy 
exists today to what extent this detection is based on frequency
or time-domain processing of the signal. Fay, Yost, and Coombs 
(1983) asked goldfish to detect changes in the delay of repetition 
noise under a variety of conditions, and compared psychophysical 
performance with the ways in which the delay values are coded in 
the discharge patterns of saccular units. 
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Figure 16 shows the smallest detectable change in delay as a func-
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tion of delay for cos+ noise (cos- thresholds did not differ sig
nificantly), for the goldfish and for man as determined by Yost, 
Hill, and Perez-Falcon (1978). Also included in the figure are the 
goldfish's pure tone discrimination thresholds (Fay 1970). The 
essential point is that changes of about 6-7% are detectable at 
delays between 1.25 and 10 msec. The function for cos+ noise is 
quite similar to that for pure tone frequency discrimination in the 
goldfish, and both of these parallel the human cos+ noise dis
crimination function. (It should be pointed out that Bilsen and 
Weiman (1980) and Johnson (1980) have determined delay discrimina
tion thresholds for man to be about 1% using somewhat different 
psychophysical and stimulus generation methods). In any case, it is 
noteworthy that goldfish discriminate cos+ noise "pitch" changes 
with about the same sensitivity as they discriminate pure tone 
frequency, and the difference between goldfish and man in cos+ 
noise discrimination is far less than their difference in pure tone 
frequency discrimination. This suggests that the goldfish codes and 
analyzes cos+ noise delay and pure tone frequency using the same 
mechanism, and that this may be essentially the same as used by man 
in cos+ noise discrimination. 
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Discharge patterns from saccular units were recorded in response to 
cos+ and cos- noise, and to pure tones in order to determine how 
cos noise delay is coded in peripheral fibers. Figure 17 shows the 
results of three experiments performed on one representative fiber. 
In the upper right, average spike rate is plotted as s function of 
pure tone frequency at several overall levels. It is clear that 
this unit is broadly tuned in the region of 700-800 Hz. At bottom 
right, average rate is plotted as a function of cos+ and cos- noise 
delay at two overall levels. Although spike rate depends only 
weakly on delay, the functions tend to show an oscillation which is 
out of phase for the cos+ and cos- signals, and which declines 
toward the longer delays (lower values of lit Hz). This is the 
pattern to be expected for a unit broadly tuned in the 700-800 Hz 
region. As lit decreases from 800 Hz, the response to cos+ noise 
first declines, reflecting the movement of the first spectral peak 
toward lower frequency regions, and out of the tuning curve. The 
response then recovers toward 400 Hz as the second spectral peak 
moves into the tuning curve. The cos- noise produces the opposite 
pattern since it I S peaks correspond to the minima of the cos+ 
spectrum. The effect of delay on spike rate declines toward the 
lower lit values because the spacing between spectral peaks becomes 
small relative to the tuning curve width. 

The left panel shows inter-spike-interval distributions for the 
response evoke by continuous cos noise. In this cell, as in every 
one studied, the cos+ lSI distribution tends to have a peak at the 
interval corresponding to the delay, and the cos- lSI distribution 
tends to have a null at the interval of the delay with minor 
flanking peaks. In this respect, the lSI distributions resemble the 
autocorrelation functions for cos noise. For short delays, the 
limi tation to this is the refractory period (in the region of 1 
msec). In one sense, there is no limit to the size of the longer 
delays that can be represented as a peak in the lSI distribution. 
However, given that the unit responds even moderately to the noise 
signal, the probability of ISIs corresponding to long delays 
declines rapidly with the magnitude of the delay. These two factors 
would seem to set upper and lower boundries on the lSI code for 
delay. 

These data show that the otolithic ear codes a change in cos noise 
delay in two ways: In changes in spike rate o.ccurring wi thin and 
between saccular units, and in changes in the location of lSI dis
tribution peaks within units. There are several aspects of the data 
which suggest the latter temporal code as more likely. First, the 
greatest variation in spike rate with delay occurs at the shortest 
delay values (1.25-2.5 msec), and show essentially no variation in 
the region of 10 msec. Yet, delay discrimination thresholds are 
lowest for the longest delays. Second, a comparison of the spike 
rate changes produced by shifting pure tone frequency with those 
produced by shifting cos noise delay shows that pure tone frequency 
has a far larger effect. Yet, discrimination thresholds for tone 
frequency are nearly identical to those for cos noise delay, as 
shown in Figure 15. These and other considerations (see the "pitch 
strength" experiment in Fay, Yost, and Coombs 1983) lead to the 
conclusion that both pure tone frequency and cos noise delay are 
discriminated on the basis of information contained in inter-spike
interval distributions, and not upon profiles of activity across 
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arrays of saccular fibers. We have argued that applying this 
temporal coding hypothesis for cos noise delay to the human psycho-. 
physical data leads to possible explanations for the "existence 
region" for cos noise pitch, the "dominance region" phenomenon, and 
for the pitch ambiguities associated with cos noise. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Studies on the psychophysics and neurophysiology of hearing in the 
goldfish have focused on the coding of temporal patterns by a 
simple otolithic ear, and on the processing of these codes by the 
brain. Temporal analysis is ultimately limited by the low frequency 
bandwidth of hearing typical of fishes, but good use of this 
bandwidth for time-domain processing is reflected in rather broadly 
tuned peripheral channels. All sounds which fishes hear cause 
phase-locking in peripheral fibers, and the bi-directional ar
rangement of hair cells enhances the density and detail of phase
locked information compared with mammals and birds. Given an ad
equate peripheral representation of a sound's duration, fishes show 
temporal summation at threshold (time constant of 450-600 msec); a 
process probably typical of all vertebrate sensory systems. Tem
poral resolution of envelope patterns has been difficult to relate 
to similar data for mammals due to extraordinarily steep rate
intensi ty functions, variation in patterns of adaptation in sac
cular fibers, and other non-linear phenomena of the hair cell-nerve 
fiber synapse. Gap detection acuity for noise (35 msec) is limited 
by the goldfish's low frequency hearing range, and possibly by an 
inabili ty to process short term rate reductions in auditory nerve 
fibers. Fishes seem to process inter-spike-interval information to 
analyze waveform with a temporal resolution of 4-6% (50-1000 )lsec 
depending on frequency between 1000 and 100 Hz). Fishes seem to be 
particularly well adapted for temporal processing, and poorly 
adapted for frequency-domain processing. No behavioral evidence has 
been found for spectrum analysis based on across-fiber profiles of 
neural activity. The adaptive significance of time-domain pro
cessing is in extracting information from vocalization sounds (Myr
berg and Spires 1972), in locating the position of sound sources 
(Schuijf 1981; Schuijf and Hawkins 1983), and in acquiring general 
information on the structure of the acoustic environment (Fay, 
Yost, and Coombs 1983; Fay 1984). 
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Time Resolution in the Auditory Systems of Anuraos 
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INTRODUCTION 

In order for an animal to detect an acoustic signal, its ear must 
be sensitive to the frequency components in that sound. Any sounds 
that fall outside its audiogram will be inaudible. This is very 
obvious and has been the basis for most neuroethological studies of 
animal sound communication. In general, auditory nerve fibers have 
"V"-shaped frequency tuning curves and complex sounds produce 
various excitatory patterns of this peripheral array of frequency 
filters; the remainder of the frequency recognition process occurs 
centrally (Capranica and Moffat 1983). There is no doubt that 
studies of frequency processing in the auditory system have proven 
valuable. But studies of frequency processing by themselves are in
adequate to fully understand the neural basis of species-specific 
acoustic communication. The simultaneous dimension of temporal pro
cessing must be included for such an understanding (Capranica and 
Rose 1983). In fact it may well be that the encoding of temporal 
features will be more crucial than frequency features in reaching 
that goal. 

Anurans are excellent models for neurobehavioral studies of tem
poral signaling. In many species, males call with rapid rhythmicity 
and answer each other with remarkable timed precision (e.g., Little
john and Martin 1969; Loftus-Hills 1974; Narins and Capranica 
1978). But these interactions involve gross temporal charac
teristics and their encoding can be easily understood on the basis 
of onset and duration of overall excitation of the auditory system. 
A more intriguing question concerns the fine-temporal structure in 
acoustic signals. It is well known that anurans in a variety of 
genera produce calls with specific pulse repetition rates and 
amplitude modulation features (e.g., Blair 1958; Gerhardt 1978a; 
Loftus-Hills and Littlejohn 1971; Nevo and Capranica 1984; 
Walkowiak and Brzoska 1982). Their ability to produce rapid tem
poral modulations resides in specializations in their laryngeal 
apparatus (Martin 1972; Schneider 1977). An example of the mating 
calls of two species of toads, Bufo fowleri and Bufo americanus, is 
shown in Figure 1. The carrier frequency in each species I call 
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corresponds to the natural vibration rates of their vocal cords. 
For these two species the carrier frequencies are rather si~iliar. 
The superimposed amplitude modulation is produced by separate 
(passive) vibration of the arytenoid cartilages which overlie the 
vocal cords, resulting in a trill. The temporal sequence of the 
ampli tude-modulated pulses wi thin the trill probably arises from 
the pulsation pattern of the thoracic musculature which is under 
neural control (active mechanism). The trill rate of Fowler's Toad 
is about 120 Hz whereas the American Toad has a much lower trill 
rate of approximately 40 Hz. Clearly the primary difference in the 
species specificity of the calls of these animals resides in their 
rates of amplitude modulation, and that brings us to the focus of 
our study. How does the peripheral and central auditory system 
process temporal rates such as these that are characteristic of 
many bioacoustic signals? 

TEMPORAL CODE IN PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 

Following to Click Trains 

The anuran's inner ear contains two auditory organs which are tuned 
to separate species-specific frequency regions: the amphibian papil
la is sensitive to low and mid frequencies whereas the basilar 
papilla is sensitive to a higher frequency range (Capranica 1976; 
Wilczynski and Capranica 1984). Their disparate frequency tuning 
reflects the anuran's peripheral specialization for selective detec
tion of sounds of communicative significance. The eighth-nerve 
fibers that innervate these organs fire in synchronization to acous
tic stimuli that have periodic waveforms. Such an example to trains 
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of broad-band clicks is shown in Figure 2 for the Spadefoot Toad 
Scaphiopus couchi. For low repetition rates the spikes are time
locked in a one-to-one fashion to the individual clicks in the 
train. As the click repetition rate increases, the interval between 
successive spikes decreases and the fiber begins to show evidence 
of skipping some of the clicks. Nevertheless for click rates up to 
at least 250/sec, there is clear evidence that auditory nerve 
fibers can preserve the temporal periodicity in a stimulus by their 
precise interspike intervals. The trill rate in the mating call of 
Couch's Spadefoot Toad is approximately 150/sec and the repetitive 
pulse rate in its release call is about 50/ sec. These repetition 
rates are well within the capabilities of its auditory nerve fibers 
to "follow" repetitive waveform events. Thus we find that, while 
each fiber may perform a filter analysis on the basis of its 
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frequency tuning curve, it simultaneously encodes the temporal 
periodicities in that filtered output by its interspike intervals. 

Phase-Locking to Tones 

A similar example of the precision of this simple temporal code can 
be seen in the cycle histograms in Figure 3. These histograms show 
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the relative times of spikes during successive cycles of a low
frequency pure tone. The very narrow clustered distribution empha
sizes the ability of auditory nerve fibers in anurans to fire 
phase-locked spikes, thus conveying the periodicity in the stimulus 
by a simple interspike interval code. The accuracy of this code can 
be judged by the coefficient of synchronization wi thin the cycle 
histogram (Goldberg and Brown 1969). A coefficient of unity indi
cates firing at the exact same moment in every cycle, whereas a 
value of zero indicates random firing times during each cycle. The 
coefficient of synchronization in Figure 3 to a 50 Hz tone is 0.96 
and to a 100 Hz tone it is 0.88. Such high synchronization values 
again illustrate that auditory nerve fibers in anurans can code 
waveform periodicities with high precision. Narins and Hillery 
(1983), in their electrophysiological studies in the auditory nerve 
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of the neotropical tree frog Eleutherodactylus coqui, have found 
that the degree of synchronization falls off monotonically with. 
tonal frequency. Nevertheless significant phase-locked synchroniza
tion to tones extends to 900 Hz. 

Synchronization to Amplitude-Modulated Noise 

These results with pulse trains and tones indicate that 'an anuran' s 
periphe.ral auditory system can encode temporal periodicities up to 
rather high rates. But periodic click trains and pure tones contain 
discrete spectral cues so that it is not so clear to what extent 
the frequency composition wi thin these signals may influence tem
poral coding measurements. By using sinusoidally ampli tude
modulated white noise as a stimulus set, the depth and rate of 
modulation can be varied without altering the spectral composition 
or the overall RMS sound pressure level (i.e., the spectrum remains 
flat). Thus amplitude-modulated noise is a preferred stimulus for 
stuqies of temporal processing. Surprisingly the response level of 
eighth nerve fibers in anurans is largely independent of the rate 
of amplitude modulation, as can be seen for two representative 
fibers in Figure 4. 
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Each fiber's firing level remains fairly constant for AM rates over 
the range of at least 10 - 200 Hz which encompasses the usual rates 
in most bioacoustic signals. An increase in intensity simply leads 
to a rather uniform increase in firing level over this entire AM 
range. Based on systematic recordings from 125 auditory nerve 
fibers in leopard frogs (Rana pipiens), Rose and Capranica (1984b) 
conclude that there is no selective temporal tuning in the periph
ery to any preferred AM rate. This stands in marked contrast to the 
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selective frequency tuning curves of auditory nerve fibers. Rather, 
as in the case of responses to click trains and pure tones, eighth 
nerve fibers faithfully preserve all modulation rates over the 
range of 10 - 200 Hz by their synchrony of firing during successive 
cycles of the modulating envelope. A representative example can be 
seen in Figure 5. The discharges are phase-locked to the modulating 
waveform. 
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The precision of a fiber's phase-locked activity to sinusoidally
modulated white noise can be described by a coefficient of syn
chronization between 0 and 1 which reflects the distribution of 
firing times during successive cycles of the AM envelope, a measure 
very similiar to the synchronization to pure tones. As the depth of 
modulation is increased, there is a fairly uniform increase in 
synchronization over the entire range of AM rates of 10 - 200 Hz 
(Rose and Capranica 1984b). An increase in the overall intensity of 
the stimulus likewise leads to an increase in the coefficient of 
synchronization, but again it is a uniform increase over the entire 
range of AM rates. So, as in the case of firing level rates vs. AM 
rate, the coefficients of synchronization of eighth-nerve fibers do 
not exhibit a tuned selectivity to preferred rates of amplitude 
modulation. This is a very important point to appreciate. While the 
peripheral auditory system of anurans shows selective tuning to 
species-specific frequency regions, it does not exhibit selective 
tuning to temporal features. Figure 6 summarizes the coefficients 
of synchronization for 43 auditory nerve fibers in the leopard frog 
in response to 100 Hz amplitude-modulated (100%) white noise when 
compared to their best excitatory frequencies in response to pure 
tones. In general, fibers that are most sensitive to tones below 
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400 Hz have lower synchronization values then fibers tuned to 
higher frequency tones. But for fibers with very similar best 
excitatory frequencies, there is a rather wide range in their 
coefficient of synchronization values. This suggests that even in 
the periphery there might begin to be a separation between fre
quency and temporal encoding in the auditory nervous system. 

TEMPORAL CODE IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 

Selectivity for Amplitude Modulation Rates 

Let's now turn to the central nervous system and ask whether the 
simple periodicity code in the periphery is maintained throughout 
the ascending auditory system. The answer is that a transformation 
in this code occurs in several different ways. Rose and Capranica 
(1984b) have defined five distinct response classes in the leopard 
frog's midbrain (torus semicircularis) based on spike rate func
tions to amplitude-modulated white noise (Figure 7). Approximately 
35% of the cells are "AM non-selective", namely their spike rates 
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are relatively independent of the rate of modulation. In this re
spect they resemble the uniform firing patterns of eighth nerve. 
fibers, although their coefficients of synchronization can be quite 
different (Figure 7A,B). A second "AM high-pass" group (approximate
ly 9%) shows a pronounced increase in firing level as the rate of 
ampli tude modulation increases, but this change in activity level 
is not reflected in their synchronization values (Figure 7C,D). "AM 
band-suppression" units (about 9%) exhibit a reduction in firing to 
intermediate AM rates compared to lower or higher rates (Figure 
7E,F) . .A fourth group (approximately 17%) responds to low AM rates 
but not to higher modulation rates and are termed "AM low-pass" 
neurons (Figure 7G,H). And finally the "AM tuned" group (about 30%) 
of the cells in the torus responds maximally to a rather narrow 
range of modulation rates (Figure 7I,J). For all five classes of 
cells, their responsiveness to amplitude-modulated signals cannot 
be predicted from their coefficient of synchronization functions. 
The ubiquitous firing synchrony that characterizes the peripheral 
auditory system is no longer present in the central auditory 
system. In other words the simple periodicity code in the auditory 
nerv·e has been transformed into a distribution of temporal selectiv
i ties for which interspike intervals no longer need represent the 
temporal fine-structure in an acoustic waveform. This is an impor
tant transformation in appreciating how complex sounds are repre
sented centrally. 
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The AM-tuned neurons are especially interesting. Their selectivity 
to amplitude modulation can be characterized by an isoresponse 
temporal tuning curve (Rose and Capranica 1983). These tuning cur-
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ves reflect the depth of modulation at different rates of AM re
quired to maintain a threshold number of spikes, as shown in Figure 
8. Their form is remarkably similar to a frequency tuning curve 
wi th a "V"-shape and a clear best rate of AM, and their sharpness 
of tuning can be characterized by a Q20% value (best modulation 

rate divided by the bandwidth of its AM tuning rate at a modulation 
depth 20% greater than threshold; Rose and Capranica 1984b). Repre
sentative Q20% values range from about 0.8 to 4.0. Given that these 

neurons can have both a frequency tuning curve and a temporal 
tuning curve, we might ask whether they are related. The surprising 
answer is that there is no obvious correlation between a cell's 
frequency selectivity and its temporal selectivity, as can be seen 
in Figure 9 on the basis of 25 units in the torus of the leopard 
frog. Thus units with similar best excitatory frequencies to tones 
can have quite different best rates of amplitude modulation . 
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Species-Specific Temporal Filters 

What is the significance of cells that are selective for particular 
rates of ampli tude modulation? We believe they play an important 
role in processing communication signals. As an example, let's 
return to the mating calls of Fowler's Toad and the American Toad 
in Figure 1. As we have already pOinted out, the trill rate is 
about 120 Hz in Bufo fowleri, which is much higher than the rate of 
40 Hz in Bufo americanus. What about the temporal tuning curves in 
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these two species? Figure 10 shows the distribution of their best 
rates of amplitude modulation. There are several cells tuned to 
high rates between 90 - 130 Hz AM in Bufo fowleri. But these hig~ 
rates are not represented in Bufo americanus; instead we find the 
largest number of cells are tuned to a much lower range of about 16 

30 Hz. In fact in Figure 10 the median best rate for Bufo 
americanus is 26.0 Hz compared to 56.5 Hz for Bufo fowleri which is 
a very significant difference (p <0.0002, Mann-Whitney U-Test). In 
addi tion both species produce release calls which contain pro
nounced AM features (Rose and Capranica 1984a). In general, the 
rates in the release calls of Bufo fowleri are higher than those of 
Bufo americanus, but in both species there is a wide span of AM 
rates in these calls. And there likely are other sounds of biologi
cal significance for each species that contain temporal modula
tions. So a distribution of cells with different best rates would 
be expected. 

Temperature Effects 

Since auditory nerve fibers in anurans do not exhibit preferences 
for particular rates of amplitude modulation, then this tuning must 
be an intrinsic operation wi thin the central nervous system. That 
is, temporal selectivities at the level of single ce11s in the 
brain must arise from specific neural connections, latencies and 
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synaptic signs of activity. Given that spike conduction times and 
synaptic delays vary with temperature, we might expect that tem
poral tuning would shift with body temperature. Anurans, being 
poikilothermic, provide ideal subjects to test this prediction. We 
selected the gray treefrog Hyla versicolor for these studies 
because it is well known that the trill rate in the male's call 
increases linearly with temperature (Blair 1958; Gerhardt 1978b). 

For example, at 160 C the trill rate is about 15 pulses/sec whereas 

at 240 C it increases to 24 pulses/sec. Furthermore a female prefers 
the calls of males corresponding to her own body temperature. By 
means of two-choice phonotaxis tests, Gerhardt (1978b) verified 

that females at 160 C prefer calls with pulse rates of 15/sec com

pared to 24/sec, whereas at 240 C this preference is reversed. Thus 
there is temperature coupling between the vocal system and the 
temporal pattern recognition system. If AM-tuned cells in the torus 
are involved in temporal pattern recognition, as we suggest, then 
they should show a shift in best rates with temperature that paral
lels these behavioral results. Such a shift would provide the 
neural basis of temperature coupling of acoustic signal reception 
to signal production. 
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In recordings from lIS single cells in the midbrain of 10 gray 
tree frogs collected in Ithaca, New York approximately one third 
were AM-tuned cells, each exhibiting a clear selectivity for a best 
rate of modulation. In conducting these experiments the animals 
were placed on a Peltier plate so that their body temperature could 
be precisely controlled (and continuously monitored by means of an 
electronic thermometer with a calibrated probe placed deep into the 
cloaca). Figure 11 shows the distribution of preferred rates to 

ampli tude-modulated white noise for animals at 13. 50 C compared to 

animals at 21. OOC. There is an obvious difference in the distri
butions at these two temperatures (Z = -5.91, P < O. 05, Mann-Whitney 
U-Test). The median best rate of AM for the units recorded at 

13.50 C is 17 Hz whereas at 21. OOC the median best rate is 25 Hz. 
Thus as we anticipated at higher temperatures cells in the torus of 
the gray treefrog respond to higher rates of modulation. To verify 
this conclusion unequivocally, in three cases we were able to re
cord continuously from the same single cell as the animal's body 

temperature was slowly increased from 13.50 C to 21.00 C. These ex
periments are a tour de force and are not meant for the impatient! 
But alas, perseverance prevailed and Figure 12 shows an example of 
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the fruits of these labors. At 13. 60 C the cell exhibits maximal 

firing to AM rates around 15 Hz. However at 21. SoC its preferred 
rate has shifted to 25 Hz. The direction and magnitude of this 
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shift closely follows the change in trill rate in the male's call, 
as well as the concomitant change in a female's behavioral selectiv
ity to this same temporal feature over this temperature range. The 
correlation is quite remarkable. We found similar shifts in tuning 
in the other two cells that were tracked continuously during a 
systematic temperature change. These experiments were so convincing 
that they leave no question in our minds about the existence of 
temporal tuning at the level of single cells in the central nervous 
system and the importance that this tuning must play in processing 
acoustic signals of significance, including temperature coupling 
between the auditory and vocal systems of cold-blooded vertebrates. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Cells in the central auditory system that are tuned to temporal 
features should be anticipated, since the time domain is an equiv
alent al ternati ve to processing in the frequency domain (Capranica 
and Rose 1983). In addition to our" studies, evidence is beginning 
to emerge in other laboratories that filters for temporal fine
structured details likely exist at the level of single cells (Bibi
kov and Gorodetskaya 1980; Rees and Melller 1983; Walkowiak 1980). 
Since there is a distribution of such temporal filters, as we have 
found, it may be difficult to identify them individually by gross 
recording techniques (Hillery 1984). Most of us are used to the 
notion of frequency filters and Fourier analysis provides the basis 
of our routine spectral description. But what about temporal fil
ters? How should we proceed in identifying them in the course of 
our systematic electrophysiological studies of the auditory system, 
especially with regard to an animal's behavior. What should we look 
for? It's quite likely that those dimensions are selective and 
species-specific just like the frequency domain. If that indeed is 
the case as we suspect and have suggested, then many of us face an 
interesting challange. Our experimental design was based on a 
fairly clear motivation for studies of a relatively simple temporal 
feature in a model bioacoustic vertebrate. The design of similar 
experiments and their interpretation in more advanced species such 
as birds and mammals, which have a much greater acoustic diversity, 
poses a real challenge. Nevertheless we hope our studies in anurans 
provide some guidelines for those future efforts. 
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Aspects of the Neural Coding of Time in the Mammalian Peripheral Auditory 
System Relevant to Temporal Resolution 
E.F. Evans 

Department of Communication & Neuroscience, 
University of Keele, Staffs, ST5 5BG, U.K. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many psychophysical investigations in man (reviewed elsewhere in 
this volume) and in animals (Giraudi et al 1980) indicate that the 
mammalian auditory system is capable of discriminating discon
tinui ties in the amplitude of stimuli occuring in intervals as 
short as a few milliseconds. In "gap-detection" tasks (e.g. Plomp 
1964; Fitzgibbons and Wightman 1982) gaps, of the order of 3-5 ms, 
can be discriminated between stimuli typically of a few hundred 
milliseconds' duration, in broad band or high frequency stimuli at 
high sensation levels. The minimum gaps detected become progres
sively longer at lower sensation levels, particularly below 25-30 
dB SL, approaching 25 ms at 10 dB SL. The latter authors found an 
inverse relationship between threshold gap duration and the 
frequency of the (octave) band used as the stimulus. 

It is generally agreed that the physiological substrate for audi
tory temporal resolution is predominantly, though not exclusively, 
wi thin the auditory periphery. Generally implicated is a "decay in 
sensation", presumably correlating with some physiological property 
outliving the duration of the physical stimulus. Duifhuis (1973) 
has suggested that an early component of temporal masking (less 
than 10 ms) may be related to the decay of the response of the 
peripheral auditory filter preceding the cochlear nerve fibres. On 
this basis, temporal resolution should be related to the frequency 
of the stimulus and the band-width of the peripheral auditory 
filter concerned. In a constant "0" system (constant relative 
band-width) the duration of the impulse response of the filter will 
decrease with increasing centre frequency of the filter. This is 
consistent with the direction of the results obtained by Fitz
gibbons and Wightman (1982). In contrast, however, in sensory
neural hearing loss of cochlear origin, the band-width of the 
cochlear filters increases (see Evans 1978b for review), but the 
expected improvement in temporal resolution does not occur; in fact 
it deteriorates (e.g. Jesteadt et al 1976; Fitzgibbons and Wightman 
1982) . 

In this brief review, evidence will be presented that the proper
ties of the mammalian peripheral auditory system are optimal in two 
respects for the purposes of temporal resolution. Firstly, the 
nature of the peripheral cochlear filters are such that an optimal 
balance appears to have been struck between temporal and spectral 
resolution. Secondly, neural mechanisms of "off-suppression" at the 
level of the cochlear nerve and "off-inhibition" at the level of 
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the cochlear nucleus, serve to limit the discharge of neurones 
following the cessation of stimuli, thereby enhancing the temporal 
contrast. Lastly, observations will be made on the effects of 
impairment of cochlear function on the coding of temporally discon
tinuous stimuli and possible effects on neural "off-suppression". 

Detailed reviews of the extensive literature on the temporal coding 
of simple and complex stimuli in the auditory periphery have been 
made elsewhere (Evans 1975, 1978a, 1981). 

PERIPHERAL AUDITORY FILTERS 

All modern investigations of the tuning of mammalian cochlear nerve 
fibres show them to be remarkably sharply tuned (see Evans 1975, 
1978b for review). The equivalent rectangular (approximately half
power) band-widths of the cochlear fibre filters for narrow and 
broad band signals average about 100-200 Hz for fibres with charac
teristic frequencies (CF) up to about 1 kHz, and about 10% of the 
CF from 2 kHz upwards. The cut-off slopes of these filter functions 
are extremely steep, particularly for fibres with CFs above about 2 
kHz where they exceed 50-200 dB/oct. High resolution measurements 
of these filter functions show them to be "U" rather than "V" 
shaped (see Fig. 2A). Using the reverse-correlation technique of de 
Boer and Kuyper (1968), the impulse response of the (linear part of 
the) cochlear filter can be determined (Figs. 1 and 2; see also 
Evans 1977). Fourier transform of these impulse response functions 
yield attenuation functions which match the neural frequency thresh
old curves (FTCs) remarkably well (Fig. 2A). The shape of the FTCs 
and the form of the impulse responses strongly suggest that the 
cochlear filtering process resembles more a multiple band-pass 
fil ter than a simple resonant filter. A comparison of the impulse 
responses and attenuation functions of such filters is shown in 
Fig. 3. Here the filter characteristics of a simple resonant filter 
(dashed line and upper impulse response) and a multiple band-pass 
filter (continuous line and lower impulse response), having approxi
mately equal durations of the impulse response are compared. The 
mul tiple band-pass filter achieves substantially steeper cut-offs 
than the resonant filter at the expense of a somewhat wider 
half-power band-width. The multiple pole band-pass filter utilized 
in Fig. 3 is in fact a one third-octave filter, and the form and 
duration of its impulse response match reasonably well the impulse 
responses of Fig. 1. To achieve an equivalent frequency resolution 
in terms of the steeper cut-off skirts, a resonant filter would 
have to have a substantially longer impulse response, and therefore 
poorer temporal resolution. 

The impulse response functions derived from the reverse correlation 
analyses indicate that the fil tering represented by the pure tone 
FTC is reflected in the frequencies dominating the temporal pat
terns of discharge, on which the analysis depends. In other words, 
the discharge pattern of the cochlear nerve fibre tends to follow 
preferentially frequencies within the effective band-width of the 
fibre (up to the frequency limit of phase-locking of about 4-5 
kHz). Fig. 2 alSQ shows that the form of the impulse response 
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functions is maintained with little modification over a very wide 
dynamic range. This means that irrespective of the stimulus level, 
the temporal patterning of cochlear fibres is dominated by the 
frequencies in the stimulus weighted by the cochlear filter func
tion indicated by the FTC, i. e. largely by the frequencies wi thin 
the effective (half-power) bandwidth. Deviations from this si tua
tion occur at high sound levels, as shown in Fig. 2. For cochlear 
fibres with CFs above about 1 kHz, the band-width of the cochlear 
fil ter increases, and the low frequency cut-off slope decreases 
wi th stimulus level, particularly above 30-40 dB above threshold. 
In the cat, where these deviations are relatively minor (compared 
with the rat: M011er 1978, and guinea pig: Harrison and Evans 
1982), the effective band-widths increase by a factor of between 
1.1 and 2.5 at the highest noise levels used (100-110 dB SPL) and 
this is accompanied by a small but systematic shift downwards in CF 
wi th level (Fig. 2A). For fibres with CFs below about 1 kHz, the 
shift in the CF is towards higher frequencies (Evans 1977). 

These properties are also reflected in the temporal pattern of 
activi ty of cochlear nerve fibres to stimuli having multiple fre
quency components (Evans 1980a, 1981), as shown in Fig. 4. Here the 
cochlear fibre is being stimulated with a 10 harmonic (equal 
ampli tude) complex centred on its CF (1.4 kHz), the fundamental 
frequency being 200 Hz. The degree to which the temporal discharge 
patterns synchronize with each harmonic ("phase-locking") is plot
ted as the "vector strength" against the frequency of the harmonic 
in the lower part of the figure on a logarithmic scale so that 
comparison may be made with the pure tone FTC. At stimulus levels 
wi thin 40 dB of threshold, the frequency weighting of the vector 
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comp-lex. pll.tv.Jen.ted. a.t di..f-f..ell.en.t .-1:ti.m.ul.u4 l..evw. 0 dB = 106 dB 5'PL 
f..OIl. t:h.e comp-lex. M a who1..e. Veci:.oll. .-1bz.erz.r;;tJ!A al/.e ploUed. on a 1..0g. 
POWell. .-1c.aJ..e f..OIl. comfXVL-iAon wilh t:h.e (..II.eq,uenc.y. t:h.II.tv.Jhol.d. CUll.ve. A.t 
.-1:ti.m.ul.u4 l..evw neal/. t:h.II.tv.Jhol.d. (-90 dB e. g..) t:h.e w~ f-undioM 
al/.e .-1i.mLl.aA. .to t:h.e FTC. A.t t:h.e hi¥tM.t .-1.i..f;.nal.. l..evw (e.g.. -10 dB: 
CUll.ve i-oi..ni.n.g t:h.e di..amond poi..n...t4), t:h.ell.e .i.A a .-11U.(...t of.. t:h.e cenbz.e 
(..II.equenc.y. of.. t:h.e f..i..l...tell. f..un.dion downJUal/.dA (.to 1.2 kHJ.), a lI.ed.uc:ti.on 
in. t:h.e .-1lope of.. t:h.e 1..ow (..II.eq,uenclf CLLt.-of-f.. and an in.C/l.eMe in. t:h.e 
.-11..ope of.. t:h.e 1U.r;h. (..II.equenc.y. CLLt.-of-f... (F 1I.0m CVaM 1..98J..). 

strengths reflects the FTC. At higher stimulus levels, similar 
changes in selectivity are reflected in the weighting of the relat
ive vector strengths as described above in the case of reverse 
correlation (Evans 1981). For this fibre, having a CF above 1 kHz 
(1.4 kHz), the half-power band-width increases slightly, the low 
frequency cut-off slope decreases and the centre frequency of the 
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filter shifts downwards (curve JOlning diamond shaped points). For 
fibres with CFs below about 1 kHz, the CF of the weighting function 
shifts towards higher frequencies. 
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:l:A.C1J1AtO/IJM ot autoco/IAe1ation hi.A:t09A(]JM m //.eAponAe :to a click. 
:l:A.a.iJL (4ee :text) to//. 3 fj..b//.eA wLth cha/l.ac:teA.L1tic ~equenci.eA ot 
0.37, 1.08 and 3. 15 kHJ. //.eApectLvely at:. 3 4~ leveAA m each 
CMe, wLth the pU/l.e :tone ~equency th/I.eAhold CU/l.ve ot each fj..b/Le. 
FTC4 .i..ndi.ca:ted by doUed 1.iJLeA; weJ...~ /unctLOnA: -60 dB level 
(about 10 dB above /LeAponAe th/I.eAhold): COn:U.nUOU4 1.iJLe,· -40 dB 
level: dMhed-doUed 1.iJLe; -20 dB level (about 50 dB above th/I.eAh
old): dMhed 1.iJLe. ( F //.om t.VC1J1A 1983). 

Similar results have been obtained with impulsive stimuli (Evans 
1983), as shown in Fig. 5. This shows the weighting, by the 
cochlear nerve filtering process, of a fibre's response to a click 
train having uneven intervals. The weighting functions are derived 
by FFT of the autocorrelation histograms of the discharge pattern 
evoked by the click train (see Evans 1983 for details). The figure 
shows the correspondence between the weighting functions obtained 
at three sound levels of the click train, compared with the pure 
tone FTC (dotted outline). The minor deviations between the weight
ing functions and the FTC are consistent with those encountered 
with broad band noise and the harmonic complexes as described 
above. At near threshold stimulus levels, the weighting function 
obtained with harmonic complexes and click trains is sometimes 
slightly wider than the FTC. At stimulus levels up to about 40-60 
dB above threshold, however, the correspondence between FTC and 
weighting functions is close, particularly for fibres with CFs 
below about 1.5 kHz. At higher stimulus levels, the weighting 
function tends to shift towards lower frequencies for fibres with 
CFs above about 1 kHz (Fig. 5, unit 976.70) together with a 
progressive decrease in the slope of the low frequency cut-off. 
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These results indicate that, to a first approximation, the temporal 
response properties of cochlear nerve fibres can be considered to 
arise by analogy with a linear band-pass filter having the spectral 
and phase characteristics represented by the impulse responses of 
Figs. 1 and 2. This statement of course ignores the second-order 
effects described above due probably to synchrony-suppression (e.g. 
Rose et al 1974; Young and Sachs 1979). In synchrony suppression, 
typically the lower frequency stimulus components tend to dominate 
the temporal responses of cochlear nerve fibres, hence accounting 
for the shift in the filter centre frequency towards lower frequen
cies and the decrease in the low frequency cut-off slope noted 
above, for fibres with higher CFs. 

As far as temporal resolution is concerned, however, these second 
order effects should not be very significant. To a first approxima
tion, therefore, cochlear nerve fibres act for broad band and 
mul ti-component stimuli as if they were linear filters having the 
fil ter characteristics described by their pure tone FTC and their 
impulse responses as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Given a fibre's FTC, 
therefore, its temporal dicharge properties in response to simple 
and complex sounds can therefore be reasonably well predicted and 
simulated by simple electronic analogues (Evans 1975, 1980b). The 
duration of the impulse response of the cochlear fibre filters, is, 
as Figs. 1 and 2 show in the cat, of the order of 11 ms for fibres 
wi th CFs in the 0.3 kHz region, decreasing to about 8 ms for CFs 
about 1 kHz (Fig. 1), and to about 4 ms for fibres with CF about 2 
kHz (Fig. 2). These values are, in fact, comparable to those 
obtained in human psychophysical measurements of gap detection by 
Fitzgibbons and Wightman (1982). Our auditory temporal resolution 
could well be limited by the impulse response times of the cochlear 
filters, as suggested by Diufhuis (1973). 

The above data were obtained from cochlear fibres in normal coch
leas. It is well known that in a variety of pathological conditions 
of the cochlea their tuning characteristics deteriorate so that the 
band-widths of the cochlear fibre FTCs increase substantially (see 
Evans 1978b for review). The influence that this change in band
width has on the temporal patterning of cochlear nerve fibre 
discharges is illustrated in Fig. 6. The continuous line curve in 
the centre of the figure represents the FTC of a cochlear fibre 
from a cat cochlea in normal physiological condition, having a CF 
of 1.2 kHz. The inset histograms in the left hand corner of the 
figure, marked ISIH and AUTO, are respectively the interspike 
interval histogram and the autocorrelogram of that fibre in 
response to a click train having unevenly spaced alternate inter
vals of 4.7 and 5.3 ms (Evans 1983). This stimulus generates a 
complex of odd and even order harmonics of different ampli tudes. 
Which of the harmonics "get through" the cochlear filter in order 
to interact and dominate the cochlear fibre temporal discharge pat
terns, determine the form of the interspike interval histogram and 
autocorrelogram. This can be illustrated, on the basis of the 
principles outlined above, by using a simple electronic analogue of 
the cochlear fibre (Evans 1980b) preceded by a linear filter having 
the same attenuation function as indicated by the FTC. The results 
of this simulation are shown in the autocorrelogram and interspike 
interval histogram in the top left hand corner of the figure. There 
is excellent correspondence between the output of the model and the 
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real cochlear fibre data. This simulation was carried out original
ly, in order to test the author's contention (Evans 1983b) that 
data obtained by Whitfield (1979, 1980) using the same click train 
stimulus could not have been obtained with the sharp cochlear 
fil tering associated with cochleas in normal physiological con
dition. The interspike interval histogram obtained by Whitfield is 
shown in the bottom right hand corner of the figure. This shows two 
strong peaks at 4.7 and 5.3 ms corresponding to the intervals in 
the stimulus. In order to model this interspike interval histogram 
satisfactorily, the electronic analogue had to be preceded by a 
fil ter function shown by the dotted FTC towards the top of the 
figure. This FTC was obtained from an experiment on a guinea pig of 
Harrison and Evans 1982, in which the cochlear condition was 
pathological as a result of chronic administration of kanamycin. 
Similar pathological effects can be obtained easily in the guinea 
pig as a result of deterioration in the physiological condition of 
the animal. Furthermore, in the guinea pig, the animal used in 
Whi tfield' s study, there is a stronger dependence of filter band
width on broad band stimulus level (Harrison and Evans 1982; M011er 
1977). The FTC chosen from the experiment of Harrison and Evans was 
from a pathological cochlea and was derived using the reverse 
correlation technique with a high level noise stimulus probably 
comparable with the level of Whitfield's stimulation with the click 
train. Substitution of this FTC for the FTC from the normal cat 
cochlea produced from the model, autocorrelograms and interspike 
interval histograms (top right corner of the figure) virtually 
indistinguishable from those obtained by Whitfield (bottom right 
hand corner of the figure). This, indirectly, illustrates the 
importance of filter band-width in determining how many and which 
of the stimulus components will be sufficiently passed by the 
fil ter function to interact and therefore determine the temporal 
discharge patterns of the cochlear fibre. It also suggests that 
cochlear fibres, having wider bandwidths either resulting from 
cochlear pathology (as is likely in this case), or because of spe
cies differences (the chinchilla for example has wider band-widths 
than the guinea pig or cat - cf. Harris and Dallos 1979 with Evans 
1972), exhibit greater temporal resolution, as would be expected. 
In Fig. 6, the stimulus periods are clearly resolved in the dis
charge pattern of the fibre with (estimated and simulated) broad 
tuning. That this is in the opposite direction to changes in psy
chophysical temporal resolution in patients with cochlear hearing 
impairment suggests that the deterioration in psychophysical tem
poral resolution may have little to do with cochlear filter charac
teristics per se. This discrepancy between physiological and psy
chophysical findings will be returned to in a later section. 

"OFF-SUPPRESSION" AT COCHLEAR NERVE AND "OFF-INHIBITION" AT 

COCHLEAR NUCLEUS LEVELS 

It has long been known that the cessation of stimulation of coch
lear nerve fibres is immediately followed by a transient reduction 
in the spontaneous activity and the responsiveness to further sti
mulation (see Evans 1975 for review, and the detailed studies by 
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f-unc.t.i..on of- I:,.T. (F/l.om HCV1./l.M and DaJ...J...o4 J...979). 

Young and Sachs 1973 for long-term stimulation and of Smith 1977, 
and of Harris and Dallos 1979 for analogous studies with short term 
stimulation). Fig. 7 shows both of these effects. Immediately after 
the cessation of a 100 ms tone at the CF of the fibre, at the point 
indicated by zero in the abscissa of the right hand part of the 
figure, a depression of the spontaneous acti vi ty occurs which, as 
can be seen at the top of the figure, lasts for about 10 ms before 
the spontaneous discharge rate returns exponentially to its 
spontaneous level. When a second (15 ms) tone (in this case again 
at the CF but 10 dB below the level of the first tone) is 
introduced, and the time interval between the cessation of the 
first tone and the onset of the second is progressively reduced 
(indicated by the I:,.T values to the right of the figure) it will be 
seen that the response to the second tone diminishes as the 
interval is made shorter and the second tone lies in the period 
corresponding to reduction in the spontaneous discharge rate. The 
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degree of this reduction in response is indicated in the left part 
of the figure as a percentage of the control value (i. e. in the 
absence of the first tone). The magnitude of the suppression of 
responsiveness and the time course of its recovery under various 
condi tions have been carefully studied by Young and Sachs (1973); 
Smith (1977) and by Harris and Dallos (1979). 

The magnitude of the suppression is a relatively simple function of 
the duration of the first (adapting tone) and the discharge rate 
evoked by it. Thus, as shown in Fig. 8, the magni tude of the 
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cuui ~ :time COM:tan:t .LnC/l.ecue4 wUh -IJ:l:.i.m.I.i1.u4 level.. All -IJ:timuli a:t 
CF. (F/l.om Ha/I./I.U cuui Dallo-IJ 1979). 

suppression increases with the level of the first stimulus. This 
increase in the magnitude of the off-suppression follows simply the 
sigmoid relation between discharge rate and stimulus level (the 
rate level function) for the fibre. Likewise, increasing the 
duration of the first stimulus increases the magnitude of the 
"off-suppression" as shown in Fig. 9, the increase in magnitude of 
suppression being indicated by the progressively lower values where 
the curves meet the ordinate at zero 6T. 

The time constant of recovery of responsiveness from this off-
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suppression has been studied by the above authors. As with the 
magni tude of off-suppression, its time course of recovery depends 
on the level and duration of the first (adapting) stimulus. The 
time course of recovery increases with both level and duration at 
least, in the findings of Harris and Dal1os, with durations below 
100 ms (Fig. 9). The same figure indicates that durations of the 
first (adapting) stimulus between 100 and 200 ms gave no sig
nificant difference in time constant. The time constants obtained 
increased from 12 ms for first stimulus durations of 2 ms, to 37 ms 
for stimulus durations between 100 and 200 ms. 

Besides this dependence of the time constant of recovery on the 
duration and level of the first tone, there appears also to be a 
species difference (Harris and Dal10s 1979). The time constants 
obtained in chinchilla (the figures quoted above) are about one 
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half of the values obtained for the guinea pig, and probably the 
gerbil, used by Smith (1977). 

In contrast to the effects of level of the first (adapting/masking) 
stimulus, the level of the second (probe) tone has little effect on 
the magnitude and time-course of the off-suppression (Smith 1977). 
The combination of the effects of the level of the first and second 
stimuli is such that when the level of both is changed equally, the 
response to the second (probe) stimulus remains approximately 
constant relative to the response to the first stimulus (Fig. 10). 

These post-stimulatory suppression effects are found even more 
strongly in the cochlear nucleus, where neural inhibition serves to 
prolong the period of off-suppression substantially (Evans and 
Nelson 1973; Evans 1975), see Fig. 11. In this example, the effect 
of the off-inhibition is sufficiently strong and cumulative that 
the effect of changing the repetition rate of a 0.5 sec stimulus 
from 1 per 3 sec (A) to 1 per 0.8 sec (B) is to eliminate entirely 
the spontaneous activity of the unit and to attenuate substantially 
the onset of the response. 

These suppression and inhibitory effects at cochlear nerve and 
nucleus levels serve to enhance the temporal resolution of peri
pheral elements in the auditory system to rapidly changing stimuli. 
Fig. 12 shows the responses of a cochlear nucleus unit to frequency 
and amplitude modulated tones presented at 20 dB above threshold. 
Period histograms C, G and I are modulation histograms of the aver
aged firing density in response to sinusoidal frequency modulation 
over a band of frequencies encroaching into the upper half of the 
units FTC. The waveform of the modulation of frequency is indicated 
under each modulation histogram. Lower frequencies therefore corre
spond as would be expected to higher probabilities of discharge. 
The rate of sinusoidal frequency modulation was 1 cycle per second 
in C, 10 in G and 40 cis in I respectively. To the left of each 
histogram is a short horizontal bar indicating the spontaneous 
discharge (i.e. in the absence of any stimulation). It will be seen 
that at the higher rates of modulation (10 and 40 cis) that the 
"tails" of the roughly sinusoidal distribution of firing pro
babil i ty are reduced below the level of the spontaneous acti vi ty. 
Likewise similar effects are obtained from sinusoidal amplitude 
modulation of a tone at the CF of the unit, with modulation rates 
of 1, 10 and 40 cis: F, H, J respectively. This means that the 
contrast between the responses to the peaks and the valleys of the 
modulation become enhanced at the higher rates of modulation. 

Quantitative studies of this effect have been made by M011er (e.g. 
1972, 1976) in the cochlear nucleus and nerve, see Fig. 13. Com
pared with cochlear nucleus responses, the depth of modulation of 
the cochlear nerve fibre response largely reflects that of the 
stimulus as indicated by the equality (zero "dB gain") between the 
response and stimulus modulation depth. The relationship between 
response modulation and the modulation rate is essentially low
pass, with a high frequency cut-off primarily determined by the 
bandwidth of the cochlear fibre filter. This happens simply because 
at modulation rates numerically higher than half the bandwidth of 
the cochlear fibre response area, the sidebands in the stimulus 
fall outside the response area. Thus the stimulus components fail 
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9-ap in -Lef..t-hand co1.umn, and 54 fTI4 in .the lIi..gJI;t-hand co1.umn. (F /l.om 
5mi...th -L 977 ) • 
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to interact within the response area, and therefore amplitude 
modulation of the stimulus component falling within the fibre 
response area does not occur. Since the response area bandwidth of 
cochlear nerve fibres is related to their characteristic frequency 
(CF), the low-pass cut-off frequency of the modulation transfer 
function will be a function of CF. For fibres with CFs up to about 
1 kHz, the cut-off frequency would be expected to be of the order 
of 50-100 Hz; at a CF of 10 kHz, it will be about 500 Hz (as in 
Fig. 13 where the CFs of fibre and cell respectively were 7.8 kHz 
and 10.7 kHz). For many cells in the cochlear nucleus however, the 
modulation of discharge is enhanced by the off-inhibitory 
mechanisms described above so that the depth of the response modula
tion exceeds that of the stimulus over a wide range of modulation 
frequencies. This is seen in the cochlear nucleus cell of Fig. 13 
(heavy line) as a "gain" exceeding 0 dB. The optimal modulation 
frequency is typically between 50-200 Hz. The optimal modulation 
frequency will obviously be a function of the time-constants of the 
off-inhibitory process. 
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psychoacoustic gap thresholds and the level of the stimuli, which 
relationship may not be inconsistent with the physiological data 
(e.g. Fig. 10). In the psychophysical data of Plomp (1964), the gap 
detection threshold duration varied from about 25 ms at 10 dB SL to 
about 4 ms at 75 dB SL. In the physiological data, increase in the 
level of both pre- and post-gap stimuli has little effect on the 
responses, but the contrast of the inter-response gap is heightened 
by the increase in off-suppression brought about by the increase in 
level of the pre-gap stimulus (Fig. 10). This heightened contrast 
should mean that the minimum gap for detection would reduce with 
level. Obviously, this conjecture must be checked with physiologi
cal studies directly addressed to the psychoacoustic gap-masking 
paradigm. 

As far as comparisons between the physiological "off-suppression" 
and psychophysical forward masking are concerned, Harris and Dallos 
(1979) have discussed the similarities and differences in detail. 
Briefly, there appears to be a discrepancy in terms of the rela
tionships between the level of the masker and the time course of 
the forward masking, and in the dynamic range of masker level ef
fects. On the other hand, the influence of masker duration is simi
lar in both cases, namely that increasing the masker duration 
beyond 100 ms has little effect on the magnitude of off-suppression 
and psychophysical forward masking whereas reducing the masker dura
tions below about 100 ms causes a progressive attenuation of both 
effects. 

TEMPORAL RESOLUTION IN HEARING IMPAIRMENT 

A striking recent finding in psychophysical investigations of coch
lear hearing impairment is a deterioration in temporal resolution 
measured in a variety of ways (Jesteadt et al 1976; Tyler et al 
1982; Fitzgibbons and Wightman 1982). Gap detection thresholds, for 
example, are increased by a factor of one and a half to two 
(Fi tzgibbons and Wightman 1982). This finding contrasts with sur
prising little evidence of gross changes in temporal coding at the 
cochlear nerve level in animals with pathological cochleas compared 
with normal function (Harrison and Evans 1979b; excepting the 
special case of salicylate poisoning, associated with abnormalities 
in the temporal distribution of intervals in spontaneous activity -
Evans et al 1981). The gross form of the time course of adaptation 
and recovery (with the qualification below) in pathological con
di tions appeared to be relatively normal. Likewise, the relation 
between degree of discharge synchrony and stimulus frequency was 
not significantly different in pathological compared with normal 
cochleas, although the range of synchrony at any frequency was 
greater in the pathological case. Since the results of this study 
was published, a report by Woolf et al (1981) suggests that in 
pathological cochleas, the upper limit of phase-locking may be 
slightly but significantly reduced in pathological cochleas. 

A closer examination of the data of Harrison and Evans (l979b), 
however, (Evans 1980c) suggests that in the pathological cochleas 
the time course of the recovery from the suppression may be 
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RELATION BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND PSYCHOPHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 

OF TEMPORAL RESOLUTION 

While the mechanisms of off-suppression and off-inhibition must be 
relevant to establishing the 1 imi ts on auditory temporal resolu
tion, it seems that a simple correlation between these phenomena 
and temporal masking effects cannot be made in the present state of 
knowledge. 

The mechanisms of off-suppression and off-inhibition are likely to 
be the result of neural phenomena and therefore would not be 
expected to be related to the CF of the unit. Thus no obvious rela
tionship between the time course of the off-suppression and the CF 
of the unit has been found by Harris and Dallos (1979), in contrast 
to the relationship found in the psychophysical data by Fitzgibbons 
and Wightman (1982). However, there is a relationship between the 
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extended compared wi th normal cochleas. This finding needs to be 
confirmed systematically, but it is in the same direction as the 
following reports. In the study by Young and Sachs (1973) of the 
time course of off-suppression following long (circa 60 sec) 
stimulation, it was noted that fibres with low spontaneous rates 
(e.g. below 30 spike/sec) had longer time constants of recovery 
from off-suppression. In the analogous study by Smith (1977) but 
wi th short duration (circa 200 ms) tones, it was noted in one 
animal, the cochlear sensitivity of which had decreased by about 6 
dB in the course of the experiment, that many fibres were encoun
tered whose time constants of recovery from off-suppression were 
"among the slowest observed" and the units had negligible spon
taneous acti vi ty. It is not uncommon to observe a predominance of 
fibres having low or absent spontaneous activity in cochleas with 
both acute (e.g. Evans 1972, 1978b) and chronic pathology (e.g. 
Harrison and Evans 1979a). 

It is a little difficult to predict the significance for perception 
of such effects on off-suppression in cochlear pathology. However, 
if the time course of the suppression is extended so that the onset 
of the neural response to the stimulus following the "gap" is at
tenuated, (as in the extreme case of Fig. 11), such an attenuation 
could be deleterious for discrimination of the gap. Obviously more 
work is required at the physiological and theoretical levels. It 
is, however, in line with the findings of Nelson and Turner (1980) 
indicating a prolonged recovery from forward masking in patients 
with cochlear hearing impairment. 

Al ternatively, the disruption in peripheral frequency representa
tion occurring as a result of deterioration in cochlear frequency 
selectivity in cochlear impairment, may serve to affect deleterio
usly the processing of temporal cues by the central regions of the 
auditory system. 
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Theoretical Limits of Time Resolution in Narrow Band Neurons 
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ACCURACY AND RESOLUTION 

When preparing the manuscript for this meeting on "Time resolution 
in auditory systems" I looked through several textbooks on signal 
processing and found at least three different meanings of the words 
"time resolution". In the otherwise excellent book of Bendat and 
Piersol (1980) it is used instead of "sampling period" in digital 
signal processing j this is very unusual and should be avoided. The 
second usage of the word "resolution" is to designate the precision 
when measuring a time event. The apparent time delay between two 
peaks of a signal corrupted by noise will not be the same when 
measured repeatedly, but will show some statistical variance. At 
low noise levels the variance will be low and therefore the measure
ment will be more accurate than at high noise levels. For de
scribing this effect of statistical time jitter introduced by 
noise, I will use the word "accuracy" instead of "resolution", as 
it is usually done in literature on radar (Woodward 1955). 

a b 

f 41. 1. Li.mil4 of- /UlAohJ.;t)..on. -i.n. the rrU..C/l.o~cope. The ~ep<Ma:ti.on. of- the 
maxima mU4.t be 1<Mf}VI. than. .the half--w.i..d.th of- the peak.. (f/l.om r:;Vl.th~en. 
and. Kn.~VI. 1969). 

Following Woodward, I will adopt the third meaning of the word 
"resolution", which best can be illustrated by the concept of resol
ution in microscopy as introduced by Rayleigh (Fig. 1). Viewed 
through the microscope, each structure will produce a diffraction 
pattern which is seen by the observer. If two points smaller than 
the wavelength of the light are close to each other, their diffrac
tion patterns overlap so that only one central peak is visible. It 
now seems impossible to determine whether there are one or two 
peaks: the two points can no longer be resolved. In an analogous 
way, this definition could be used for time resolution. In contrast 
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to the definition of accuracy, it does not contain any reference to 
noise in the optical image or acoustic signal. Thus even without 
noise there seems to be a clear lower limit to the resolution of 
two objects. This apparent limit, however, can be overcome. In most 
cases, an algorithm or fil ter may be found that separates two 
unresolved peaks. If this is possible, the peaks are called 
resolvable. In the microscope example the algorithm could make use 
of the fact that the resulting peak of two objects is wider than 
the peak of one object. 
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The concepts of accuracy and resolution are summarized in Fig. 2. 
Accuracy and resolution are independent concepts. A high resolution 
does not imply a high accuracy; a transformation which resolves two 
unresolved peaks will usually not improve, but possibly deterioate 
accuracy. Theoretical limits for the accuracy of time estimation as 
a function of the signal-to-noise ratio can be given quite exactly 
for technical systems (Woodward 1955, Burdic 1968) and have been 
applied to time estimation in the bat (Menne and Hackbarth, in 
press). In this paper I will discuss some problems in defining 
limits of resolution and their impact on biological research. 

SMEARING AND RESHARPENING OF TIME PULSES 

To demonstrate some aspects of resolution and resolvability, 
throughout this paper I will use a model which reflects some 
aspects of the vertebrate hearing system. This model is not 
intended to be a quantative description of the hearing system - the 
main conclusions will be qualitative and not dependent on the 
details of the model. 
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The first stage in the model (Fig. 3) is a narrow-band filter with 
a center frequency of 80 kHz and a very high Q-3 dB value of 600 
(Q-IO dB = 200) (Fig. 4). The transfer function is somewhat similar 
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to the tuning curve of some neurons found in the peripheral audi
tory system of the bat Rhinolophus ferrumeguinum (Suga et al. 
1976). This somewhat exotic narrow-band neuron has been selected 
because it can be used to demonstrate some aspects of time resolu
tion. A system consisting of a bank of such filters with equispaced 
best frequencies would have a good frequency resolution: Two tones 
wi th only little frequency separation may excite different filters 
with at least one weakly excited filter between them. 

The filtered signal is passed through an envelope detector. At the 
output of the envelope detector, the carrier frequency has been 
lost; so subsequent processing has to rely only on the envelope of 
the signal. This corresponds roughly to the situation found in the 
mammalian hearing system at frequencies above 5 kHz. The input 
frequency of the model is always assumed to be the center frequency 
of the model, 80 kHz. This is not an essential limitation but 
allows one to use only the envelope of the input signal in the 
figures. 

If we apply a very short tone pulse (Fig. 5a) without any noise 
(Fig. 5b) to the input, the envelope at the output is considerably 
smeared out in time. This effect is a consequence of the narrow 
frequency response of the bandpass filter. In linear filters, the 
product of the bandwidth and the response time to an impulse is 
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Input: 
(a) 
--'------------ envelope of signal 

Input: 
(b) 
------------ envelope of noise 

Output: 

(c)~ 
before proccesslng 

(d) ~ 
Output: 

after proccesslng 

F-4J. 5. (a) cnve1.ope 01. a Ve/Lil /.JhoM: 
.tone pul.Ae 01- 80 kH;f a.t .the .i.rtpu;t 01-
.the modeL (b) No no.we .w added. (c) 
cnveJ..ope 01- .the pul.Ae al-.te/L pM/.J.i.n.r; 
J:lvI.oUf)h .the bandpM/.J. (d) cnveJ..ope 
/.Jhcl/lpened wLth .the f-,J.;t.e/L 01- F -4J. 8. 

about 1. Although the envelope-detector is not a 1 inear device, 
this relation is approximately valid for this model too; the 3 
dB-bandwidth is roughly 100 Hz, the time constant 10 ms. The broade
ning in time is sometimes attributed to the "uncertainty principle 
of communication theory". This word has been adopted from quantum 
mechanics, where it really means that some parameters can only be 
determined with a certain probability. In communication theory the 
word is misleading, because there is no uncertainty associated with 
a broad time peak. If we had a device which exactly measured the 
peak position of the output pulse in Fig. 5, we would always get 
the same time value when repeating the measurement. Without noise, 
the error in time determination is zero even for a broad pulse, 
hence there is no limit for accuracy. Uncertainty will occur only 
when noise is added. The resulting error in time estimation is a 
monotonic function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). At high SNR 
this timing error can be much less than the width of the output 
peak. 
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.JI.l1-_________ after proccessing 

F-4J. 6. (a) cnveJ..ope 01- ;two Ve/Lil 
/.Jho/l..t .tone pul.Ae/.J 01- 80 kH;f a.t :the 
inpu;t 01- .the modeJ... (b) No no.we .w 
added. (c.J The ;two peak/.J can no mO/l.e 
be /l.e/.JoJ..ved in :the enveJ..ope al-.te/L 
pa/.J/.Jing J:lvI.oUf)h :the bandpM/.J. (d) The 
;two peak/.J a/l.e /l.e/.JoJ..ved al-.te/L 
/.Jha/l.peni..n.g wLth :the 1-.i..Lte/L 01- hg. 8. 

However, the smearing in time is a problem for time resolution. If 
two short tone bursts are applied to the model (Fig. 6), their 
output envelopes overlap and only one peak is visible - the two 
peaks are not resolved. In order to resolve the two peaks one has 
to find a transformation which sharpens the output envelope so that 
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it looks similar to the input envelope. This is theoretically 
possible. Since the envelope of the output signal has a much lower 
frequency bandwidth than the envelope of the short pulse at the 
input, it is necessary to amplify the high frequency components of 
the envelope and to attenuate the low frequency components to 
obtain the sharpening. This type of sharpening is therefore called 
the spectral "whitening" approach; even though this term refers to 
the frequency domain, the processing can be carried out also using 
only the time signal. A technical realisation known as FIR (Finite 
Impulse Response) or nonrecursive filter is shown in Fig. 7 
(Rabiner and Gold 1975). 

F i..fj. 7. T ec.hn.,.i.caJ.. I/.~a;lion of. a f.,in.j..;te i.m.pulAe l/.eAponAe (FJ'R., 
nonl/.ec.tJ/lAi..ve) f-i...l;tell.. 

A chain of delay elements stores a copy of the envelope or at least 
a section of it. The outputs of all delay elements are summed up 
wi th individual, but constarit weights. By choosing the weighting 
coefficients suitably, one can obtain a wide range of filter charac
teristics, among these the desired whitening filter. Many delaying 
elements and corresponding coefficients are required in order to 
perform the sharpening operation with arbitrary precision. I have 
stripped down the design to only two delaying elements and three 
coefficients and will show that even with such a simple network the 
resolution can be remarkably improved. 

C 1 

Fi..fj. 8. Si.m.plif.i..ed f.,in.j..;te i.m.pulAe l/.eApone (FJ7V f-i...l;tell. /JAed :to 4hall.pen 
the envel.ope /JA~ 4yn.aptiC :tII.aMi..:ti..onA M de1.ay. uem.en:t4. A de1.ay. of. 
250;U f.OI/. each neLl.l/.on i..4 4uec:ted. 

A possible way of realizing such a network with biological elements 
is shown in Fig. 8. A synaptical transition is used as a delaying 
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element in this example, but since the delays can be quite short, 
the propagation delay along a neuron can be used as an alternate. 
For my illustrations, I have used a fixed delay of 250 ps per ele
ment. It is assumed that the output neuron carries out a weighted 
summation like the output element in Fig. 7 (this will certainly 
not be quite true in a real neuron). For the sharpening operation 
the center coefficient c l should have a negative sign (realizable 

by an inhibiting synapse). Using a gradient search technique I have 
found coefficients co' c l ' c 2 for the filter in Fig. 8, which 

maximally sharpen the smeared output pulse (Fig. 5c, d). With these 
coefficients two pulses at the input can be clearly resolved after 
processing (Fig. 6d). The reconstruction of the input envelope can 
even be carried further - the envelope of a signal like that in 
Figure 9a is restored quite accurately with this set of coeffi
cients. 

(alA Input: 

envelope of signal 

Input: 

(bl 
----------- envelope of noise 

Output: 

(cl~ 
before proccesslng 

(dlA 
Output: 

after proccessing 

(e I r--f".-., .....-
CV 

F-4;. 9. (a) 5:tA.uc:tuA.ed en.ve.-Wpe of- a 
.tone pu.-lAe of- 80 kHj- at: .the inpu;t of
.the medu (b) No noi.Ae i.A added (c) 
Ou;tpu;t of- .the en.vuope de.tec.to/l. ( d) 
'R.ecoM:tA.uc.ted en.vuope af-.te/l. 
4hQ/l.pen..i..n9- wilh. .the f--U:te/l. ( e) 
5ha/1.pen.l..nf;. .the ou;tpu;t en.vuope wilh. co
ef-ti-ci..en..t/.J 1M ed in F -4;. 11. 

The filtering concept shown here is not new in biology - essential
ly, it is equivalent to applying the concept of lateral inhibition 
to the time domain. So the following discussion can also be 
regarded as a discussion of the merits and drawbacks of lateral 
inhibition. 

There are some serious drawbacks which limit the application of 
this sharpening method. One minor pOint comes from the fact that in 
my illustrations I have used a somewhat idealistic concept of 
envelope (calculated using the analytic signal) Which still con
serves quite a lot of fine grain information. With realistic en
velopes as in neuronal systems the effect of sharpening will be 
much less pronounced, but still significant. More important is the 
fact that in the derivation of the sharpening filter no attempt has 
been made to take into account the influence of noise - the only 
objective was to compress the envelope in time. When broadband 
noise is added to the signal (Fig. 10), the output after processing 
is seriously contaminated by noise. 
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Input: 

envelope of signal 

Input: 

envelope of noise 

Output: 

.before proccesslng 

Output: 

after proccessing 

F-4J. 10. (aJ cnve-lope ot :boo VeA.l/-
4hOll.:t :tone ptU4e4 ot 80 kH~ a:t :the 
i.nptd ot :the mode-l (bJ cnve-lope ot 
b/l.oadband noi.Ae added (cJ Otdptd ot 
:the enve-lope de:tec:to/l. ( dJ cnve-lope 
aUeA. 4ha/l.pen.i..n.g. w-i.;th :the co
et{i..cJ...en:t4 Med i.n t-4J. 5 (eJ Otdptd 
aUeA. p/l.OCe44i.nfj ot (dJ w-i.;th a h-4Jh 
/l.e4o./.u;ti..on aA..g.o/l.d:h.m. 

The identification of the two peaks is still possible, but it is 
neccesary to know that only two peaks of about equal amplitude are 
expected and that the many other peaks therefore are "false 
alarms". This inclusion of a-priori knowledge which reduces ambigu
ity in resolution problems will be discussed in the next section. 

Is it be possible to design a filter that sharpens the input and at 
the same time suppresses unwanted noise? This would be a filter 
which optimizes the signal-to-noise ratio at the output. With this 
constraint one gets the autocorrelation or matched filter, which 
can also be realized by a structure like in Fig. 7. For the example 
discussed here, a matched fiLter would not lead to an improved time 
resolution, since the improvement with such a filter is pro
portional to the time-bandwidth product of the envelope, which is 
about 1 for short signals after passing through a narrow band 
fil ter. 

IMPROVING RESOLUTION WITH A-PRIORI INFORMATION 

It has been shown that envelopes of time events can be restored 
quite accurately after the signal has passed through a narrow band 
system. The only thing the system has to know (or to learn) is the 
transfer characteristics of its input filtering system. But can it 
really be the only objective of a biological system to reproduce 
excellently the form of the input signal? Would it not rather try 
to interprete the input in a way which reflects its own previous 
experience? The towerlike envelope of Fig. 9 can be approximately 
reproduced by the processing, but this implies that the input 
envelope is interpreted by the system as one single structure - a 
possible alternative would be that it is regarded as the superposi
tion of two rectangles of equal length (like in fig. lla) which 
overlap in time. (There will be interferences if the carrier 
frequencies are not in phase, but we will assume that phase locking 
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can somehow be achieved). By choosing this alternative, we inter
prete the outer world; we attribute a higher probability to the 
possibili ty "two overlapping rectangles" than to the alternative 
"one tower". In this case one would not try to reconstitute the 
input envelope, but rather process the envelope in such a way that 
the two pulses are maximally separated in time. 

lJ Input: 
lal L.... _____ _ 

_ anvalope of .Ignal 

Input: 

Ibl ___________ envelope of nol .. 

Output: 

(cl~ before procce •• lng 

Output: 

(dl D"--_______ after procce •• lng 

leI "'-- ~ 
V 

IflM _____ _ 

F.if}. 1.1. (a) cnve1..ope of.. 1..0ny. tone 
pulAe at :the input (b) No noiAe adt:J.ed. 
(c) Ou;tput of.. :the enve1..ope detecto/l. (d) 
cnve1..ope af-teA fMOCe4~i.n.[;. wli:h co
ef..fJ.dent /.I4ed. in F.if}. 5 (e) Cnve1..ope 
af-teA fMOCe4~i.n.[;. wli:h coef..fJ.d~ 
whi..ch rna.xi.maLl.y. concent/l.ate :the 
enve1..ope i.n. :time (f..) Ou;tput af-teA fMo
Ce4~i.n.[;. of.. ( d) wli:h a h.i.f)h. /l.e4ol.uilon 
a4;.0JZli:hm. 

The filter coefficients which perform this task can be found with 
the same method as that used in Fig. 5. We take the output of the 
envelope-detector to a broad pulse (Fig. llc) as an input to the 
fil ter structure of Fig. 8 and search for the coefficients which 
maximally concentrate the output in time. The resulting co
efficients will not reproduce the input pulse like in Fig. lld, but 
will perform a highpass filtering (Fig. lle). If we use the new set 
of coefficients to process the output of the towerlike signal of 
Figure 9c, we obtain the interpretation we want: Two separate peaks 
wi th positions corresponding to the beginning of the overlapping 
sound pulses. 

This is a somewhat oversimplified example which was constructed to 
demonstrate that the 1 imi ts of' resolution cannot be defined as a 
property of the system, but must be seen in conjunction with the 
type of signals which it expects. I will now present a less trivial 
method, which provides a more powerful tool for improving resolu
tion in technical systems, but which is also more difficult to 
understand and to realize. Most technical high-resolution methods 
have been developed in order to obtain a better resolution in the 
frequency domain - an excellent review is given by Kay and Marple 
(1981). I have misused one of these methods (Marple 1980) to demon
strate high time-resolution by interchanging the time and frequency 
domain in the original method. 

The basic concept common to all high-resolution methods is to make 
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a general assumption about the form of the signal and to fit a 
model to it. In our model it is assumed that the signal consists of 
a few peaks whose analytic form is given. It is essential that the· 
fitting procedure should not explain all details of the signal, but 
allow for some residual error. The result of such a fitting 
procedure applied to the noisy double-pulse in Figure 10d is shown 
in Fig. 10e. The two "real" peaks are sharpened and the details of 
the noise are smoothed a result which could not have been 
achieved with conventional filtering. However, if we use this type 
of processing for the broad pulse in Fig. lId, the interpretation 
gets quite confusing. This is because the model assumes that the 
input structure consists of peaks, and it will therefore force this 
hypothesis on non-peaky structures. As long as the model cor
responds to the input to the system, it really gives an improved 
resolution - if this assumption is wrong, the response may become 
worse than without processing. 

RESOLUTION AND PATTERN INTERPRETATION 

I do not think that Marple I s method, nor any other numerical 
high-resolution method, can serve as a direct example of how 
animals can improve their time resolution, However, the electro
physiological experiments of Langner (1983) in the Guinea fowl 
demonstrate that similar methods are realized. The main concept of 
high-resolution methods can possibly be of some use for the inter
pretation of physiological data. It states that time resolution can 
be improved if we have some a-priori hypotheses about the types of 
signals which the system has to handle. The more the system "knows" 
about the possible alternatives, the higher is the improvement in 
resolution achieved. An objective system, which does not include 
information about the "acoustic biotope" I cannot show optimal re
solving power. Since this a-priori knowledge cannot easily be for
mulated for a biological system, it is difficult to indicate a 
lower limit of resolution. On the other hand, it implies that the 
question of resolvabili ty cannot be solved by a system theory ap
proach alone, but that it is a biological question which needs a 
detailed analysis of the role of the animal in its acoustic biotope. 

It is a common idea in neuroethology that animals may make use of 
information about the signals which occur in their biotope. Inclu
sion of a-priori information in the sense of statistical in
formation theory corresponds directly to the specialization for 
processing "behaviorally relevant signals" in biology (Capranica 
and Rose 1983). By selecting the method to obtain a good time re
solution the animal performs a first step in pattern interpretation 
- thus the study of time resolution in more complex neurons can 
possibly serve as a model for simple pattern recognition. 

A successful concept in neuroethology has been to look for neuronal 
structures which selectively respond to input signals important to 
the animal, e.g. conspecific frog calls. It has also been argued, 
that a neuronal system should selectively suppress interfering 
signals, e.g. that of calling frogs of another species. But what 
should such a system do with signals which have no relevance for 
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it, because their a-priori probability is zero, e.g. the roaring of 
a lion for a North-American frog? Should it suppress this signal? 
Or can it afford to let it pass, since it normally does not lead to 
confusions? A technician asked to design such a system would write 
down all possible combinations of inputs and for each of them the 
answer "yes" (= respond) or "no" (= do not respond) at the output. 
Wi th this truth table he has fully specified his system and can 
start to design the hardware. Such a system can be quite difficult 
to realize: for every input the corresponding output is fixed, 
there are no degrees of freedom left. But if the technician is sure 
that certain input combi·nations can never occur, then for this 
input he can write an "x" at the output, meaning "don't care". This 
term is somewhat misleading. It does not mean "do not respond at 
this input condition", but that the output condition is left open 
for these input. The system can now be built in such a way that the 
"don't care" outputs may be "yes" or "no" according to the conveni
ence of the designer. Such a system with many "don't-care" cases 
often needs considerably less elements than a fully specified 
system. Applied to our resolution example it would mean that we can 
use a system like that in Fig. 10e to improve resolution, if we 
know that inputs like that in Fig. lla (which produce false peaks 
at the output: Fig. llf) can never occur. If an electrophysiologist 
uses long tone pulses to stimulate a neuron designed to treat such 
long pulses as "don't-care" cases, he will get a highly confusing 
result. 

System which make use of "dont-care" cases can thus be build very 
economically; in real animals, the corresponding input condition 
will certainly be less trivial than in our example and more dif
ficult to find if we use deterministic signals. It may be easier if 
noise is used as input signal. There are good arguments that noise 
is the ideal stimulus for system identification: it is a totally 
unbiased signal: every frequency and every sequence of frequencies 
occurs with equal probability. Using noise as a stimulus has been 
quite successful for analyzing the peripheral auditory system, e.g. 
when using the reverse correlation technique (de Boer and de Jongh 
1978, Evans 1977). I think, however, that although second and 
higher order analysis of discharge statistics using noise at the 
input is theoretically appealing and gives nice pictures for com
plex neurons, the insight into the underlying functions that one 
obtains is remarkably small. The reason may be that highly 
specialized neurons have many "don't-care" cases. Using noise at 
the input, the neuron's proper biological function is also included 
in the response, but we do not see it, because it is completely 
buried by all the nonsense responses. If this is true, then noise 
as a most unbiased test signal would be a very bad signal for 
testing a system designed to meet only a limited set of situations. 
It would then not only be permissible to use biased Signals known 
to be important for the animal, but we would even be forced to do 
so. 

In this paper, I have limited my scope to time resolution in 
narrow-band neurons and tried to generalize some aspects to feature 
resolution. The same way of reasoning could have been used, if the 
words "time" and "frequency" had been interchanged - the title of 
the paper then would be: "Frequency resolution in neurons with 
short integration time". I think that the extreme view of dis-
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cussing time versus frequency processing, is not realized in 
neuronal systems, and that it should therefore only be adopted for 
demonstration purposes. Most information can be extracted if time
frequency cells are taken together, and we should be ready to 
accept that animals make use of all this information. 

SUMMARIZING THESES FOR DISCUSSION 

1. The type of processing needed to obtain a good resolution can be 
different from the processing for optimizing the signal-to-noise 
ratio. 
2. In order to achieve a good time resolution, it is advantageous 
to have a-priori knowledge about the types of signals which the 
system has to process. 
3. When only a limited set of possible alternatives exists, the 
reso.lution can be improved by some type of model fitting which is a 
simple type of pattern interpretation. 
4. If an animal only has to face a limited set of meaningful acous
tic signals, in its biotope then evolution could treat the other 
si tuations as "don't-care" cases, thus simplifying the design of 
the neuronal network. 
5. If a noise stimulus is used as input to a neuronal system which 
makes heavy use of "don't-care" cases, then the meaningful response 
could be totally buried by the majority of non-sense responses. 
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Time Coding and Periodicity Pitch 

G. Langner 

Zoologie, Schnittspahnstrasse, 61 Darmstadt, FRGermany 

INTRODUCTION: THE PITCH PROBLEM 

A psychophysical attribute of periodic acoustic signals is pitch. 
All signals with the same period have the same pitch, irrespective
ly of their actual waveforms which are determined by the amplitudes 
and phases of their frequency components. For example, a sum of 
successive harmonics has the same period and elicits the same pitch 
as the fundamental (fo ) even if the lowest harmonic is much greater 

than f o . This is the case of the "missing fundamental" and the 

perceipt was called "residue" (Schouten 1940a). 

The residual and other psychophysical effects strongly suggest (de 
Boer 1976) that periodicity coding especially neuronal time 
coding of the signal envelope - is the basis of pitch perception. 
However, prominent modern theories assume that the basis of pitch 
perception is a pattern analysis of a central representation of the 
spectrum (Terhardt 1972, Goldstein 1973, Wightman 1973). An 
advantage of such theories is that they could be based on spike 
rate given by the cochlear frequency analysis and be adjusted to 
fi t certain pitch effects. However, it turns out that peripheral 
frequency resolution is not sufficient for that purpose (Sachs and 
Young 1979, Srulovicz and Goldstein 1983). Moreover, neuronal 
mechanisms suitable for the postulated pattern analysis are as yet 
unknown. It seems that the pitch problem is still open: is periodic
i ty coded in the spectral or in the time domain, and how is it 
decoded? 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss aspects of the psychophy
sical and the neurophysiological approaches to solve the pitch 
problem, including the author's correlation theory (Langner 1981, 
1983a) . 

THE PSYCHOPHYSICAL APPROACH 

Ohm (1943) suggested that the auditory system performs a Fourier 
analysis and resolves the frequency components of harmonic signals. 
Helmhol tz (1862) used Ohm's "acoustical law" and introduced the 
place principle. According to this principle every frequency stimul
ates a distinct place on the basilar membrane and consequently 
elicits a distinct pitch perception. The pitch of harmonic signals 
composed of many frequencies is defined after Helmholtz by the 
lowest harmonic, while additional harmonics affect only the timbre. 
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In contrast, psychoacoustical experiments with a siren led Seebeck 
(1841) to the conclusion that the essential element for the percep
tion of a pitch was the period of the signal's waveform, rather 
than it's fundamental. This observation was explained by Ohm and 
Helmholtz through the assumption that harmonic distortions generate 
the missing fundamental. 

It was not until 100 years later, that Schouten (1940a) was able to 
rule out this explanation for Seebeck's pitch effect. Schouten 
produced harmonic signals without the fundamental frequency and 
added frequencies slightly different from the missing fundamental. 
The absence of any beating effects seemed to confirm Seebeck's 
point: the perceived pitch was not due to distortions, but to the 
total waveform due to harmonics unresolved by the auditory system. 

Further evidence was obtained by Schouten using the amplitude modu
lation (AM) technique (Schouten 1940b). This allows to shift the 
frequencies of the individual components by the same amount, there
by keeping constant the frequency difference and as a consequence 
also the period of the envelope. Similar to the absence of beat 
effects, the observed pitch shift clearly contradicts the distor
tion hypothesis, which predicted a constant pitch evoked by the 
constant difference frequency of the signal components. These re
sults were later confirmed by parametric studies of de Boer (1956). 
Surprisingly, since pitch shifted in spite of a constant envelope, 
these experiments at the same time ruled out Seebeck's assumption 
that pitch is readily defined by the envelope period . 
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AM signals with sinusoidal envelopes have only three frequency 
components: the carrier frequency fc' f c + fm' and f c - fm' where 

fm is the modulating frequency (Fig. 1). The residual pitch shifts 

as a function of f with a slope approximately given by the harmo-c 
nic ratio n H = fc/fm (first effect of pitch shift). This effect may 

be explained by the assumption that the exact pitch value is 
defined by a subharmonic of the carrier. However, more thorough 
studies by Schouten et al. (1962) revealed small but systematic 
deviations of the sloge to smaller values (second effect of pitch 
shift). These pitch effects could not be explained by the subhar
monic hypothesis nor by other theories assuming, for example, that 
the exact pitch values are subharmonics of the lowest frequency 
component (Walliser 1969, Ritsma 1970). The temporal fine-structure 
mechanisms of de Boer (1956) was also found to be inadequate, since 
the details of the waveforms are strongly dependent on phase, and 
the residual pitch is not. 

Only the pattern models by Terhardt, Goldstein, and Wightman (see 
above) were able to fit the data by assuming that every resolved 
frequency component including distortion products (Goldstein 1978) 
contribute to the residue. While the pitch estimates of Wightman I s 
pattern transformation model without additional weighting functions 
fi t the data qualitatively (Wightman 1973), the theories of Gold
stein and Terhardt use special weighting functions to obtain quan
titative correspondence. The essence of all three models is an 
internal (neuronal) representation of a more or less resolved fre
quency spectrum which would be necessary for the assumed auditory 
pattern analyzer to compute the residual pitch. As Wightman pOinted 
out, his model is formally identical to an auto-correlation theory 
in the time domain, which implies that the same theoretical predic
tions of the data would be obtained by using a neuronal time code. 
However, no experimental evidence was found for neuronal correla
tion mechanisms in the time domain as required for example for the 
auto-correlation model of Licklider (1951). Hence, the advantage of 
the pattern models was that they could be based, in principle, on 
well investigated mechanisms, i. e. the frequency analysis of the 
cochlea, avoiding unknown temporal features of the auditory system. 
As Goldstein (1973) noted, "all current theories of periodicity 
pitch postulate some form of central processing based on peripheral 
frequency spectrum analysis". 

As it turns out, these concepts are no longer tenable. One counter
evidence was already obtained by Ri tsma (1962). By determing the 
"existence region" for residue sigDals with three frequency compo
nents he showed that just the harmonics best resolved by place 
coding, i.e. those with a harmonic ratio n H<3 do not or only weakly 

contribute to the residual pitch. On the other hand, for harmonics 
with n H>4 physiological results indicated that the frequency resolu-

tion of the cochlear filter is unsufficient for the postulated 
pattern analysis in contrast to the upper boundary for the residual 
pi tch which is not below nH = 20. This was recognized very soon, 

for example by Goldstein (1978): "neural time following, rather 
than details of the filter characteristics, is the decisive factor 
in determining the precision of aural frequency measurement". Con-
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sequently, a modern version of Goldstein's pattern model includes 
time coding of the frequency components (Srulovicz and Goldstein 
1983) and thereby at the same time abandons the main theoretical 
advantage of the pattern models: to explain periodicity pitch on a 
purely spectral basis. 

Moreover, by forward masking of periodic signals it was shown that 
not only the peripheral, but also the internal spectral analysis 
resolves only the first harmonics (n~4) (Moore and Glasberg 1983). 

These authors concluded tl)at "the 'ripple' on the internal spectra 
of the maskers amounts to 3 dB or less for harmonics above the 
fifth". If this result holds, it- is hard to see how frequency com
ponents can be used at all for a pattern analysis, since the lowest 
resol ved harmonics are neglected and higher components - although 
clearly contributing to the perception of pitch - are only scarcely 
resolved, if at all. 

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL APPROACH 

It was logical to explain as much as possible by the relatively 
well investigated filter properties of the basilar membrane. Helm
holtz's place principle turned out to be a powerful concept, espe
cially with the modifications introduced by the pattern theories of 
pitch perception. However, neurophysiological investigations 
revealed more and more the restrictions for such theories. 

The pure place principle implies that the frequency components of a 
signal are coded in neurons by spike rate versus place, which is 
identified in neurophysiological experiments by the frequency with 
the lowest threshold, the best frequency (BF). This code may be 
sufficient only for the first harmonics and only for low intensity 
levels. There is evidence that at medium and high levels (60 dB 
SPL) harmonics and especially formant frequencies are unsuffi
ciently represented in the rate code (Sachs and Young 1979). 

Since pitch (and by means of the formants also the vowels) are 
recognized even up to highest intensity levels, there must be an
other way for coding this auditory information. Single unit recor
dings have shown phase coupled responses at least up to 5 kHz 
(Kiang et al. 1965, Rose et al. 1967). In addition, Young and Sachs 
(1979) showed that, in contrast to place code, measures of fre
quency synchronous nerve activities, when plotted as a function of 
BF, preserve all necessary information about formants and periodic
ity at least up to 80 dB SPL. The obvious conclusion is that 
somewhere in the central auditory system there are neuronal mechan
isms adequate for processing time information as encoded in the 
interspike intervals. 

However, this does not imply the use of intervals corresponding to 
the envelope period for the purpose of pitch analysis. This 
possibili ty seems to be excluded by the interpretations given for 
Schouten's effects of pitch shift. On the other hand, provided the 
audi tory system is actually able to analyse spike intervals, the 
demonstration of such intervals might be considered as an evidence 
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for codIng of periodicity pitch in the time domain (Evans 1983). At 
least higher harmonics with n H>3 interfere with each other on the 

basilar membrane as Schouten (1940a) suggested due to the 
limi ted resolution of the cochlear filter. These unresolved fre
quency components produce a vibration pattern of the membrane with 
an envelope period equal to the period of the fundamental. Evidence 
for an adequate interval coding was also demonstrated at the level 
of the auditory nerve (Evans 1983). 
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Binaural psychophysical pitch effects (see below) require periodic
ity analysis at a higher level of the auditory system where informa
tion from both ears converge. Consequently. it should be expected 
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to find neuronal representation of the signal envelope at the level 
of the midbrain. This was demonstrated in the MLD nucleus of the 
Guinea fowl for stimulus parameters of AM signals, which were typi
cal for the residual effect, i. e. for envelope frequencies below 
1200 Hz and carrier frequencies below 5 kHz (Langner 1978, 1981, 
1983a). The results obtained in the midbrain of the bird suggest 
that the auditory system performs a cross-correlation analysis 
between spike acti vi ties coupled on the one hand to the envelope 
and on the other hand to the carrier of the signal (Fig. 2). 
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Cross-correlations are used in system analysis to measure the simi
lari ty of two signals. One signal is delayed and then multiplied 
wi th the second signal. The result is integrated over a relevant 
time window. Common frequency components or harmonic relations 
wi thin the compared signals are indicated by maxima of the resul
ting cross-correlation function. In order to demonstrate cross-cor
relation in the central nervous system it is therefore necessary to 
demonstrate delay mechanisms and multiplication, i. e. coincidence 
mechanisms. In the auditory system the delays may be provided by 
intrinsic oscillations as described for the midbrain of the Guinea 
fowl (Figs. 3, 4, and 5). They may be triggered by envelope fluc
tuations and last for several milliseconds. Every spike of the 
oscillation represents a delayed response to a certain trigger 
point near the zero crossing of the modulating waveform. In AM 
signals every cycle triggers such an oscillation (Fig. 3). The 
periods of the intrinsic oscillations have preferred values of 0.8 
ms or greater integral multiples of 0.4 ms, which may be explained 
by a neuronal model using synaptic delays of 0.4 ms (Fig. 5). 
Synaptic delays of this length (0.4-0.6 ms) were proposed for 
example by Pfeiffer (l966a) for the cochlear nucleus of the cat. 
Chopper responses as first described by Pfeiffer (l966b) for the 
cochlear nucleus of the cat and characterized by regular spike 
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intervals may well be the origin of the oscillations observed at 
the level of the midbrain. 
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Multiplication may be obtained in neuronal networks when two input 
spikes coincide at the level of a postsynaptic unit. Evidence for 
such coincidence effects due to responses to the envelope of AM 
signals on one side and to the carrier on the other side comes 
mainly from three observations: 
1. The best modulation frequency (BMF) of a given unit varies with 
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the carrier frequency of the AM signal (Fig. 2). 
2. The response at a certain point of time is strong when delayed 
spikes, due to the intrinsic oscillations, coincide with undelayed 
responses to the AM cycles (Fig. 4). 
3. The phase delay of the response may be measured in relation to 
the modulation or the carrier frequency. In the range of fre
quencies giving rise to a cOincidence, changes of the phase delay 
were observed (Fig. 4). Quantitatively these changes could be de
scribed as linear functions of the period of the varying frequency, 
i.e. either of the modulation or of the carrier. In this 
coincidence range the relation between BMFs and carriers may be 
described by the periodicity equation: 

m.Tm + n·Tc = 1-1 1 , 

where Tl = 0~4 ms and m, n, and 1 are sma+l integers (m mostly 1 or 

2; 1>1). In order to explain why the value n seemed to be 
restricted to certain integer values for a given unit, additional 
mechanisms had to be assumed. According to the volley principle 
(Wever 1949) carrier frequencies may be coded in spike intervals up 
to about 5 kHz, presumably the upper limit of phase coupling. At 
the input of the coincidence unit these intervals seem to be 
reduced to n· TC (in the order of Tm). In more sophisticated models 

it may be sufficient to attribute these intervals to a higher pro
bability than other intervals, as already found at the level of the 
auditory nerve (Evans 1978). A possible theoretical explanation of 
these results is given in Fig. 5. 

The results, obtained in the avian midbrain, including the same 
time constant of 0.4 ms, were confirmed by recordings of AM re
sponses in 760 units in the midbrain (inferior colliculus) of the 
cat (Langner and Schreiner, in prep.). Signal envelopes were found 
to be represented up to about 1000 Hz in the neuronal time 
patterns, though BMFs above 300 Hz were demonstrated only by 
multi-unit recordings. The upper limit for envelope coding is 
expected at 1250 Hz corresponding to the shortest possible 
intrinsic oscillation period of 0.8 ms. Another boundary was found 
for harmonic ratios n H = f If = 4, i.e. only few units revealed c m 
BMFs corresponding to a smaller ratio of carrier and modulation 
frequency. This may be explained by the better resolution of lower 
harmonics with n H<4 limiting the auditory coding capability for the 

envelope. On the other hand, phase coupling is best at low fre
quencies (Johnson 1980). Consequently, cross-correlation between 
carrier and envelope will reveal best results for the lowest 
harmonics of a signal exceeding nH 3. This may explain the 

"dominance concept" of the residual pitch favouring the harmonics 
around nH = 4 (Ritsma 1970). 

Another evidence for the importance of periodicity coding in the 
auditory system comes from the demonstration of a topographic organ
ization of BMFs wi thin the central nucleus of the cat I s inferior 
colliculus. BMFs were mapped on isofrequency planes of the tono
topic organization in the nucleus. Similar BMFs are located in each 
plane on concentric lines around a maximal BMF (Schreiner und 
Langner in prep.). 
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PERIODICITY PITCH BASED ON TIME CODING 

It appears that periodicity coding in birds and cats is analyzed by 
neuronal correlation mechanisms in the time domain, and that 
similar mechanisms in humans may be involved in pitch perception. 
The pitch of a residue perceived by a human subject may be measured 
by the period Tp of a pure tone, which give rise to the same pitch. 

From the cross-correlation described above and expressed by the 
periodici ty equation, the envelope period may be obtained as a 
linear function of the carrier period T . Consequently, for the c 
period Tp the following relation should be expected: 

T = n· T + b. P c 
While n'T c stands for intervals which are multiples of the carrier 

period TC' the value b expresses the correlational delay introduced 

by intrinsic oscillations. Since n is an integer this pitch equa
tion indicates that the residue of AM signals is related to a sub
harmonic of the carrier frequency, which could explain the first 
effect of pitch shift. However, the intercept b is not zero and, 
consequently, T is not simply harmonically related to T (i.e. p c 
Tp/TC non-integer). This deviation from harmony may explain the 

second effect of pitch shift with nonharmonic AM signals. 

As well known, pitch perception is highly ambiguous (de Boer 1976). 
This was confirmed by results obtained with 5 human subjects (Lang
ner 1983b). For a certain value of TC' i.e. for a certain carrier 

frequency, several values for nand b were obtained, depending on 
the subject and the experimental conditions. According to the pitch 
equation given above the results in humans suggested that the 
preferred values for n are integer near the harmonic relation nH = 

fc/fm' and the preferred values for b are multiples of 0.4 ms. 

These results suggest that the pitch perception in humans may be 
based on similar correlation mechanisms, including the same time 
constant as the periodicity analysis in the experimental animals. 

Other evidence was the observation that the residue pitch did not 
always increase linearly as predicted by the pitch equation. In 
some subjects and only when the carrier frequency was increased in 
small steps (10 Hz), the pitch curves revealed steps whenever nH'Tc 

reached multiples of 0.4 ms: I' 0.4 ms. For a certain range of TC 

the values of the pitch period were observed to be also the same 
multiple of 0.4 ms: Tp 1-0.4 ms""nH,Tc (Langner 1981, 1983b). 

As the pitch perception indicates, the auditory system may deter
mine the value of Tp by the cross correlation. Consequently, all 

parameters on the right side of the pitch equation, i.e. n, TC' and 

b must be available and orderly represented at the level of the 
analysis. The parameters nand b should be topographically 
represented by equivalent neuronal properties. In contrast, the 
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carrier period, as a signal parameter, must be defined either by 
the correlation mechanisms (perhaps for low frequencies) or by 
means of the place principle (probably for high frequencies). As 
resul ts from Young and Sachs (1979) indicated: some form of place 
information is available provided that time coding is utilized. 
Note that these mechanisms will fail above 5 kHz where phase coup
ling deteriorates, explaining the upper limit of the "existence 
region" for the residue. The difference limen for periodicity dis
crimination above 5 kHz is predicted by this theory to be in the 
order of 0.4 ms, because the ~-correlation can only be replaced 
by an auto-correlation using again multiples of 0.4 ms as delays. 

In the classic experiments of Schouten et al (1962) the residual 
pi tch of nonharmonic AM signals (f /f non-integer) were compared c m 
wi th the pitch of harmonic AM signals (f /f = nH integer). Under c m 
such carefully selected experimental conditions the attention of 
the subjects might be focussed on the strongest coincidence effects 
reducing pitch ambiguity. Many units in the midbrain of both cats 
and birds were found to have an intrinsic oscillation period of 0.8 
ms, which is also the shortest possible. From the periodicity 
equation the prominent coincidence effect is given by: 'm + 0.8 ms 

= no, . On the other hand, the pitch experiments of Schouten et al c 
were concentrated on carrier frequencies in 
harmonic point, where 'm = n Ho 'c' Consequently, 

value a for n is given by: a = 'm/ 'c + 0.8 

mS/('m/nH) = nH(l + 0.8/'m) 1.16 n H, when 'm 

experiments (Fig. 6). 

the range of the 
the expected ~ 

ms/ 'c = nH + 0.8 

= 5 ms as in these 

There is another classic. experiment indicating that pitch must be 
analyzed in the time domain. If wideband Gaussian noise from one 
signal source is presented binaurally, an interaural delay 'd will 

be perceived as a pitch corresponding to the pitch of a tone with a 
period 'p = 'd (Bilsen and Goldstein 1974). In this case pitch must 

be exc~usively coded in the time differences between phase coupled 
activi ties in both ears, i.e. in the corresponding parts of the 
central auditory system. As each event (i.e. amplitude fluctuation) 
in a certain filter channel of one ear only is delayed for the 
corresponding channel in the other ear, the delay may be exactly 
measured by the central coincidence mechanisms, as shown by the 
resul ts. Introducing an additional phase shift of 1800 for all 
frequencies will abolish all coincidences obtained previously. 
Moreover, the delays will now be frequency dependent and con
sequently different for each frequency channel. However, 
coincidences evoked by corresponding events in both ears will still 
be possible, of course in all those frequency channels where the 
addi tional delays may be compensated by the triggered intrinsic 
oscillations. The compensation by oscillations, triggered in the 
same ear which receives the delayed signal, will result in slightly 
over-estimated delay values. However, at the same time the compensa
tion may take place using the oscillations triggered in the other 
ear. In this case the delay value will be under-estimated. Since 
the prominent interval of these oscillations will be again 0.8 ms, 
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the theory is completely in line with the pitch values observed in 
this experiment: Td + 0.8 ms and Td - 0.8 ms. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Periodicity analysis is an important task of the auditory sys
tem, as demonstrated by the topological organization of best modula
tion frequencies on concentric lines on the isofrequency laminae in 
the midbrain of the cat. 
2. As predicted by Schouten (1940a), the auditory system may make 
use of the envelope of periodic signals to define their pitch val
ues. This is in contrast to the pattern models which assume that 
pitch is based on resolved frequency components. Nevertheless, 
these models had some success in explaining various pitch effects, 
which may be explained by their formal correspondence to a correla
tion analysis in the time domain. 
3. Although the envelope may be coded by interspike intervals, the 
envelope period apparently does not define the pitch of the residue 
directly, but only after a cross-correlation with intervals coding 
the carrier. Making use of Wever's volley principle (1949), this 
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mechanism is limited by the upper boundary for phase coupling, 
probably at 5 kHz. 
4. Delays necessary for the correlation are provided by intrinsic 
oscillations triggered by envelope fluctuations. The periods of 
these intrinsic oscillations are 0.8 ms or greater multiples of 0.4 
ms. 
5. The present pitch theory is in line with basic neurophysiol
ogical and psychophysical results like phase coupling properties 
and limited frequency resolution of the auditory analysis. It may 
also explain important results of pitch experiments like the first 
and second effect of pitch shift, including exact predictions of 
the pitch values, the dominance region and binaural pitch effects. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The goal of psychoacoustics is to provide a mechanistic description 
of the listener's auditory processes. Because any such process 
operates in time, it is clear that temporal factors must play a 
role in their description. Some simple, first-order questions might 
concern how quickly a certain mechanism can operate, or, on the 
other hand, what is the longest time over which it can integrate or 
combine acoustic information. Other sorts of information concerning 
the temporal scale are relevant in other investigations. Because of 
the diverse nature of the different studies in this field, there is 
hardly one answer to the variety of questions that one can ask 
about temporal phenomena. 

Thus, the viewpoint assumed throughout this discussion is that 
temporal phenomena manifest themselves in different ways in dif
ferent psychophysical experiments. Statements about temporal mechan
isms should be specific about the task of the observer in the ex
periment. Detection of a faint sound occurring in quiet may produce 
quite different temporal parameters from those found when measuring 
the detection of a short increment in continuous noise. General 
statements about temporal parameters are probably a thing of the 
past. In my view, it is similar to discussing the speed of a chemi
cal process. No broad statement about this class of phenomena is 
likely to have much generality. They will obviously differ, de
pending on the chemical and the process. 

What is even more insidious in my specialty is that the difference 
can also depend on the specific aims of the listener in the particu
lar psychoacoustic task. Detecting a small increment in a noise 
burst and trying to detect a brief silent interval may produce very 
different estimates of the ear's temporal parameters. Sometimes we 
are fortunate and can try to account for the discrepancies as 
different aspects or expressions of the same basic mechanism. 
Certainly, parsimony recommends this strategy as a prudent first 
step. But often the differences are so great that we are forced to 
conclude that there are, in fact, two very different mechanisms 
available to the listener and that different tasks cause the lis
tener to use one or the other process. While such interpretations 
are still not popular in some quarters, they are gaining more gen
eral acceptance, especially from those who view a great deal of 
sensory psychology as "information processing". Such a viewpoint 
almost always implies that the explanations will be complex and 
depend on a variety of non-sensory factors. But, for those adopting 
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this level of complexity is no more than ap
diversi ty of the organism's behavior and the 

computational elements present in the human 

While the information processing view is hardly my main outlook in 
psychoacoustics, it clearly has some validity and consequently 
makes my job of writing about temporal mechanisms inferred from 
psychoacoustic experiments difficult. Given this background, I will 
review several specific areas where extensive work on the temporal 
mechanism has been pursued and summarize the knowledge we have 
gained in these specific areas. I will also try to list the 
different types of experimental procedures that have been used in 
an attempt to gain insight into the temporal aspects of the 
mechanism under study. In many ways, these different methods are as 
interesting and potentially useful as anything of substance we have 
yet discovered. 

I will distinguish between two broad classes of temporal phenomena. 
These two classes represent polar opposites along the temporal 
continuum and both have received considerable attention in our 
contemporary research. One class is temporal integration. How long 
can we accumulate or integrate acoustic information? Generally 
speaking, the type of task that addresses this kind of question 
involves the detection of barely audible signals. Longer integra
tion times mean better detection of the weak acoustic signal and it 
is important to establish the maximum integration time that can be 
used by the observer in this type of task. The almost universal 
approach to this problem is to study the time-intensity trade. If 
we increase the duration of the signal and the observer is still 
integrating acoustic information, then one should be able to trade 
time for intensity and still maintain the same level of detection 
performance. When integration fails, the signal's detectability is 
determined solely by intensity. Thus, the time-intensity trade 
amounts to measuring a function (signal intensi ty versus signal 
duration for a constant level of detectability) and determining the 
break pOint in this function. 

At the other extreme of the temporal continuum is what I have cal
led temporal acuity. The interest here is how fast can the auditory 
system work. Given brief acoustic events or small differences in 
the starting time of one or more signals, can the observer dis
criminate such small differences in time? Because of the inertia in 
the processing of acoustic infoFmation, there must be some minimal 
temporal differences that are indistinguishable. What are these 
minimal times? This is an area of considerable subtlety, since 
changes in temporal events produce changes in other aspects of the 
acoustic stimulus that may provide the basis of the discrimination. 
These artifacts obscure simple answers to our original question and 
greatly complicate the interpretation of experimental data in this 
area of research. Regrettably, there is also a sizeable range for 
the estimated values. This fact further complicates our under
standing in this area. 

Let us begin this review by considering the integration process and 
what we know about this temporal parameter. 
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INTEGRATION TIME IN DETECTION TASKS 

TIME-INTENSITY TRADE 

One of the oldest and most popular methods for studying the 
temporal properties of any sensory system is the time-intensity 
trade. In its simplest form, this paradigm involves measuring the 
detectability of the signal as a function of its duration. One then 
constructs a plot of signal intensity versus signal duration for a 
constant level of detectabili ty. The results are usually of the 
following sort. At the shortest durations, one usually finds that 
increasing the signal's duration makes it possible to detect the 
signal at a lower intensity value. At longer durations, however, 
the trading ratio diminishes and eventually the signal's intensity 
threshold becomes nearly independent of duration. This value, 
beyond which duration has little or no effect, is the "critical 
duration" and is taken as an estimate of the integration time of 
the device. 
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There are several methodological points that should be noted about 
this estimate. First, this integration time is a break in the func
tion relating signal intensity and duration, as indicated in Fig. 
1. Ideally, one would hope to find that the function, on either 
side of the breakpoint, would fall along roughly straight lines. In 
that case, the intersections of these two lines would be the 
desired parameter estimate. For time-intensity trades, for example, 
one often finds an energy rule (the product of time and intensity 
is constant) to the left of the breakpoint, and constant intensity 
to the right of the breakpoint. In this case, the breakpoint is the 
intersection of two lines meeting at a 45 degree angle. There are 
two problems with est imating the value at which this intersection 
occurs. 

First, it is difficult to get as many pOints on either line segment 
as one would wish. Obviously, a larger number of points are desir
able because more points increase the definitions of each line 
segment and hence clarify the point of intersection. But the most 
useful data pOints are those at some distance from the breakpoint. 
Only these points are unambiguously connected to one or the other 
line segment. Also, for very brief sinusoidal pulses, we know the 
energy rule can only operate over a restricted range. Short dura
tion sinusoids have energy splattered over a wide frequency region. 
This fact alone is likely to cause the simple energy rule to fail. 
In practice then, the line to the left of the breakpoint is often 
measurable only over a single decade of duration or less. Second, 
it is tedious to obtain measurements at very long durations, so 
that values spanning a full log unit at long durations are also 
rare. 

More fundamental, however, is the possibility that the assumption 
that detection is independent of duration for the long duration 
signals may be wrong. A simple Gedanken experiment should convince 
us that the intuitive expectation of a flat line at very long dura
tions may be compromised. Consider two very long duration signals, 
say a five-minute and a ten-minute signal, of some constant intens
ity level. Now suppose the observer listens to the sound at regular 
intervals, say every 10 seconds. The observer simply records 
whether the signal appears to be absent or present. We may assume 
that for any intensity level of the signal the probability of 
deciding that the signal was present is some fixed probability p. 
The number of "signal present" decisions divided by the total 
number of these observations is an estimate of that probability p. 
The stability of that estimate improves as the number of decisions 
increases. Hence, a ten-minute signal should be more detectable 
than a five-minute signal based only on these simple binomial 
considerations. 

What we have been calculating is essentially the d' values for the 
two signal durations. For the long duration signals, this simple 
binomial process suggests that d' will increase with the square 
root of duration. For many detection tasks, we find that d' is 
nearly proportional to intensity. Hence, in these situations, we 
would find that the threshold of the signal would not be indepen
dent of the signal duration, but would decline as the square root 
of duration. Estimating the intersection of our two line segments 
is more difficult, since the change in slope of the two straight 
line segments is now only 22.5 degrees. 
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Obviously, we seldom have the patience to explore very long dura
tion conditions with care. Such exploration is especially tedious 
if we use one of the forced-choice techniques; since the length of 
a typical trial cycle increases with the number of alternatives 
used in the test. One can see in the existing data, however, a 
small but consistent tendency for the signal threshold to improve 
slightly with increasing duration. These facts increase our un
certainty as to the estimate of the integration time. Nonetheless, 
many estimates of these critical durations have been carried out 
and, although some scatter is evident, the general agreement is 
gratifying. 

As a single summary number, it seems clear that a 200 msec critical 
duration comes close to all existing data. There is good evidence 
that low frequency sinusoids have somewhat larger critical dura
tions than higher frequency sinusoids. Plomp and Bouman (1959), for 
example, estimate the time-constant to be 375 msec at 200 Hz and 
about 150 msec at 8000 Hz. Watson and Gengel (1969) have also 
cotifirmed this trend. Their paper provides the best modern review 
of this topic as well as some interesting experimental data. Zwislo
cki (1960) has developed a theory of temporal summation that is 
based largely on a simple exponential model. He shows how this 
model, using a 200 msec time-constant, provides a good account of a 
variety of data related to the detection of brief acoustic pulse!: 
as well as sinusoids. The same exponential model is the basis of 
theories by Munson (1947) and Plomp and Bouman (1959). The existing 
experimental data are largely in agreement, and it would require a 
massive amount of new data to convince us that the critical 
duration for such experi~ents is far from the 200 msec value. 

While the data on judgments of the loudness of sounds generally 
parallel those obtained from detection tasks, there are some 
notable and sizeable discrepancies. Many studies find the critical 
duration of about 200 msec (the range is about 100 to 500 msec), 
but occasional estimates are in the tens of milliseconds range 
(Small, Brandt and Cox 1962). A complete review of the various 
studies may be found in Scharf (1978). 

This completes the review of this end of the temporal continuum. 
Let us now turn to the opposite end of the time scale and studies 
that estimate how fast the auditory system can operate. 

AUDITORY TEMPORAL ACUITY 

So far, we have discussed studies of integration processes. Such 
studies measure the longest or maximum time over which the ear car 
combine or average acoustic information. But what of the other sid€
of the temporal dimension? What is the fastest the ear can react, 
and how quickly can it process a stream of acoustic events so as to 
distinguish among them? I have called the measurement of this 
aspect of auditory temporal processing auditory temporal acuity 
(Green, 1971). The analog with the spatial acuity in vision is apt 
because in test of visual acuity we wish to know the minimal 
discriminable separation between two objects whereas in hearing we 
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wish to know the minimal temporal separation. What is the smallest 
time that still permits us to determine that two events occurred 
and to discriminate the order in which they occurred. While, in 
principle the measurement of this minimal time is simple, in 
practice it is more complicated. The major problem is that the 
discrimination among acoustic events can frequently be accomplished 
on the basis of cues that have little to do with temporal resolu
tion. Changes in the relative position of events in time almost 
inevi tably produce changes in the long-term auditory power spec
trum. Thus, for example, discrimination of one versus two acoustic 
events may be possible because of the presence or absence of energy 
at some particular frequency region. The detection of this energy 
and hence the discrimination of one versus two events can be ac
complished on the basis of long-term integration of energy at that 
region (Leshowitz 1971). Such artifacts would completely invalidate 
any inferences one might wish to draw concerning the speed of audi
tory processing. 

For these reasons, I have advocated that discrimination tests of 
this type be conducted only when the power spectra of the two stimu
li are identical. Clearly, if both power and phase spectra are 
identical, then there is no difference in the waveform of the two 
stimuli and absolutely no physical basis for the discrimination 
test. But, if the two stimuli have identical power spectra, then 
the only possible difference in the stimuli ~ be the phase spec
tra. This does not mean that the basis of the discrimination must 
be discriminatory of changes in the phase spectra. Phase discrimina
tion might be the basis for discrimination, but it is not neces
sarily the relevant one. This is true, since we can only equate the 
power spectra of two different waveforms over some definite inter
val of time (O,T). Computation of the power spectrum over a shorter 
interval of time will, by necessity, reveal differences in the two 
sounds unless they are, in fact, identical. 

The rigorous experimental approach to the question of temporal 
acuity, then, involves presenting two sounds that are non-zero only 
in an interval (0, T). Outside that interval they are zero, and 
hence, the basis of discrimination between two waveforms is some 
computation made on the waveshape wi thin the interval. That com
putation might be comparison of short-term ~ower spectra, com
putation of effective duration, or a computation of the phase spec
tra. Whatever it is, the computation must be carried out within the 
interval (0, T), because only in that interval do the waveforms 
differ. 

Now suppose we reduce that interval, making T shorter and shorter. 
Inevitably, the discrimination will fail. At that duration, we have 
an estimate of the temporal acuity of the system. Note: this 
experiment will not reveal, by itself, the basis of the discrimina
tion at longer intervals. The critical features for the discrimina
tion of the difference in the waveform might be a difference in 
phase, in effective duration, or in the short-term power spectra. 
Other experiments must be conducted to isolate the critical cue(s). 
What we have achieved is an estimate of the minimal time over which 
differences in the waveforms .£§:!2 be distinguished, independent of 
how they are distinguished. 
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Experimentally, generating waveforms with identical power spectra 
requires great care. If discrete spectra are produced, one must 
search the entire spectra diligently to be sure that spurious com
ponents do not arise as artifacts. Energy down 60 dB or more from 
the main components of the spectra may be clearly audible and pro
vide a means of discriminating between the two stimuli. If con
tinuous spectra are used, then care must be taken to avoid small 
perturbations in the shape of the spectra, since ripples as small 
as 0.25 dB may be audible. Two general techniques have been used: 
1) time reversed waveforms, and 2) Huffman sequences. We will dis
cuss them in reverse order, since there is more controversy about 
the results obtained with time reversed waveforms. 

Huffman sequences are a digital signal technique developed for 
radar application (Huffman 1962). An enti·re class of waveforms can 
be produced, all of which are transient waveforms that are non-zero 
in an interval (O,T), with nearly flat power spectra. Members of 
the same class have identical power spectra but can differ in their 
phase spectra in a number of ways. Some intuition about these 
differences can be gained by viewing them as signals produced by 
digi tal all-pass filters. Different frequencies and bandwidths can 
be selected for the all-pass filters. Each filter then delays 
energy in the spectra around the center frequency of the filter by 
an amount and over a range of frequencies determined by the 
bandwidth of the filter. Patterson and Green (1970) were the first 
to study such signals in psychoacoustic tests. They generated pairs 
of Huffman signals that differed in some way and measured the 
ability to distinguish between the pairs as a function of the total 
duration of the signal, T. In effect, a psychometric function could 
be measured with discrimination varying between 50 and 100% as a 
function of the duration of the signals. 

Selecting two signals with all-pass filters at 800 and 1600 Hz, 
they found that discrimination of the two signals could be accom
plished when the duration exceeded about 2.5 msec. Other parameters 
such as the bandwidth of the all-pass filter, or the difference in 
frequency separation of the center frequencies of the two all-pass 
filters were also investigated. Manipulation of such variables 
changed the ability to discriminate among the signals in sensible 
ways. Green (1971) has presented a review of many of these studies. 
His summary for the temporal acuity number is 2 msec. 

A second, and somewhat simpler, way to study temporal acuity is to 
use time-reversed stimuli. Ronken (1970) was among the first to 
pursue this approach. He used two clicks, one more intense than the 
other. At long durations between the two clicks one hears either 
"loud-soft" or "soft-loud", depending on the order in which the 
clicks are played. As the duration between the two clicks is dimin
ished, discrimination of the order becomes more difficult. The 
phenomenal impression also changes, and one listens for slight 
differences in the quality of the sound, something like the differ
ence in sound between "tick" and "tock". 

Discrimination of the temporal order of two sounds can occur only 
if some other difference exists between the two sounds. In Ronken's 
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experiment, this difference was the intensity of the two clicks. 
Clearly, if the two clicks were nearly equal in intensity, then the 
discrimination of their temporal order would be impossible. Also, 
if the less intense click is inaudible, then discrimination is 
bound to fail. Ronken found that discrimination of temporal order 
could be made at temporal separations of 1 to 2 msec if the 
intensity differences were reasonable (3-10 dB). Recent studies 
have repeated and extended Ronken's original work. Feth and O'Mal
ley (1977) and Resnick and Feth (1975) have found that temporal 
acui ty for clicks of different intensity is in the 1 to 2 msec 
range. They have argued that changes in the quality of the sound 
produced by forward masking produce this discrimination. In effect, 
the more intense click preceding the weaker one produces more mask
ing than the reverse order. Ronken (1970), however, explicitly 
considers that hypothesis and rejects it, see his Appendix B. More 
troubling than these arguments about the basis for the temporal 
discrimination are the recent experimental results presented by 
Henning and Gaskell (1981). They used the two-click procedure and 
show good discrimination occurring in the less than 0.5 msec range 
for two of three observers. One observer, Dr. Gaskell, achieves 
better than 90% discrimination listening to two clicks separated by 
250 microseconds. The only difference between this experiment and 
the several others is that the click duration in the Henning and 
Gaskell study was only 20 microseconds. All the other studies used 
much longer click durations, about 100 microseconds. There are 
probably no important differences in the spectra of 20 and 100 
microsecond clicks, given the frequency response of most head
phones. The shorter clicks however are probably presented at some
what lower intensity levels than are the 100 microsecond pulses. 
Apparently Henning and Gaskell's level are about 10 to 20 dB lower 
in sensation level than most of the previous studies. Recently, in 
our laboratory, we listened informally to the 250 microsecond 
separation using 20 microsecond clicks and could not achieve better 
than chance performance. 

Henning and Gaskell, in a theoretical analysis of their results, 
suggest that the discrimination of the temporal order of the clicks 
may be based on differences in the rms duration of the click pairs. 
They suggest that the critical experiment is to equate both the 
power spectra and the rms durations of the two stimuli, but could 
not accomplish this objective with their equipment. 

In summary, studies of temporal acuity have found that discrimina
tion is possible with times as short as 1 to 2 msec, ignoring the 
singular point at 250 microseconds. The basis of this discrimina
tion is still under dispute but forward masking or difference in 
the effective duration of the stimuli seem to be leading candi
dates. Clearly, this temporal parameter is very different from the 
integration time-constant of 200 msec. 

We have now reviewed the polar opposites of the temporal scale. 
Next we will analyze some other experiments concerning temporal 
discrimination and attempt to determine whether they are more close
ly related to the short or long temporal value. 
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THE DETECTION OF AUDITORY GAPS 

That a sensory system has some inertia and that it takes some 
fini te amount of time to respond to any change in the stimulus 
condi tions is hardly a controversial idea. How to estimate this 
temporal parameter remains more troublesome. For a good review of 
the earlier approaches to this problem and some of their short
comings, Plomp (1964) is to be recommended. It was he who first 
advocated the study of the detection of silent intervals and 
explained how they could be used to estimate the decay or relaxa
tion of some sensory process. Figure 2, taken from Plomp, shows the 
essence of this approach. The decay of the sensations created by 
the first sound can be estimated to within a small amount, delta s, 
by simply tllrning on a second sound and adjusting its level until 
the silent gap, delta t, is just audible. The idea has a simplicity 
that recommends it, and no one has seriously challenged the concep
tion in nearly two decades. Penner (1977) pOinted out, theoretical
ly, that the duration of the second sound should have little effect 
on the estimate of the level of decay. She showed, experimentally, 
that this was indeed the case. Her data almost exactly replicated 
Plomp's for second-sound durations of 2 and 200 msecs. 
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What was remarkable about Plomp' s results is that they showed the 
decay of sensation to be straight lines on log-log coordinates 
(sensation level of the second sound versus log silent interval), 
with all of the functions decaying to zero sensation level at about 
200 to 300 msec, independent of the level of the first sound. 
Figure 3 shows some typical results. The form of this relationship 
is disturbing, since the simplest model of a decay process is an ex
ponential one. In that case, the decay in decibels should be linear 
with time (not logarithmic time). Duifhuis (1973) was one of the 
first to suggest that a two-stage exponential decay could be used 
to provide a reasonable fit to Plomp's data. 
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F4J. J. The jUA.t noticeable ffap be;bueen .tJJJo no1.-1e bWIA.i-1, -1ee F1.ff. 
2, a-1 a f-unction of- .the -1en-1aUon level of- .the -1econd no1.-1e bU/l.-1.t. 
The -1en-1aUon of- .the f-,iA.-1.t noi.-1e bU/l.-1:t i.-1 i.ndi.ca:ted. ('P lomp 1964). 

When the second sound is the same level as the first, the detection 
tasks amount to simply detecting a silent interval or gap between 
two sounds. This simple experiment has attracted considerable at
tention lately because its experimental simplicity makes it useful 
in a clinical assesment of hearing. Boothroyd (1973), Irwin, 
Hinchcliff and Kemp (1981), Fitzgibbons and Wightman (1982), and 
Irwin and Purdy (1982) were among the first to explore its use in 
this connection. Several recent studies have explored the stimulus 
domain in more detail. Buus and Florentine (this volume) present 
more detailed information on this topic and especially its applica
tion to hearing impairment. The important physical variables can be 
summarized fairly simply. 

1) Gap detection improves as stimulus level increases, at least 
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over the first 20 to 30 dB of sensation level and is nearly 
constant at high levels (Plomp 1964, Fitzgibbons 1983, Floren
tine and Buus 1983, Shailer and Moore 1983). 

2) Wideband signals produce the smallest gap thresholds, about 2 
to 3 msec for moderately intense noises (Plomp 1964, Floren
tine and Buus 1983, Fitzgibbons 1983, Penner 1975). 

3) Using notched noise to restrict listening to definite regions 
of the spectrum, gap threshold decreases with increasing fre
quency up to about 1 to 4 kHz (depending on the study) and are 
largely constant after this frequency (Fitzgibbons 1983, 
Fitzgibbons 1984, Fitzgibbons and Wightman 1982, Florentine 
and Buus 1983, Shailer and Moore 1983). 

4) Detectability of the gap centered in a noise burst improves as 
the duration of the noise burst is increased to about 20 msec 
and remains constant for longer durat~ons (Penner 1975). 

5) The sound level in the gaps is relatively unimportant for the 
measured gap threshold as long as the level is 5 to 10 dB 
below the initial sound level (Irwin and Purdy 1982, Penner 
1975). 

All of these facts are roughly consistent with a simple energy 
detection model having a first stage of filtering followed by a 
square-law detector and an integrator (Florentine and Buus 1983). 
The bandwidth of the first stage of filtering limits the temporal 
resolution at low frequencies. At higher frequencies where the 
cri tical band is much wider, the first stage of filtering cannot 
account for the poor temporal resolution and a post-detection inte
grator must be blamed for the 2- to 3- msec thresholds. Buus and 
Florentine (this volume) explain the application of this model and 
suggest how it can be useful in interpreting data from listeners 
with hearing impairment. 

The close connection between the discrimination of a silent inter
val and the phenomenon of forward and backward masking has not gone 
unnoticed (Penner 1975, Plomp 1964). Why gap detection should be 
afforded this considerable interest, other than its connection with 
masking, remains unclear. Can we learn something about the auditory 
mechanism by discriminating a sudden termination of the sound that 
could not be learned by discriminating a brief increment in inten
sity? What is important or interesting to be learned from a decay 
in the sound that could not be learned from an increase in its 
intensity? Consider a br9ad-band noise stimulus. In a gap detection 
experiment, we ask the observer to detect a brief decrease in the 
intensity of the noise. We could equally well measure the detection 
of a brief increase. Would a brief increase of the same total power 
be as detectable as a brief decrement of the same amount? In short, 
would the ml.nl.mum audible gap be equal to the minimum audible 
increment? Irwin and Purdy (1982) provide us with some limited 
answers to these questions. They measured the smallest times needed 
to hear increments or decrements in a wide-band noise burst. For 
equal increments or decrements in power, the increments are always 
more detectable than decrements, especially when the changes in 
level are small. For example, a 1 dB change in intensity requires a 
burst duration of 50 msec to be audible, while a gap of 90 msec is 
needed to hear the same decrement. For larger changes in intensity, 
the difference in the temporal thresholds for increments and decre
ments is much smaller, although the ratio of the two times in-
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creases, for example, with a 10 dB change, the threshold for an 
increase is 1.5 msec and for a decrease is 6 msec. However, 
estimates of the time constants for increments and decrements' are 
barely different, 66 and 71 msecs. Unfortunately, we only have 
estimates of the asymmetry between increments and decrements in 
terms of temporal thresholds. No values are presently available for 
the threshold change in intensity for an increment or decrement of 
a fixed temporal gap. Irwin and Purdy's data suggest that this 
di~ce would be very large for short duration gaps and negli
gible for gaps of 10 msec or more. 

When we think of measuring the detectabili ty of increments in a 
sound, the natural experimental paradigm is the time-intensity 
trade. We know that an increase in the duration of noise increment 
will increase its detectabili ty, measured in SiN ratio, up to a 
duration of about 200 msec (Green 1960). From this data, we con
clude that the integration time constant is about 200 msec, a value 
often used in this area (Plomp 1964, Zwislocki 1960). There are no 
studies of the time-intensity trade for a decrement in noise 
intensity of which I am aware. Frankly, I would be surprised if the 
data for a decrement were greatly different from those obtained 
wi th an increment. It seems likely that the measured time-constant 
would be similar. 

Now let us examine the exact estimates of the temporal parameters 
measured in these two different time experiments. From the time-in
tensi ty trade I would guess that we measure a time-constant of 
about 200 msec. For a loud, wide-band noise the minimal audible gap 
is 3 msec. Are these two numbers manifestations of the same 
auditory mechanism? Irwin and Purdy (1982) use Zwislocki's temporal 
integration theory, but find, as we have just reported, a time-con
stant nearly a factor of three smaller than the 200 msec value. 
They do not comment on this discrepancy in their article other than 
to say that such discrepant estimates in time-constants are often 
seen in this literature. 

Let us consider the gap experiment from the viewpoint of an optimum 
detection model of a change in the level of a noise process. As can 
be found in Green and Swets (1966), the optimum model is an energy 
detector. Its detection index, d', is given by the following 
formula. 

d'=(WT)~'(S/N) Eq. 1 

Where W is the bandwidth of the noise or signal and T is the dura
tion of the change, and SiN is the ratio of the change in noise 
power (in our case a decrement) compared with the average (initial) 
value. This equation is a good approximation as long as the degrees 
of freedom is reasonably large, WT»l. For a simple integrator, the 
noise power decays exponentially from its initial value, N, during 
the gap and reaches a value, yeT), at the end of the gap. 

y(T)=N. exp(-kT) Eq. 2 

where 11k is the time-constant of the integrator. At the termina
tion of the signal the average noise power returns exponentially to 
its initial value N. The signal is the change in noise power given 
by 

S=N - N.exp(-kT) Eq. 3 
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The fluctuation on the power of the noise 
detect small changes in power. These power 
marized by the degrees of freedom, 2WT, of 
our case, this is twice the product of the 
and the time-constant of the integrator 11k. 
for our case, 

d' = (l_e-kT ). (w.l)~ 
k 

limi ts the ability to 
fluctuations are sum
the noise process. In 
detectors bandwidth W 
Thus, rewriting Eq. 1 

Eq. 4 

For detecting increments in noise power, human observers are about 
5 dB poorer than optimum statistical detectors. Thus we may assume 
that for the human observer the observer d', d'(human) is approxi-
mately 

-kT 1 Yo d' (human) = c{1-e ). (W 'k) 2 Eq. 5 

where c, our inefficiency parameter is about 1/3 (5 dB). 

If kT is small we can approximate the exponential term by l-kT and 
then we have 

d'(human)= l (kT)' (W l)~ = l (kW)~ T 
3 k 3 

Eq. 6 

for d'=l we then find the time-constant 11k is 

11k = lT2W 
9 

Since the gap threshold T is approximately 3.10-3 seconds, the 
time-constant, 11k, is approximately 

l/k=10-6 W 

so if we assume that 'W is 10. 000 Hz then we have a time-constant of 
about 10 milliseconds. To achieve a time-constant of 100 milli
seconds we are forced to make the bandwidth estimate an unrealistic 
100.000 Hz. However, these calculations are sensitive to the exact 
value of c, the inefficiency parameter. Changing the value of c by 
a factor of two changes the time-constant estimate by a factor of 
four. 

Nonetheless, we believe that gap detection is probably limited by a 
time constant in the shorter time range, probably 5 to 20 msec. If 
so, it would be close to the critical duration estimate of Penner, 
Robinson and Green (1972). They measure the detectabil i ty of a 
brief increment (a click) centered in a burst of noise. As the 
duration of the noise burst is varied from short to long duration, 
the detectability of the click first increases and then asymptotes 
and is independent of the noise burst duration. The duration at 
which the break occurs has a value of about 14 msec for wide-band 
(5200 Hz) noise. 

This analysis strongly suggests that the gap threshold is closely 
related to the shorter temporal acuity value rather than the longer 
time-constant measured in the time-intensity trade. More exact 
estimates of the time constant required for gap detection will 
depend on more accurate estimates of the bandwidth parameter, W. It 
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would be interesting to measure both time-intensity trade, temporal 
acui ty, and gap thresholds for individual observers to determine 
the correlation between the three values. This analysis would 
suggest that we might find a high correlation between the gap 
threshold and the temporal acuity values, but little correlation 
with the critical duration estimate. 

TEMPORAL MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

While gap detection provides one means of studying the temporal 
characteristics of the auditory process, another, more general, 
approach is provided by linear system analysis. As the preceding 
discussion demonstrated, the important temporal parameter was the 
time-constant of an exponential decay process. Rather than look at 
this process in the time domain, one may also regard it as a simple 
low-pass filter in the frequency domain. In this case, a complete 
characterization of this auditory process would involve describing 
this filter I s response as a function of frequency, that is, the 
fi1 ter I s attenuation as a function of frequency. The advantage of 
this approach is that 1) to the extent the system is linear, and 2) 
to the extent that detection is limited by this filter, it could be 
used to predict the detection of any arbitrary change in the noise 
as a function of time by simply using the standard techniques of 
linear analysis. 

Rodenburg (1972) and Viemeister (see Green 1973) were the first to 
pursue this approach. Using noise that was amplitude modulated by a 
sinusoid, they studied the detectabi1ity of such modulation as a 
function of the frequency of the modulation. The just detectable 
amp1i tude of modulation as a function of the frequency of modula
tion showed the usual low-pass characteristic, with a 3 dB down 
point of about 50 Hz, that is, a time-constant of about 3 msec 
(Rodenburg 1977, Viemeister 1977). Viemeister has also placed a 
click at various phase values wi thin the sinusoidally modulated 
noise. The threshold for the click varies sinusoidally, as one 
would expect, and the amplitude of the variation diminishes with 
frequency as one would expect for a low-pass fil ter. Rodenburg 
(1972) and Viemeister (1979) have shown that the form of the 
low-pass filter is largely independent of the level of the noise. 
They have also shown that the breakpoint of the low-pass filter 
changes as a function of the center frequency of the noise band 
that contains the temporal modulation. Viemeister, for example, 
shows the time-constant changes from 5 msec at 500 Hz to 1.8 msec 
at 4000 Hz. This is in the same direction, but smaller in relative 
amount, than the change in gap thresholds as a function of fre
quency, see Fitzgibbons (1983), Florentine and Buus (1983). 

A1 though there are many posi ti ve aspects of this 1 inear system 
approach, its application to a system as complicated and non-linear 
as the auditory detection system requires great delicacy. As both 
Rodenburg and Viemeister observe in thei~ papers, the measured 
thresholds often reflect much more than the attenuation values of a 
simple filter. To make full use of this approach, one must have 
considerable prior understanding of the detection process. The 
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interested student of this area should particularly study Vie
meister I s (1979) article, since it _ presents an extended discussion 
of the factors, other than the attenuation value of the filter, 
that influence the obtained data. 

TEMPORAL PROPERTIES OF PITCH 

Comparatively little research has been devoted to temporal proper
ties of pitch. Henning (1970) studied how the ability to discrimi
nate between two sinusoids of different frequency depended on the 
duration for which they were presented. Frequency discrimination 
improves with increases in signal duration until a duration of 
about 200 msec is reached. Further increases in duration have 
little effect. 

A faint pitch sensation can b.e heard when listening to a noise 
having a regular ripple in the power spectrum (Bilsen 1968). A 
simple way to produce such a stimulus is to delay the nOise, at
tenuate it, and add it back to itself. The size of the ripple is 
related to the amount of attenuation in the delay path. The larger 
the size of the ripple, the more salient is the perceived pitch. 
Yost and Hill (1978) have suggested that the attenuation value at 
which the rippled spectrum can be discriminated from a flat spec
trum is a measure of "pitch strength". The duration of the noise 
needed to hear this ripple in the spectrum was studied by Buunen 
(1980) and the time required to discriminate one frequency of 
ripple from another was studied by Yost (1980). Both found per
formance increased with duration up to a value of 300 to 500 msec. 
Apparently, pitch strength improves as stimulus duration is in
creased to this relatively long time. 

van Zanten and Senten (1983) have studied the perception of this 
pitch when the ripple (and hence the pitch) is varied over time. 
They generated a special stimulus in which the ripple (200 Hz 
beteen peaks) moved with time. They studied the ability of obser
vers to discriminate a flat noise spectrum from one in which the 
ripple either 1) moved up, 2) moved down, or 3) alternated in phase 
over time. When the ripple is large, moving the ripple makes the 
pi tch more obvious and salient. The discrimination data, however, 
failed to show any superiority to these temporally varying spectra. 
The difference between flat and rippled spectra was most obvious 
when the ripple did not change over time. The threshold value for 
the ripple was about equal for the three time-varying stimuli. The 
temporal variation showed a low-pass filter characteristic. Very 
fast variation was most difficult to hear and the corner frequency 
was about 4 Hz. This value is about an order of magnitude lower in 
frequency than the value for detecting amplitude modulation in 
noise as discussed in the previous section. Thus, at least for 
these stimuli, pitch perception appears to be a relatively slow 
process and fixing the spectra in time promotes the best dis
crimination of the rippled spectrum versus a flat spectrum. 

Finally, we conclude this discussion of temporal processes with a 
discussion of a binaural time parameter. 
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BINAURAL TIME-CONSTANT 

We know that the binaural system can make exquisite comparison of 
the time between events occurring at the two ears. In man, for 
example, one can reliably discriminate whether a click stimulus 
arrives about 30 microseconds earlier at one or the other ear. If 
several clicks are presented within a brief interval of time, that 
time can be made about a factor of 3 smaller (Klumpp and Eady 
1956). Such fine discriminations are presumably mediated by periph
eral comparisons occurring at the very early stages of auditory 
processing. A detailed discussion of such limits could occupy an
other chapter. Blauert's book (1974, 1983) provides a detailed 
summary of this kind of data. Here we will briefly review a 
temporal property of a more central mechanism. As a result of these 
and other peripheral comparisons, the information supplied by the 
two ears is interpreted by some more central process which results 
in the sound source being localized in space, or, if listening with 
headphones, forming what is called a lateral image. As the binaural 
parameters change, the apparent image of the source moves and 
occupies different conditions. How long does it take this central 
process to form these binaural images and how quickly can they be 
changed or altered? This is the temporal process we will consider 
in this final section of the paper. 

Harris and Sergeant (1971) and Perrott and Musicant (1977) found 
that the minimal audible displacement of a sound source is notice
ably poorer when the source is in motion than when two static posi
tions are compared. Stimulated by these earlier observations, Grant
ham and Wightman (1979) have provided detailed information about a 
central binaural time-constant. They used the fact that an anti
phasic signal (Spi) is mOre detectable when the noise is in-phase 
at the two ears (No or r=+l.O) than when the noise is out-of-phase 
(Npi or r=-l.O). They sinusoidally modulated the correlation of the 
noise between these two extremes and measured the detectabili ty of 
the signal at three different frequencies as a function of the rate 
of modulation. If the binaural processor can follow the changing 
interaural correlation of the noise, then the detectability of the 
antiphasic signal would be good. If the system is sluggish and 
cannot follow these dynamic changes, then detection of the signal 
will suffer. 

Since they could measure the quality of detection for each of sev
eral interaural noise correlations in the static conditions, each 
dynamic condition could be represented by an equivalent static 
correlation. The time-constant of the exponential averager was then 
varied to obtain an average correlation equal to the "equivalent" 
correlation obtained in the static case. In this way, binaural 
time-constant estimates could be obtained at the three frequency 
regions tested, 250, 500 and 1000 Hz. The estimated time constants 
range from 43 to 243 msec, with the 500 Hz data showing quicker 
response than the 250 Hz condition. Comparison with the 1000 Hz 
condi tion was less certain, in large part because of the size of 
the effect, and hence the potential error of measurement was much 
greater. 

This result is of special interest because these estimates of the 
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binaural time-constant are very close to that obtained with more 
traditional critical durations, as estimated from time-intensity 
trades. This result is somewhat unexpected because Grantham and 
Wightman's task is essentially an acuity task. As with detection of 
a temporal gap in noise, the observer will do better the smaller 
the value of the time-constant. This result suggests, at least for 
this system, that a single time-constant in the 200 msec range may 
suffice to describe all important aspects of binaural detection and 
localization process. 

SUMMARY 

As indicated in the introduction, there are a variety of different 
temporal parameters that one can find in modern psychoacoustic 
investigations. For intensity discrimination tasks, there is gen
eral concensus on a long time-constant, about 200 msec, found in 
studies measuring the detection of weak signals in either noise or 
quiet. There also appears to be a minimal time-constant of about 2 
msec that is revealed in temporal acuity tasks, although there is 
some difference of opinion on the very shortest times that one can 
reliably discriminate differences in the temporal order of a pairs 
of clicks. I have argued that gap detection is more closely related 
to the acuity value, but exact estimates depend on better estimates 
of the bandwidth parameter, W. It may be that gap detection reveals 
still another temporal parameter, somewhat larger than the acuity 
value. It would appear that temporal parameters measured with tem
poral modulation techniques are also in the shorter range, about 2 
to 3 msec. A few studies have been carried out on auditory abil
ities not directly related to intensity discrimination or temporal 
acuity. Those in the area of pitch suggest the pitch processor is 
fairly slow, and the binaural mechanism responsible for locating 
the binaural image is in the 200 to 500 msec region. While it would 
be exciting to know that one parameter represents peripheral pro
cessing and another parameter represents a central process, I be
lieve ·such inferences are premature. There is still enough uncer
tainty about estimates made in a single task to caution such spe
culations. I would think a more sensible task is to try to under
stand the relationship, if any, between the various temporal esti
mates we presently have acquired in different psychoacoustic tasks. 
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ABSTRACT 

Three types of experiments on temporal discrimination are consi
dered. The first is threshold detection of tone bursts with the 
duration of the burst as the independent variable. Results can be 
described by a model incorporating a "leaky integrator" which 
operates on the intensity of the signal. The appropriate time con
stant is 200 msec. Next comes the detection of amplitude modula
tion. The threshold found as a function of modulation frequency 
(for low modulation frequencies) can again be described by a "leaky 
integrator" model, this time equipped with a time constant of 20 
msec. It is argued why these two models are incompatible: the audi
tory system appears to be able to detect modulations far easier 
than the 200 msec time constant model would allow. 

More directly aimed at temporal phenomena are experiments on for
ward masking and the detection of gaps in a continuous signal. 
Interpretation of the findings is rather difficult because there is 
a peculiar nonlinearity in the temporal persistence of masking and 
because the "ringing" of the auditory filters is difficult to 
separate from the persistence of masking. It is argued why, on the 
basis of experimental results, one should come to the conclusion 
that the auditory system is capable of detecting a ,2-4 dB decrement 
of intensity in approx. 10 ms. This is compatible with what we can 
infer about the ringing of the filters. However, it is incompatible 
with the 200 msec time constant model of temporal integration: the 
audi tory system is far less capable of detecting increments than 
decrements. The conclusion is that each type of experiment leads to 
a model describing only the results of that experiment. The three 
models described should be regarded as "ad hoc" models because they 
cannot be united into one model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Frequency and time are traditionally the parameters to vary in 
order to study the primary properties of our hearing organs. In the 
classical work in psychophysics the concept of the critical band 
was associated with the frequency variable and the time constant of 
auditory integration with the time variable. The processes of fil
tering and integration could be considered as nearly independent. 
In modern work, where stimuli are used that are closer to the 
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sounds involved in typical auditory tasks, fairly complex interac
tions between frequency and time have come to light. So complex, in 
fact, that is has become difficult to understand the operation of 
the auditory system as a whole. 

Models are the instruments to facilitate understanding. They do 
this by explaining the relation between experimental results in a 
rational way. It would be fruitful if such models would definitely 
correlate with physiological mechanisms but this is not always the 
case' (and is not always possible to achieve). As a matter of fact, 
models are often conceived so as to encompass only a limited set of 
experiments or a single phenomenon. The filter-bank model, for 
instance, deals mainly with spectral resolution and not with tem
poral variations. Similarly, the integrator model only describes 
audi tory thresholds for stimuli of different durations and cannot 
treat the dynamics of sounds. One model cannot explain phenomena 
that lie in the domain of the other, and vice versa. This is a 
deplorable situation, the more so since "meaningful" sounds neces
sarily include variations in frequency ~ time. 

In auditory theory there is, at present, not one model a 
super-model, so to speak - from which the aforementioned models 
(and all related models) constitute a subset. Moreover, existing 
models turn out to be partly contradictory if one would attempt to 
integrate them into a super-model. It is the purpose of this paper 
to pOint out instances in which this deficit becomes clear. Or, in 
other words, situations are considered for which existing models 
are contradictory or not rational if viewed in a wider framework. 

To clarify the point at issue it is neccessary to briefly review 
aspects of linear filtering and temporal integration first. This ,is 
done in sections "Peripheral filtering, spectral and temporal ef
fects" and "The auditory integrator", respectively. On this basis 
some fundamental results of classical and recent studies on tem
poral phenomena are reviewed, in sections "Modulation detection", 
"Temporal tracings, forward masking" and "Detection of temporal 
gaps". The final section describes the basic flaws in the treated 
models and calls for ideas to be used in attempts to integrate 
existing models in a meaningful way. 

PERIPHERAL FILTERING, SPECTRAL AND TEMPORAL EFFECTS 

In the physics of sound, the concept of frequency is used in two 
ways: 
1) as expressing the rate of periodic repetition and 
2) as the independent variable of the Fourier spectrum. 
In mathematical terms the distinction is clear but as far as the 
relevance for auditory perception (psychophysics) is concerned, 
this is not so clear. For example, it has taken more than 130 years 
to come to a more or less coherent view as to which type of 
frequency is responsible for which type of pitch (for a review see 
de Boer 1976). Yet the general role of frequency in the spectral 
sense is fairly well established. In many respects the resolution 
in (spectral) frequency is governed by the critical band and this, 
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in turn, is considered to be due to peripheral fil tering of the 
auditory stimulus. Many (but certainly not all) auditory phenomena 
have properties suggesting that the filtering process is nearly 
linear and we will be concentrating on linear filtering in what 
follows. 

The critical-bandwidth concept went through several stages since 
its conception (Fletcher 1940). It was used at first to describe 
audi tory integration over frequency, later on it was used also to 
describe spectral resolution. That is, interest shifted from the 
width of the critical band to the slopes of the critical-band 
filter (Patterson 1976). Still later, temporal aspects became impor
tant too - these will be treated further on. Psychophysical measure
ment of the critical band and, particularly, of the associated 
fil ter response curve is very difficult and tricky because there 
are many confounding factors. In the course of time the following 
have been recognized: nonlinearity, the influence of fluctuations 
inherent in noise stimuli (de Boer 1966; Bos and de Boer 1966; 
Patterson and Henning 1977), off-frequency listening (O'Loughlin 
and Moore 1981) and frequency splatter, temporal factors (the 
"overshoot" effect, see Zwicker 1965), two-tone suppression (Moore 
and Glasberg 1982). Much thought has been given to the question 
whether the critical-band mechanism requires time to be built up or 
not. Current thinking favours the latter possibility, it is as if 
the filtering mechanism is instantaneously available as soon as a 
signal is switched on (Zwicker and Fastl 1972). Many physiological 
data, notably those on tuning curves, suggest that critical-band 
fil tering is established mechanically in the cochlea although the 
actual mechanics is incompletely understood (Khanna and Leonard 
1983) . 

As indicated earlier, peripheral auditory filtering has many proper
ties akin to those of linear filters and, if this is true, the 
associated temporal properties should make themselves felt. The 
waveform of a filtered Signal cannot vary arbitrarily fast in 
amplitude. Let us, to put this into more concrete terms, consider 
first the simplest possible filter, a single resonator. This can 
assume the form of an electrical circuit with inductance L, capac
i tance C and resistance R as in fig. 1. Input is the voltage E, 
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sinusoidal with radian frequency wand amplitude a, output is the 
current I through the circuit. 

For fixed a, the current I has maximum amplitude when the frequency 
w/2n is equal to the resonance frequency Wo/2n of the circuit where 

Wo has the property Wo 2LC 1. For simplicity we assume the circuit 

to be dimensioned in such a way that Wo equals 1. Resonance exists 

not only at exactly the radian frequency Wo = 1 but extends over a 

certain range on both sides of the resonance frequency. The band
width (3 of the circuit is commonly taken between the pOints where 
the amplitude of I is 3 dB below the maximum amplitude. For the 
circuit shown, and the parameters Land C chosen such that LC = 1, 
the bandwidth (in radians per second) is given by (3 = R/L. 

When E is suddenly made zero, the current I continues to oscillate 
for a while - at the resonance frequency - but its amplitude decays 
exponentially with time toward zero according to the function exp 
(-t/ TO). The value of the time constant TO is 2L/R. Hence there is 

a simple relation between the time constant TO and the bandwidth (3: 

TO = 2/(3 (1) 

This remains true when frequencies are scaled to the range char
acteristic for the ear: when B is the bandwidth in Hz, the associa
ted time constant TO (in seconds) is: 

T = l/nB (2) o 
This holds true for a single resonance. It is not true for a more 
complex resonator. Auditory filters have relatively flat response 
curves near their peaks but extremely steep skirts. This is cer
tainly related to the analogous property exhibited by audi tory
nerve fibre responses. Tuning curves (or Frequency Threshold Curves 
as they are often called) of auditory-nerve fibres have bandwidths 
on the order of 0.1 - 0.4 times the characteristic frequency but 
skirts with extremely high slopes, 100 - 1000 dB/octave. Such re
sponse characteristics are incompatible with a single resonator. In 
several respects the filters in the cochlea are equivalent to a 
cascade of 4 - 10 single resonators with identical properties (de 
Boer 1975, 1979). The temporal behaviour is then no longer exponen
tial and it can no longer be described by a time constant. In the 
case just mentioned where sinusoidal excitation is suddenly 
switched off, the response continues to oscillate with nearly the 
full amplitude, and starts to decay after a certain delay. Despite 
this deviant behaviour, the first part of the over-all decay can 
approximately be described by a delay plus an exponential decay 
wi th a modified time constant. Or, still simpler, we can use a 
single effective time constant which describes in which time the 
ampli tude decays to 1/ e of its initial value. For a cascade of n 
resonators the value of this effective time constant is approxi
mately 1. 4(n-l) times the time constant associated with a single 
resonator. In terms of the bandwith B, the "time constant" TO of 
the peripheral auditory filters is 

T = k/B (3) o 
where k ranges from 1.3 to 4.2. 
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As stated earlier, psychophysical measurement of the shape of the 
frequency response of the critical-band filter is tricky. It is 
often done via the technique of masking. Quite popular has become 
the technique leading to psychophysical tuning curves (Zwicker 
1974): the level of the test tone is kept constant and the level 
(or frequency) of a second tone, masker tone, is varied to find the 
pOints where the signal is just masked. Because of the non
lineari ties involved', interpretation of the curves is not unequi
vocal although formal models can be set up to account for the data 
(Verschuure 1981). To isolate effects due to two-tone suppression 
psychophysical tuning curves are also measured with forward masking 
(e.g. Moore 1978), we will briefly come back to this technique 
later on. In this case, too, there are confounding effects that 
interfere with proper interpretation but this is not the place to 
expound on them. 

In the 1970's the measurement of auditory frequency selectivity has 
acquired a new dimension since it became known that the width of 
the auditory filter is enlarged under pathological conditions. This 
was found in animal experiments, in temporary disfunction (Evans 
1975) as well as in permanent damage (Harrison and Evans 1977), and 
the same type of pathology was found in humans with sensorineural 
hearing loss (Wightman et al. 1977). For this reason the interest 
in psychophysical tuning curves has increased. Unfortunately, the 
many factors involved in interpretation and the great variability 
in the data obtained from inexperienced patients have impeded 
general acceptance of this type of measurement. 

THE AUDITORY INTEGRATOR 

One aspect of the temporal behaviour of the auditory system can be 
described in quite simple terms: temporal integration. Short tones 
need a larger intensity than long tones in order to be detected. In 
fact, for tones shorter than 200 msec, and at their thresholds, the 
product of intensity and duration is constant. Or, in other terms, 
such tones need a certain energy (the product of intensity and 
duration) in order to be detected. This property of the auditory 
system, well-known for many years (Plomp and Bouman 1959) and 
well-studied from many sides (Zwislocki 1960), is commonly des
cribed in analogy with a model in which the intensity is integrated 
with respect to time. When a tone burst is presented, the output of 
the model starts to rise linearly with time. If, at or during the 
tone burst a certain threshold level is reached, that burst is 
detected. To account for the observed fact that thresholds do not 
improve for tone bursts longer than approx. 200 msec, the inte
grator is turned into a "leaky integrator" with a time constant 
(T, t) of 200 msec. Note that the model holds true for absolute as In 
well as masked thresholds provided spectral cues for detection are 
eliminated. 

Popular as this model may be, it has several features that are 
illogical. The main question is: why is the integrator turned into 
action when a tone burst is presented? We can certainly dis-
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criminate events on a much smaller time scale than 200 msec - we 
shall see further on that a kind of universal limit occurs at 2 - 3 
msec - and we know for certain that the peripheral filters are much 
faster. The model does not explain why the integrator would only be 
turned into action near threshold and why much faster detection 
mechanisms would be active at higher levels. To put it in straight 
forward terms: the integrator model is an ad hoc model, it' is meant 
only to describe one type of measurement. It doesn I t do more and 
thus it cannot be brought into contact with different experiments. 

To illustrate this point further we should consider what goes on in 
the auditory periphery when long and short tones are presented. Let 
us take the case of a differential threshold for intensity. For 
long bursts of tone (or noise) the threshold corresponds to a level 
variation of approx. 1 dB. That means that the information carried 
to the brain by the fibres of the auditory nerve over a duration of 
200 msec is certainly accurate enough for the central auditory 
system to make this discrimination. Remember that the firings of 
audi tory-nerve fibres are essentially stochastic in character. If 
the statistics of the firings would be the only decisive factor, 
one might expect differential thresholds to vary with the square 
root of the burst duration. On going from 200 to 10 msec the 
differential threshold would then go from 1 to 6.5 dB. Actual 
measurements show the differential threshold to vary less, to 
maximally 2.5 dB (Zwicker 1956). Hence we conclude that the statis
tics of firings is not the main factor which limits the performance 
for differential thresholds. Note that this conclusion runs counter 
to the general ideas implied in Siebert I s theory on statistical 
limits of auditory discrimination (Siebert 1968). In point of fact, 
that theory takes only into account contributions to differential 
thresholds due to fibres that are not saturated. We now know that 
saturated fibres can respond differentially to an increment of 
intensity (Smith and Brachman 1982). When that effect is taken into 
account we could expect that the differential threshold for a 10 ms 
burst would be less than 6.5 dB higher than that for a 200 ms 
burst. Yet, what the experiments on threshold detection tell us is 
quite a different story: a 10 ms burst has a threshold 13 dB higher 
than a 200 ms burst. There seems to be a wide gap betwee~ detection 
of a signal and detection of the difference of two signals. In 
terms of statistical detection theory these processes are equiv
alent. This short excursion should be sufficient to illustrate why 
we should consider the temporal integration model as an ad hoc 
model and why we should not try to connect it with models descri
bing other phenomena. The excursion illustrates also the importance 
of being earnest about the final decision process in an auditory 
model and of not indulging in the wildest speculations. 

MODULATION DETECTION 

A convenient and not too complicated way of studying temporal as
pects of hearing involves the use of modulated stimuli. A steady 
tone or noise signal is amplitude modulated (usually sinusoidally) 
and the threshold of detection of the modulation is measured as a 
function of the frequency of modulation f mod . A confounding feature 
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of this technique is that the modulation modifies the spectrum. One 
way of avoiding spectral variations to affect the results is to use 
a wide band of noise as the signal to be modulated. The big dis
advantage of this technique, of course, is that it remains unknown 
which spectral region of the stimulus contributes the most to the 
results. We shall come back to the modulation of narrow-band 
signals later. 

Experimental findings are usually plotted as thresholds of detec
tion versus modulation frequency. Let us consider the case of ampli
tude-modulated wide-band noise (Viemeister 1977; Rodenburg 1977). 
The modulation threshold turns out to be smallest around f mod = 5 

Hz (Zwicker 1956). For lower modulation frequencies the threshold 
increases a little - this effect appears to be dependent upon the 
experimental technique: it is absent when a two-interval forced
choice experiment is performed (Rodenburg 1977). For modulation 
frequencies above 8 Hz the threshold of modulation detection in
creases at an asymptotic rate of 3 dB per doubling of f mod . It is 

as if modulations with higher frequencies are attenuated by the 
audi tory system, one often speaks of the "modulation transfer 
function" of the system (this function, then, would go down at the 
same rate as the thresholds are going up). 

Again this type of behaviour can be modelled by a "leaky integra
tor". The modulations of sound intensity are integrated and the 
threshold is reached when the peak-to-valley difference exceeds a 
certain amount (for small f mod 0.5 - 1 dB). To account for the 

existence of a corner frequency the integrator is endowed with a 
time constant Tmod . This time, the time constant has to be chosen 

approximately equal to 20 ms (published values range from 10 to 25 
ms), a factor of 10 smaller than the time constant Tint for 

temporal integration. 

It should be stressed that this leaky integrator model for modula
tion is again an ad hoc model. To illustrate this, we shall discuss 
how much the two models differ. This treatment necessarily has to 
be somewhat crude since we are trying to compare two dissimilar 
experiments. The time constant T. t of 200 ms discussed in section ln 
"The auditory integrator" results from experiments with bursts of 
tone or noise with a (nearly) rectangular envelope. A tone with a 
duration of 200 ms has a threshold 1.5 dB higher than one that is 
considerably longer. That means that the integrator has reached 
about 0.7 of its ultimate output value in 200 ms. The time to reach 
(1 lie) times the ultimate value should be taken as somewhat 
smaller than 200 ms, say, 180 ms. It is the 1 atter value that 
should be ascribed to the integrator when it is attempted to use 
the same concept for sinusoidal intensity modulation. Then, for a 
modulation frequency of 8 Hz - the corner frequency mentioned above 
- the output of the integrator would be 9.6 dB down. Clearly too 
much in view of the data on modulation: 1.5 dB would be sufficient. 
Apparently the detection of modulations is some 6 dB better than 
that allowed for by the threshold integration model of section "The 
audi tory integrator". In other words, resolution is better for 
periodic modulations than for single bursts of signal. Again we 
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find this tentative conclusion to be in line with the property that 
the physiological mechanisms of the auditory periphery are capable 
of providing more information than is made use of by central 
processes. And again it remains unclear why this is so and why the 
system should turn to different procedures when it has to do 
different tasks, modulation detection or threshold detection. In 
particular, it is difficult to see why performance of an observer 
would be poorer in the latter case. 

A few words are in order about frequency effects. The modulation 
experiment can be done with tones or narrow bands of noise as car
riers. For small modulation frequencies the behaviour is the same 
in all cases (Zwicker 1956) and can be described by the leaky 
integrator model with a time constant of approx. 20 ms. There is a 
small effect of bandwidth for the case where a narrow-band signal 
is modulated (Rodenburg 1977). For sinus~idal carriers the thresh
old of modulation first increases with f d and then starts to mo 
decrease, this occurs at values of f mod that are directly related 

to the value of the carrier frequency (Zwicker 1956). This effect 
is due to the critical-band filtering process: modulated signals 
can be described in spectral terms and in this case the outer 
sidebands are spectrally resolved. In the days when there was much 
uncertainty about the value of the critical bandwidth the modula
tion experiment was one of the methods employed to find the "true" 
values (Feldtkeller and Zwicker 1956, 1967). 

Concommitant with these variations, one can observe a gradual varia
tion of the roughness of the sound, at least when a larger modula
tion depth is employed. Starting from the smallest values of f d mo , 
one observes slow variations of loudness, for larger f mod the sound 

becomes rough but for still larger values of f mod where spectral 

analysis sets in, roughness decreases and the sound can become 
quite smooth. Roughness appears to be a direct indicator of how the 
human ear can follow temporal variations. Roughness can be measured 
and expressed numerically and the experiments give a quantitative 
expression of the just-described phenomena (Fastl 1977). 

TEMPORAL TRACINGS, FORWARD MASKING 

A direct way of tracing what goes on in the time domain is the 
temporal probe technique (Viemeister 1973, 1977; Zwicker 1973; 
Green 1973; Rodenburg 1977). A probe signal is employed that is 
sharply defined in time, and its masked threshold is measured as a 
function of its time relation to the masking stimulus. Typically, 
the masking signal can be an amplitude-modulated wide-band noise 
signal and the probe alms burst of an 8.5 kHz tone (Fastl 1976). 
Note that the frequency of the tone is chosen so high that the 
appropriate auditory filters can follow the amplitude variations of 
the tone burst faithfully (compare section "Peripheral filtering, 
spectral and temporal effects"). For amplitude modulation with a 
large modulation index (100%) and a modulation frequency of 5 Hz 
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the probe threshold is observed to follow the modulations com
pletely. For 10 Hz modulation 8 - 12 dB peak-to-valley ratio is 
left and for 100 Hz only 5 dB (Fastl 1976). A closer .look indicates 
that the simple integrator model discussed in the preceding section 
is not sufficient to explain the data, either the integrating 
"fil ter" has to be of the 3rd of 4th order or some degree of 
smearing-out has to be introduced. Note that in this case the 
measurements allow the full time function to be determined so that 
the associated transfer function is found with respect to its 
ampli tude as well as its phase. The name "modulation transfer 
function" is certainly more appropriate in the present case than in 
that of the preceding section where this concept is commonly used. 
Remarkably enough, the phase changes remain unexpectedly small for 
small f mod and rise rapidly at larger values of f mod (Viemeister 

1977); this feature causes the aforementioned difficulties if one 
wants to represent it in terms of a model. 

The temporal probe technique produces more detailed results than 
the simple determination of modulation thresholds as described in 
the previous section. It can not only be employed when there is a 
periodic variation of the intensity (as is the case with sinusoidal 
ampli tude modulation) but also when more complex variations are 
invol ved. One instance is reported by Zwicker (Zwicker 1973): a 
pure tone is modulated in amplitude by a pseudo-random noise signal 
(a periodic signal that shows variations having most of the proper
ties of a true random signal) and the temporal probe technique is 
employed to find out to which degree the auditory system can 
"follow" the amplitude variations. The result is that most details 
of the modulating waveform can be followed (the probe signal in 
this case is a 5 ms 4 kHz tone burst so that information about 
variations occurring within 5 ms is lost). 
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Another most interesting type of variation is the sudden cessation 
of the stimulus. Here we enter the -domain of forward masking: the 
masking signal is switched off and the persistence of masking is 
traced by way of a probe presented after the switching-off instant. 
The principal point here is that the effect of the masker does not 
decay exponentially with time as would be the case if a single 
resonator were present. Hence a plot of effective level (in dB) 
versus time (linear) is not a straight line. By a most ingenious 
experiment Plomp (1964) has shown that the decay occurs nearly 
accord:i,ng to a straight line provided the time axis is plotted 
logarithmically (the effective level is expressed in dB as usual). 
Because of the extremely fast decay of masking there would be a 
considerable influence of the duration of the test tone burst. This 
problem was circumvented by Plomp in the following way. Two sound 
bursts are given, both of a duration sufficient to give maximum 
loudness and maximum masking power, 200 ms. The second burst was 
started l'.t sec after the first one was stopped, the second burst 
was weaker than the first. Fig. 2, borrowed from Plomp' s paper, 
illustrates the idea behind the experiment. Following Plomp's des
cription: "we may assume that starting a second sound pulse at t = 
t3 affects the decay curve of the first as plotted It is 

reasonable to suppose that the interruption between the pulses can 
be perceived only for l'.S values exceeding a critical amount. It is 
reasonable, too, that this just-noticeable l'.S may be identified 
with the difference limen of intensity" (end of citation). Just the 
reference to the latter point would be sufficient reason to quote 
this experiment here but there is also a logical bridge to the 
topic of the next section: gap detection. Returning to the decay of 
audi tory sensation, that decay is not measured by finding out how 
much a sound probe is masked but by finding out how the sensation 
can be continued at a lower level without an audible gap. 

The results of Plomp' s experiment confirmed earlier data and have 
become almost "classical" in their scope and meaning: plotted loga
ri thmically, the just-noticeable time interval is linearly related 
to the sensation level (SL) of the second sound burst. Interpreted 
in terms of an after sensation: the after sensation decays linearly 
wi th log time to zero in a constant time, approx. 200 ms. This 
decay time is independent of the masker level which implies that 
the after-effect of a strong signal decays faster to zero than that 
of a weak signal. 

Earlier data using short signal probes had indicated the same ten
dencies but were not all in mutual agreement. The reason lies in 
the fact that masking decays so fast that the duration of the test 
signal becomes important. In fact, it is the last part of the test 
signal that is responsible for detection, the first part is masked. 
Accordingly, the time variable T should not be the time from the 
end of the masking burst to the beginning of the test signal but 
from the end of the masking burst to the end of the test signal. 
Several later authors have followed Plomp' s advice. Specifically, 
Fastl (Fastl 1976) showed that, provided the time interval from
end-to-end is kept constant, the amount of masking (level of the 
masked tone minus the level at threshold) is nearly independent of 
the duration of the test signal. 
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Techniques of forward masking have also become important in the 
measurement of auditory frequency selectivity, this is sufficient 
reason to go directly to the case where a masking tone of one fre
quency is followed by a short test tone of a different frequency. 
One important concept in this area is the masking function, i. e. 
the function expressing the relation between masker level and 
amount of masking. In the case of simultaneous masking this func
tion has, as is well known, a slope nearly equal to 1.0. That is, 
in the main domain of masking, a 10 dB stronger masker produces 10 
dB more masking. This rule holds when the frequencies of masker and 
test tones are the same. The slope is larger than 1.0 for strong 
maskers and test frequencies above the masker frequency, this ef
fect can be attributed to the production of harmonics of the masker 
tone. There are also cases where the slope is smaller, for in
stance, as a result of combination tones. 

In very general terms the same effects are found in forward masking 
but the main point is that the basic slope of the masking function 
is decidedly smaller than unity (Houtgast 1974). Widin and Viemei
ster (1979) devoted a study to the slope of the masking function 
with the specific aim to apply the results to the interpretation of 
psychophysical tuning curves determined with forward masking. They 
found, when the masker frequency fm equals the signal frequency 

(test-probe frequency) fs' that the slope is smaller than 1.0 and 

depends considerably on the time interval T between masker and 
signal tones. When fm<f s the slopes are somewhat larger (as ex-

pected) and for fm>f s they are sometimes smaller. There are, in 

this respect, rather large inter-individual differences and lis
teners may go through a fairly long learning process. Because of 
these two effects caution is necessary in the interpretation of 
psychophysical tuning curves measured in forward masking. In any 
event, it is stressed to consider each tuning curve individually 
and not to average across subjects lest important details should 
get lost. 

Psychophysical tuning curves measured with forward masking are 
generally sharper than those obtained with simultaneous masking. On 
the high-frequency side of the masker frequency slopes of 310 - 650 
dB/octave are reported by Moore (1978), 560 dB/octave by Vogten 
(1978) and 240 370 dB/octave by Widin and Viemeister (1979). 
Low-frequency slopes range from 45 to 120 dB/octave. All these 
values were obtained with forward masking. Slopes in simultaneous 
masking are invariably smaller, the difference is usually attribu
ted to suppression phenomena (Moore and Glasberg 1981). Since the 
suppression effect is entirely outside the scope of the present 
paper we will not go into any detail here. When off-frequency 
listening is made impossible, the slope values are reduced con
siderably. At 1 kHz the shape of the critical-band filter I s re
sponse curve for simultaneous masking is equivalent to the value 2 
for n (the number of simple resonators). For forward masking a 
value of 4 would be more appropriate. This tall ies with the value 
found from tuning curves of auditory-nerve fibres (see section 
"Peripheral filtering, spectral and temporal effects"). 
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The fact that in forward masking the slope of the masking function 
is less than unity is interesting in itself. It betrays a nonlinear 
effect that is quite distinct from the nonlinearity involved in 
auditory filtering and in the production of harmonics. It is not a 
simple matter to model this type of nonlinearity since it does not 
seem to fit with one of the known theories of auditory discrimina
tion. The same applies to the decay of masking as a function of 
time, these two properties are tightly interwoven, of course, one 
cannot exist without the other. 

A parametric study of forward masking has been carried out by Jes
teadt and co-workers (Jesteadt et al. 1982). The argument was that 
at least two types of time constants should be necessary to 
describe effects of masker frequency, masker intensity and time 
interval T. The results turned out simpler than expected, only 
three parameters are sufficient to describe the trends of all 
results. In particular, no dichotomy in the dependence on was 
noted despite the fact that a masker frequency as low as 125 Hz was 
included. Mainly on the basis of analogies with physiological data 
the authors argue that the principal influence of frequency goes 
via the slope of the masking function and that the properties of 
the recovery process are basically the same for all frequencies 
(i.e. for all locations in the cochlea). 

For the purpose of the present paper it would be desirable to make 
a connection between masking during the last few ms of the masker 
burst and that in the first few ms of the silent interval after the 
masker burst. Unfortunately, the data are given in such a way that 
this is impossible. The use of a logarithmic time scale precludes 
plotting of data at values of T that are zero or negative. 
Moreover, not all authors define T from end-to-end as they should 
(see what has been said above about Plomp' s work). Only Widin and 
Viemeister report that for the smallest T-values their data 
asymptote at a value below the simultaneous threshold. The scarcity 
of data makes it impossible for us to infer what is actually 
happening near the end of the masking burst; in particular, it is 
not clear on what type of variation the detection of the signal 
probe is based. Thus it is, once more, difficult to build a bridge 
between different types of experiment and between different 
theories or models. 

DETECTION OF TEMPORAL GAPS 

Let us first recall the temporal-probe technique mentioned in the 
beginning of the previous section. A probe signal that is sharply 
defined in time is presented after cessation of a masking burst and 
the threshold of the former is measured as a function of the time 
interval T. Next, add a second masking burst, of the same intens
i ty, at a somewhat later instant. In effect we are now measuring 
what happens in a temporal gap of the stimulus. The tracing of 
signal threshold versus T shows two effects: forward masking 
exerted by the end of the first masking burst and backward masking 
extending over a few ms before the start of the second masking 
burst. The main contribution to backward masking results from the 
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peripheral filter as has convincingly been shown by Duifhuis 
(1973). The contribution of filtering to forward masking is general
ly considered as smaller than the temporal decay of masking but 
should certainly not be neglected. 

As detailed in the previous section, when filtering effects 
dominate, they do not markedly affect the shape of the temporal 
decay. That is, there is no break in the decay function. Now we can 
pose the following question: if we use the smallest possible gap 
widths, is the persistence of masking mainly due to temporal 
effects of filtering or not? Let us, on the basis of the equations 
presented in section "Peripheral filtering, spectral and temporal 
effects", predict what happens if masking instantaneously follows 
the output of the peripheral filter. As explained in section 
"Peripheral filtering, spectral and temporal effects" this output 
does not strictly follow an exponential decay function but over the 
first few ms or so the trend of the decay can well be described by 
a modified time constant, namely, the one given by eq. (3). In a 
time TO the amplitude varies by a factor of e, i.e. by 8.7 dB. 

Variations of the order of 1 dB should occur in about one eigth of 
TO. Taking the situation one step further: if measurable excitation 

changes by an amount that is detectable by itself we would not need 
the signal probe any more and we have simply a case where the 
presence or absence of the gap can be detected. In this way we are 
led to the subject of gap detection. 

Let us turn to the data on this subject. First, in doing such in
tricate measurements it is necessary to avoid effects of energy 
splatter. The introduction of a temporal gap in a continuous tone 
or narrow band of noise produces extraneous spectral components 
that can lead to detection of the gap. To avoid this problem, Fitz
gibbons and Wightman (1982) added a continuous wide-band masking 
noise to their stimuli. This masking noise produced enough masking 
outside the main band of the masking noise to eliminate spectral 
splatter components and was shaped to have negligible influence in 
the stimulus-frequency region. The stimuli employed by these 
authors were octave-band noise signals and they used a two-interval 
forced-choice technique to measure thresholds for temporal gaps. At 
the highest levels employed (85 dB SL) they found average thresh
olds of 9.17 ms for 400 - 800 Hz, 6.97 ms for 800 - 1600 Hz and 
5.09 ms for 2000 - 4000 Hz. At 600 Hz the critical bandwidth is 
approximately 100 Hz, the time constant TO according to eq. (3) 

would be 20 ms (k set equal to 2). The value found is about one 
half of this, we might tentatively conclude that the auditory 
system would be capable of detecting a 4 dB decrement during gaps 
of the order of 10 ms. 

At higher central frequencies the m~n~mum detectable gap width did 
not decrease in proportion with the inverse of the frequency so 
that at higher frequencies the gap limit is not set solely by 
properties of the auditory filter. The main point here is that 
fil tering effects are unmistakably present at low frequencies and 
that detection of a gap appears to be associated with the detection 
of a decrement of about 4 dB (or less at higher frequencies where k 
is larger). This conclusion lends support to the reasoning employed 
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by Plomp and exemplified by Fig. 2 of this paper: the just
detectable level difference ~S would be of the order of 3 - 4 dB. 
The smallest time over which this should be possible is approx. 5 ~ 
10 ms. 

A more complete study of frequency effects in gap detection was 
presented by Fitzgibbons (1983). He used the same technique of 
masking extraneous components but used wide-band as well as narrow
band maskers, the latter centred at the four frequencies 600, 1200, 
2400 and 4800 Hz. For white noise he found the minimum detectable 
gap width to be approx. 3 ms for a sensation level of 40 dB. The 
main contribution was from components above 5.66 kHz since the same 
value was found for high-pass noise with this frequency as its 
cut-off frequency. By itself the bandwidth of the stimulus had 
little effect on the minimum detectable gap. As expected, the 
(central) frequency had a larger effect. The final result was 
expressed in the following form 

~T = 1. 88 + 800 / ~ F (4) 

where ~T is the minimum detectable gap length in ms and ~F is the 
bandwidth of the appropriate auditory filter in Hz. Our reasoning 
presented above would lead to 

~T = 750/ ~F (5 ) 

if we assume our k to be 3 and take one fourth of the time constant. 
A remarkably good agreement for the component due to ringing of the 
audi tory filter. For higher central frequencies ~T is no longer 
inversely related to the filter bandwidth. The cross-over takes 
place at the frequency where the two terms of eq. (4) are equal. 
This occurs at 2.67 kHz. We should conclude that a variation of 
approximately 2 dB occuring in a gap of 3.8 ms gives a noticeable 
contribution to auditory detection of that gap, an extension of the 
statement made earlier in this section. 

In both studies described in the preceding (Fitzgibbons and Wight
man 1982 and Fitzgibbons 1983) a considerable influence of the 
intensity level was found, larger than antiCipated. This influence 
could be found, it is reasoned, because of the extreme caution with 
which splatter components were eliminated. It is obviously at the 
highest level of stimulation where we can expect the effects of the 
audi tory filter to dominate, at lower levels the slow decay of 
masking contributes more. The intensity effect is also part of the 
explanation why in listeners with impaired hearing (sensorineural 
hearing loss) gap detection is invariably worse than in normally
hearing people (Fitzgibbons and Wightman 1982). One might have 
expected improved gap detection in the hearing-impaired listeners 
since it is well known that critical bands may be abnormally wide 
(de Boer 1959; Wightman et al. 1977; Florentine et al. 1980). Quite 
the contrary is found which suggests that the auditory decay 
function, or in different terms the recovery from masking, is 
adversely affected in these patients (Buus and Florentine 1984). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Let us, with the foregoing in mind, try once more to confront the 
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findings with one another. Consider a fictitious experiment in 
which a continuous masking signal is presented, e.g. a band of 
noise wider than the critical band at its centre frequency. To 
measure the masking power of this band of noise one can use a long 
tone of, say, 500 ms duration. If the intensity of the masking 
noise is, e.g., 40 dB per critical band, the threshold level of the 
test tone (at the central frequency) would be 40 dB or a few dB 
less. Presentation of the test tone at that level produces a 1 dB 
increment of level. For a test tone of 10 ms the threshold level 
would be 13 dB higher and for a test tone of 1 ms, wherever 
feasible, 23 dB higher. This difference, of course, is attributed 
to temporal integration, the auditory system is obviously not 
capable of detecting a 1 dB increment in a time of 10 ms or so. Let 
us now assume that the masking signal has a gap of 10 ms. This gap 
can be traced with a short probe tone (5 or 10 ms long) and it is 
found to result in a decrement of about 2 dB, provided the central 
frequency is sufficiently high. Under the same proviso the presence 
of the 10 ms gap can be detected by itself (without a probe tone) 
so we must assume that a decrement of 2 dB over 10 ms can be 
detected by the auditory system. Arguments based on the ringing of 
auditory filters would lead to a value of 2 - 4 dB, clearly in the 
correct order of magnitude. On the other hand, an increment during 
10 ms can only be detected when it is approx. 13 dB. 

Is this a manifestation of an extreme nonlinearity of the auditory 
system which makes decrements far more easy to detect than incre
ments? Note that in physiological experiments there is a clear 
difference between increments and decrements (Smith and Brachman 
1982) but it works just the other way around: responses to de
crements reflect adapt ion and are thus smaller than responses to 
increments. The notion of an extreme asymmetry with respect to 
increments and decrements is not in 1 ine with current concepts 
about what goes on in the detection process. Detection, especially 
around the threshold level, is the result of a statistical decision 
process; if variations as small as 1 or 2 dB are involved, the 
decision is made on the basis of samples that have a fairly narrow 
distribution. By a mechanism operating on such a basis a variation 
of 13 dB would certainly be detected and here we are back to the 
same argument as the one discussed near the end of section "The 
audi tory integrator"! No matter how one puts it, there is a clear 
incompatibility between models accounting for forward masking and 
gap detection on the one hand and the intensity integration model 
on the other. Moreover, thresholds of modulation cannot be ex
plained by the integration model. 

A solution to this paradox is not easy to give. If one thinks of 
detection as involving a moving time window, of perhaps 10 - 50 ms 
duration (cf. Green 1973; Penner 1975), then the threshold of gap 
detection should correspond to an audible increment of 2 - 4 dB at 
fairly small durations, for example 10 ms. Detection of tones of 
longer durations then should be either the same, better (if integra
tion occurs) or worse (as a result of "forgetting"). This does not 
at all tally with the data. On the other hand, if detection of tone 
bursts during the roving window were based on fairly bad statistics 
(so that at 10 ms a difference of 13 dB could just be detected and 
temporal integration would account for better thresholds at longer 
durations), the data on forward masking and, particularly, gap 
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detection could not be explained. 

We should leave the problem as it is. Perhaps more comprehensive 
models are needed to explain all phenomena but as far as this 
author is aware, such a model has not been presented yet. The help 
of other readers is requested to put things right - if this is pos
sible, at present. In presenting and analyzing this material the 
author hopes to have given food to fruitful discussions. 
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Gap Detection in Normal and Impaired Listeners: The Effect of Level 
and Frequency 
S0ren Buus l and Mary Florentine 2 

Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115, USA 

INTRODUCTION 

Temporal summation and temporal resolution are often thought to be 
different aspects of the same integration process. However, a long 
integration time is required to optimize performance in a temporal 
summation task, whereas a short integration time is required to 
optimize performance in a temporal resolution task. Indeed, the 
integration times found in temporal summation experiments are 
typically one-to-two orders of magnitude larger than those found in 
temporal resolution experiments (for review, see Green, this vol
ume, see also de Boer, this volume). It is possible to reconcile 
this large difference either by assuming that a compressive non
linear transformation (Divenyi and Shannon 1983) or neural adapta
tion (Irwin and Kemp 1976; Irwin and Purdy 1982) takes place prior 
to integration, but in this paper we implicitly treat the two 
integration processes as separate by considering only temporal 
resolution and the corresponding short integration time. 

Temporal resolution in the auditory system is governed by at least 
two distinctly different processes that are assessed by different 
types of experiments (Scharf and Buus in press). For example, one 
can ask listeners to decide whether two tones of different frequen
cies occurred simultaneously or not. Owing to the frequency selec
tivi ty of the auditory system, the two tones will stimulate, at 
least in part, different auditory channels. Thus, the task may be 
performed by comparing the timing of events between channels tuned 
to different frequencies. The other type of experiment is exemp
lified by gap detection, in which the listeners are required to 
detect a brief pause in an otherwise continuous sound. Plomp (1964) 
suggested that detection of the gap required the auditory activi,ty 
to decay to some fraction of its steady-state value (see Green, 
this volume). Thus, gap detection depends on the decay of activity 
wi thin a channel in contrast to the simul tanei ty judgment which 
depends on a comparison between channels. That these two processes 
are different is illustrated by the way in which they depend on 
frequency. Discrimination of Huffman sequences, which depends on 
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comparison between channels, is independent of frequency (Green 
1973). In contrast, as discussed in this paper, gap detection is. 
strongly dependent on frequency (see also Buus and Florentine 1982; 
Fitzgibbons 1979, 1983, 1984a; Fitzgibbons and Wightman 1982; 
Florentine and Buus 1983; Shailer and Moore 1983). 

The focus of this paper is the decay of auditory activity as measur
ed by gap detection in both normal and impaired listeners. In par
ticular, the mechanisms responsible for and the implications of the 
frequency dependence of gap detection will be examined. We start by 
presenting a simple model for gap detection and then we discuss 
three experiments. The first experiment tests the model's predic
tion of a frequency dependence of gap detection. The second experi
ment demonstrates how the frequency dependence of gap detection 
might account for the enlarged gap detection thresholds found in 
most impaired listeners (Boothroyd 1973; Cudahy 1977; Fitzgibbons 
1979; Fitzgibbons and Wightman 1982; Florentine and Buus 1984; 
Irwin et al. 1981; Irwin and Purdy 1982; Tyler et al. 1982) and in 
chinchillas with noise induced hearing-loss (Giraudi-Perry et al. 
1982). The third experiment examines this hypothesis in greater 
detail by comparing gap detection thresholds for listeners with 
real and simulated impairments. By simulated impairments we merely 
mean normal listeners whose pure-tone thresholds were elevated by a 
continuous, spectrally shaped masker to yield an audiogram similar 
to that of an impaired listener. 

THE MODEL 

One of the most fundamental properties of the auditory system is 
its ability to separate spectrally disparate sounds. This frequency 
analysis can be likened to the operation of a bank of bandpass 
fil ters (de Boer 1959). If an incoming sound is suddenly switched 
off, one might expect that the output of the auditory filter, like 
that of any physical filter, does not stop immediately, but de
creases toward zero over some time. To a first approximation, the 
time constant for the decay of this ringing can be assumed to be 
inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the filter. Because the 
auditory filter is wider at high than at low frequencies, auditory 
activi ty ought to decay faster and temporal resolution improve as 
frequency increases. This simple consideration is the point of 
departure for our model of gap detection. 

The role of the auditory filter in the decay of auditory acti vi ty 
as measured by forward masking was investigated in considerable 
detail by Duifhuis (1972, 1973). He used a model consisting of a 
fil ter and a stochastic spike generator to explain several pheno
mena related to forward masking. In the following, we shall in
vestigate a somewhat simpler model for gap detection. The model 
does not include several adaptation and suppression effects that 
have been observed in physiological experiments and that probably 
are important for gap detection. As stated by Evans (this volume), 
the comprehensive data necessary for modeling are not yet avail
able. As shown in Fig. 1, the model is basically an energy-detector 
wi th a filter at the input. It is similar to that used by Buunen 
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and van Valkenburg (1979) to explain their data on gap detection in 
wide-band noise, except that they did not include the ringing of 
the auditory filter in their calculations. In our model, we have 
assumed that the ringing of the fil ter has an exponential decay 
with a time constant equal to the inverse of the critical bandwidth 
tabulated by Zwicker (1961, see also Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967; 
Scharf 1970). The output of the filter is squared to yield the 
instantaneous power of the filtered input. To account for absolute 
threshold, a small DC component is added to the instantaneous 
power, which is then integrated with an exponential window as 
proposed by Munson (1947) and Zwislocki (1969). 

If the rise and fall times are zero, and the DC-component that 
accounts for threshold is ignored, a simple formula can be derived 
for the behavior of this model. According to Green (this volume), 
the sensitivity, d l , of an ideal energy detector is 

d I = lr;;. y ( 0) - y ( t ) 
Y WT yeo) 

where W is the bandwidth of the filter, T is the integration time, 
y (0) is the average output of the integrator at the beginning of 
the gap (which is equal to the steady-state average), and y (t) is 
the average output of the integrator at the end of a gap with 

duration t. The factor ¥WT describes the variability in the output 
of the integrator. If an additional internal noise is assumed to 
corrupt the ideal performance of the detector this factor becomes 

WT 
G 2 + 1 

I 
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where or is the relative standard deviation of the internal noise. 

To derive (y(O) - y(t»/y(O) we first consider the normalized out
put of the filter, G(t): 

G(t) = g(t)/g(O) { !xp (-Wt) 
t ~O 
t > 0 

where g (0) is the average output of the filter at the beginning of 
the gap (which is equal to the steady-state average), get) is the 
average output of the filter at the end of a gap with duration t, 
and W is the bandwith of the filter. (The time constant Tl , in Fig. 

1 is equal to l/W). The normalized output of the square-law 
rectifier is the instantaneous power, H(t): 

{ lexp (-2Wt) 
t~ 0 
t> 0 

Finally, the normalized output of the integrator, yet), is 
t 

yet) = y(t)/y(O) = l_ooH(T) exp(-(t-T)/T) dT 

where T is the time constant for the integrator. 
Solving this integral and reducing the expression yields 

y(O)-y(t) = 1 _ yet) = 1 -.3~exp(-t/T) +-_1-exp(-2Wt) 
yeO) 2WT-l 2WT-l 

and thus, 

d I = Y WT(~r ~:l • [ 1 
2WT 

2WT -1 
exp(-t/T)+ ___ 1_ exp(-2Wt) 

2WT-l 

where W is the bandwidth of the initial filter, T is the time con
stant for the integrator, 5 r is the relative standard deviation of 

the internal noise, and t is the duration of the gap. Notice that 
the formula describes only the asymptotic performance at high 
levels and does not depend on the overall level of the stimulus. 
Moreover, this formula is only valid for WT» 1 (see Green, this 
volume) . 

To arrive at predictions for our experiment, however, we used a 
numerical model which permitted us to take the rise/fall time, the 
noise floor in the signal band, and the signal level relative to 
detection threshold into account. To keep the calculations simple 
we assume that a change in the short-term energy is just detectable 
when it exceeds some fraction of its steady-state value, as il
lustrated in Fig. 1. The criterion depends on the variance of an 
assumed internal noise and the variance of the steady-state output 
of the short-term integrator, which in turn depends on the band
width of the initial filter and the time constant of the integra
tor. We also assumed that three identical, independent channels 
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were working in parallel, such that the criterion was set to 

correspond to a decrease equal to 0.58 (1/ r3) times that derived 
for a single channel. The criterion is independent of level because 
the internal noise is assumed to be proportional to the long-term 
average of the energy, i.e. the detector obeys Weber's Law. 

The proportionality constant for the internal noise and the time 
constant for the integrator are the only free parameters in the 
model. Our calculations show that these two parameters to a large 
extent can be traded off against one another so the predictions of 
the model are not critically dependent on the assumed time con
stant. The predictions, which will be discussed later, were ob
tained with a time constant of 30 ms and a proportionality constant 
for the internal noise set to render a level decrement of 0.7 dB 
just detectable for a deterministic signal within a single channel 
(critical band). Except at low levels, where those shown fit the 
data slightly better, similar predictions are obtained with an 
integration time of 3 ms and an internal noise corresponding to a 
single-channel DL of about 8 dB. 

EXPERIMENT I 

Method 

The first experiment was designed to test the model's predictions 
of the effect of level and frequency by measuring the minimum de
tectable gap duration, MDG, for octave bands of noise. The center 
frequency was varied from 0.25 to 14 kHz and the spectrum level was 
varied from near threshold to 45 dB SPL. The slopes of the skirts 
were 18 dB/octave. To permit comparison with data in the li tera
ture, the MDG for a wide-band (low-pass, f = 7 kHz) noise was also c 
measured. The gap was produced by turning off and on the otherwise 
continuous signal with a l-ms fall and rise time. The gap duration 
is defined as the time between the beginning of the offset to the 
beginning of the onset. The gap duration measured between the 
half-power points is about 0.2 ms longer than that defined above. 
To ensure that the spectral splatter produced by the rapid offset 
and onset of the signal was inaudible, each octave band of noise 
was presented with its complementary band-stop masker. (No masker 
was used with the wide-band noise.) The spectrum level of the 
masker was equal to that of the signal and the slope of the filter 
skirts was 48 dB/octave such that the masker was about 21 dB below 
the signal at the center frequency. The masker was presented 
continuously. 

The signals were produced by a noise generator (Grason-Stadler 
455C) whose output was band-pass filtered (Krohn-Hite 310AB), gated 
(Coulbourn S84-04), and attenuated (Hewlett-Packard 350B) before it 
was added passively to the masker. The masker was produced by a 
noise generator (General Radio 1382A) whose output was band-stop 
filtered (Krohn-Hite 3343) and attenuated (Hewlett-Packard 350D) 
before it was added to the signal. The output of the summation 
network was attenuated (Hewlett-Packard 350D) and led to an ampli-
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fier (Scott A406) which fed the earphone through an impedance
matching network. For the wide-band noise and the center fre
quencies at or below 4 kHz, TDH-49 earphones were used; for the 8 
and 14 kHz center frequencies, Yamaha YH-l earphones were used. 

The MDG was measured monaurally in a two-interval, two-alternative, 
forced-choice paradigm with feedback. Two 500-ms 1 ights presented 
500 ms apart marked the observation intervals. The listener's task 
was to judge which interval contained the gap, which began 50 ms 
after the onset of the light marking the appropriate interval. For 
each listener, the MDG was determined as the average of MDGs 
obtained in three adaptive runs using a modified BUDTIF procedure 
(Campbell 1963). This procedure required a brief pause after each 
block of four trials to permit the experimenter to set the gap 
duration for the next block. If all four· trials were correct, the 
gap duration was decreased by one step of approximately 10%; if 
three of the four trials were correct, it remained the same; if two 
or fewer trials were correct it was increased by one step. Each run 
was terminated at the sixth reversal subsequent to 40 warm-up 
trials. The MDG determined in this manner converges toward the gap 
duration required for 73.4% correct responses, corresponding to a 
d' of about 0.88. Prior to data collection, each listener was given 
practice until no systematic change in performance was apparent. 

Three young college students with normal hearing participated in 
the experiment. Their audiometric thresholds were wi thin 10 dB HL 
(ANSI 1969) and they had a negative medical history for hearing 
impairments. 

Results and discussion 

Figure 2 shows the MDGs plotted as a function of overall SPL. In 
this and the following figures, overall SPL is the total for the 
masker and the signal calculated for the 7-kHz bandwidth of the 
TDH-49 earphone. Thus, the spectrum level is always 38 dB less than 
the overall level indicated in the figures. As shown in Fig. 2, the 
MDG for the wide-band noise decreases with increasing level up to 
about 40 dB SPL, reaches a minimum at 60 to 70 dB SPL, above which 
it increases slightly. These data are in excellent agreement with 
other data for gap detection in a wide-band noise (Florentine and 
Buus 1982, 1984; Irwin et al. 1981; Penner 1977; Plomp 1964). 
Although small, we believe that the increase in the MDGs above 70 
dB SPL is real, because it is apparent in Irwin et al.' s (1981), 
Plomp's (1964), and Penner's (1977) data as well as in our individ
ual data. 

As expected, the data for the octave bands of noise show a pro
nounced effect of frequency. For example, for the 25-dB spectrum 
level, the MDG decreases by a factor of 10, from about 54 ms to 
about 5 ms, as the center frequency increases from 0.25 to 8 kHz. 
These data are similar in form to the data published by Fitzgibbons 
(1983, 1984a) and Shailer and Moore (1983), but our MDGs are about 
double those obtained by Fitzgibbons and about 30% larger than 
those obtained by Shailer and Moore. The difference is most likely 
the result of the different relative levels of the band-stop masker 
used in the different studies. The difference between the spectrum 
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levels of the band-stop masker and the band-pass signal was 20 dB 
in Fitzgibbons' study, 10 dB in Shailer and Moore's study, and 0 dB 
in the present study. 

Some might argue that it is not the center frequency and change in 
audi tory-fil ter bandwidth that are the important variables in our 
experiment. Owing to the one-octave bandwidth, the absolute band
width in Hz was proportional to the center frequency. Thus. it 
could be the relevant variable. Indeed, the formula derived by 
Green (this volume) for the ideal energy detector suggests that d' 
should be proportional to the square-root of the signal bandwidth. 
Moreover, the four-fold decrease of the MDGs from 0.5 to 8 kHz is 
exactly predicted by the square-root dependence. However, the 
change in the MDGs between other pairs of center frequencies are 
less accurately predicted. More importantly. Shailer and Moore 
(1983) found only a small effect of bandwidth when the center fre-
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quency was kept constant, and no more than expected on the basis of 
the slight increase in upper cut-off frequency with increasing 
bandwidth. Although we must admit that our data do not permit a 
clear distinction between the signal-bandwidth and the center-fre
quency hypotheses, we bel ieve that center frequency and the band
width of the auditory filters are the relevant variables. The fol
lowing discussion rests on this assumption. 

CENTER FREQUENCY (kHz) WIDE 
BAND 

F-4J. 3. The mi.nJ..mum deteuable gap f.O/l ouave band1 of. no.we .w 
plo:t:ted M a f./lftw..on of. :the cen:te/l f./lequency. of. :the noi./Je a:t f.OU/l 
dif.f.e/len:t :te4:t leve-'-4. FO/l com~on, :the da:ta f.O/l wide-band no~~e 
a/le ~o pioUed. tach pom:t .w /leploUed f./lom F-4J. 2. 

The effect of frequency is clearly shown in Fig. 3 which depicts 
the MDG as a function of frequency with overall SPL as the para
meter. The data are the same as in Fig. 2. At 33 and 43 dB, the MDG 
is nearly inversely proportional to center frequency up to 4 kHz. 
Above 4 kHz, the MDG increases. At 63 dB SPL, the MDG decreases up 
to 8 kHz, but above approximately 1 kHz, the decrease is slower 
than inversely proportional to the frequency. At 83 dB SPL, the MDG 
decreases monotonically with increasing frequency, but the decrease 
is slower than inversely proportional to the frequency above ap
proximately 0.5 kHz and very slow above 4 kHz. The increase above 4 
or 8 kHz seen at the low-to-moderate levels is probably due to the 
normal increase in threshold toward the high frequencies, so that 
the signal was either inaudible or at a very low SL. 
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As seen in Fig. 4, our simple model predicts correctly the major 
effects in the data, but not all the details. On the positive side, 
the model predicts that the MDG should decrease for the first 15 or 
20 dB after which it should stay constant, in good agreement with 
the data. Furthermore, it also predicts that the MDG should de
crease with increasing frequency, and the magnitude of the decrease 
is in reasonable agreement with the data between 1 and 8 kHz. On 
the negative side, the model p~edicts that the MDG should be lower 
at 14 than at 8 kHz, which it is not. It also predicts that the 
increase in the MDG for frequencies below 1 kHz should be sub
stantially smaller than that shown by the data. The predicted MDG 
is about 25% below the data at 0.5 kHz and about 60% at 0.25 kHz. 
(Because the critical bandWidth is about the same at 0.25 and 0.5 
kHz the model predicts that the MDGs should be about the same at 
these two frequencies). However, the difference between the predic
tions and the data at the extreme frequencies may be due to the 
rapid increase in absolute threshold at these frequencies which 
renders the effective bandwidth of the Signal less than one octave. 
Furthermore, below 0.5 kHz newer estimates of the audi tory-fil ter 
bandwidth are not constant, but continue to decrease (e.g. Moore 
and Glasberg 1983). If these estimates were used for the model, it 
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would predict larger MDGs at 0.25 than at 0.5 kHz. Some details of 
the predicted effect of level are also problematic. The predicted 
increase of the MDG at low levels appears more severe than that 
indicated by the data. Moreover, the MDG is not constant at high 
levels as predicted by the model, but increases slightly above 60 
or 70 dB SPL. 

Finally, in its current formulation the model does not predict the 
MDGs for a wide-band noise. It cannot explain why the MDG for a 
wide-band noise is substantially lower than the lowest MDG obtained 
for any of the octave bands. In our opinion, this is probably the 
result of several channels working in concert, such that informa
tion is combined across frequency to improve detection of the gap. 
If the model is reformulated to consist of a number of frequency 
selective channels from which information is combined -- perhaps 
according to an optimum decision rule -- it would predict better 
performance for a wide-band signal than for any individual band. In 
fact, a rough prediction might be that, at high levels, the 

wide-band MDGs should be about 1.7 ("(3) times lower than the 
high-frequency MDGs, because the MDGs are about the same for the 
three octave bands at and above 4 kHz, but larger at lower fre
quencies. This rough prediction is in agreement with the data. 
Presumably, a multi-band model could also account for the increased 
MDGs at the extreme frequencies, because the smaller effective 
bandwidth of the signal makes fewer channels useful for detection 
of the gap. 

Despite its shortcomings, we find the model useful in interpreting 
the data. It suggests that the auditory filter plays an important 
role in determining the temporal resolution of the auditory system, 
at least for frequencies below 4 kHz. It also suggests that the 
increase of the MDG at low levels results from the absolute thres
hold effectively limiting the on/off ratio at low levels. That most 
of the decrease in the predicted MDGs takes place over the first 
10-15 dB is in agreement with the data of Penner (1975) and of 
Irwin and Purdy (1982) showing that partially filling the gap with 
a continuous noise only affects the MDG when the on/off ratio is 
less than 10-15 dB. 

The model may also help us evaluate the effect of some of the 
non-ideal aspects of the physical stimulus. First, to contain the 
spectral splatter wi thin reasonable limits, the gap had fall and 
rise times of 1 ms. If the decay of auditory activity is fast, the 
fall and rise times may limit the performance. Another non-ideal 
aspect of our stimuli is the finite rejection of the noise wi thin 
the stop-band of the continuous band-stop masker. Although the 
rejection was about 21 dB at the center frequency, the average 
rejection across the one-octave signal bandwidth was only about 10 
dB. Both non-ideal aspects of the stimulus were included in the 
predictions shown in Fig. 4, but to evaluate their effect we tried 
to omit them as shown in Fig. 5. The predicted asymptotic MDGs for 
four stimulus conditions with actual or ideal rise /fall times and 
actual or ideal stop-band rejection ratio are plotted as a function 
of frequency. For comparison, the data for 63 dB SPL are also plot
ted. The long-dashed line, which is the prediction for the actual 
stimuli, is in quite good agreement with the data. Comparison of 
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the long-dashed and the dotted lines gives the predicted effect of 
the l-ms decay time of the signal. On the logarithmic plot, the 
difference is very small at low frequencies and increases toward 
higher frequencies. At all frequencies, the difference is a little 
less than 1 ms. Comparison of the long-dashed and short-dashed 
lines gives the predicted effect of the finite stop-band rejection. 
The difference is 15% and nearly independent of frequency. Com
parison of the long-dashed and dash-dotted lines indicates that our 
measured MDGs may be 25-30% higher than what might have been 
obtained if it were possible to have infinitely sharp filter skirts 
and to have instantaneous fall and rise times without introducing 
audible spectral splatter. Most importantly, however, the non-ideal 
aspects of our stimuli probably did not change the effect of fre
quency; the predicted functions for the actual and the ideal 
stimuli are largely parallel. 

EXPERIMENT II 

Experiment I clearly demonstrates that gap detection is better at 
high than at low frequencies. Thus, one might expect that the MDGs 
for a wide-band noise should depend on the extent to which the high 
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frequencies are audible. Listeners who cannot hear the high fre
quencies due to filtering, masking, or hearing loss ought to show 
larger MDGs than listeners who can hear the entire frequency range. 
It is possible, then, that impaired listeners show larger-than
normal MDGs (Boothroyd 1973; Cudahy 1977; Fitzgibbons 1979; Fitzgib
bons and Wightman 1982; Florentine and Buus 1984; Irwin et al. 
1981; Tyler et al. 1982) not because they have reduced temporal 
resolution, ~ ~, but because they simply cannot hear the fre
quencies that yield the best gap detection. Experiment II provides 
a preliminary test of this hypothesis by comparing gap detection 
for low-pass, high-pass, and wide-band noises. 

Method 

Gap detection was measured as a function of level in three young 
college students using the same procedure as in Exp. 1. The 
low-pass and high-pass signals were presented with complementary 
maskers, which were continuous and had the same spectrum level as 
the signal. The cut-off frequency for the low-pass and high-pass 
noises was 2 kHz. This frequency was chosen to make the low-pass 
noise encompass the range of frequencies that might be audible to a 
listener with a typical high-frequency hearing loss. 

Results and discussion 

As shown in Fig. 6, the results for the three listeners are very 
similar as indicated by the very small standard deviations, except 
at the lowest levels. The MDGs for low-pass noise are two-to-five 
times larger than those for either high-pass or Wide-band noise. As 
expected, limiting the gap to occur only at frequencies below 2 kHz 
severely impairs its detection. On the other hand, the MDGs for 
high-pass and wide-band noise are nearly the same, except perhaps 
at overall SPLs less than approximately 45 dB. This indicates that 
frequencies below 2 kHz do not provide much information for gap 
detection in a wide-band noise. 

The extent to which the inaudibility of high frequencies may ac
count for the enlarged MDGs observed in some impaired listeners is 
illustrated by comparing our results for low-pass noise to those 
for impaired listeners. The crosses in Fig. 6 show the average MDGs 
for seven of Irwin et al.' s (1981) impaired listeners, who had 
bilateral high-frequency hearing losses of predominantly sen
sorineural origin. The impaired listeners' MDGs in wide-band noise 
are only slightly higher than our normal listeners' MDGs for 
low-pass noise. It seems clear that the elevated high-frequency 
thresholds bear the primary responsibility for the enlarged MDGs. 
However, the difference between the normal low-pass MDGs and the im
paired wide-band MDGs may indicate reduced temporal resolution per 
se, in the impaired listeners. The next experiment was designed to 
separate more clearly the effect of elevated thresholds from the 
effect of a possible reduction in temporal resolution. 
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EXPERIMENT III 

To separate the role of the audiometric configuration from that of 
a possible reduction in temporal resolution, we measured the MDGs 
for three groups: listeners with normal hearing, listeners with 
impairments of primarily cochlear origin, and normal listeners with 
simulated impairments produced by a spectrally shaped masking 
noise. Comparing the performance of real and simulated impairments 
is a powerful technique to separate the effects of impaired lis
teners I elevated thresholds from the effects of other alterations 
in their impaired auditory system. Because the thresholds are the 
same for a real impairment and its simulation, a test performed at 
the same SPL will also be at the same sensation level, SL, in the 
two groups. Moreover, masking produces the reduced dynamic range 
and the loudness recruitment that are typical of cochlear impair
ments (Steinberg and Gardner 1937). On the other hand, masking does 
not affect frequency selectivity (Green et al. 1981), temporal 
summation (Zwicker and Wright 1963), loudness summation across 
frequency (Scharf and Hellman 1966; Hellman and Scharf 1984~ and 
probably not temporal resolution, ~ ~ (cf. Fitzgibbons 1984b). 
Accordingly, listeners with s~mulated impairments ought to show 
abnormal results only to the extent that the performance is af
fected by the elevated thresholds and abnormal intensity percep-
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tion. Differences between simulated and real impairments must be 
ascribed to abnormalities in frequency selectivity and/or temporal 
processing caused by the cochlear impairment. In the present experi
ment, comparisons between simulated and real impairments are used 
to investigate impaired listeners' temporal resolution as measured 
in gap detection. 

Method 

The MDG for a wide-band noise was measured as a function of level 
using the same procedure as in Exp. I. The stimulus was a white 
noise which was low-pass filtered (18 dB/octave) with a 7-kHz 
cut-off frequency. The noise (General Radio 1382 or Grason-Stadler 
455C) used to elevate the thresholds for the simulated impairments 
was spectrally shaped (Crown EQ-2, two channels in series), fil
tered (Krohn-Hite 3343), and attenuated (Hewlett-Packard 350D) be
fore being summed with the signal which was produced by the ap
paratus described in Exp. I. 

Six normal listeners, 20 to 50 years old, four impaired listeners, 
20 to 36 years old, and four listeners with simulated impairments 
(two listeners for each of two audiograms) were tested. The normal 
listeners had audiometric thresholds wi thin 10 dB HL (ANSI 1969) 
between 0.25 and 8 kHz and a negative medical history for hearing 
impairments. The audiometric thresholds for the impaired listeners 
are shown in the top panel of Fig. 7, which also shows their 
thresholds at 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 kHz plotted relative to the 
average threshold for 17 young (18 to 32 years), normal listeners. 
(Missing points indicate that the threshold was beyond the limits 
of the apparatus.) The impairments were of primarily cochlear 
origin as evidenced by the results of an extensive audiological 
examination. The audiometric thresholds for the simulated impair
ments were within 3 dB of those for the loss being simulated. (More 
information about this experiment as well as data for additional 
real and simulated impairments can be found in Florentine and Buus 
(1984) ) . 

Results and discussion 

The MDGs for all listeners are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7. 
The MDGs for the six normal listeners decrease from 25 ms at 20 dB 
SPL to about 3 ms at 50 dB and above. These data are in good 
agreement with previous data (Buus and Florentine 1982; Fitzgibbons 
1983, 1984a, 1984b; Florentine and Buus 1982, 1983; Irwin et al. 
1981; Penner 1977; Plomp 1964). The small standard deviations 
indicate that the MDGs differ relatively little among normal 
listeners, except at low levels. Accordingly, one would expect the 
comparison between a real impairment in one listener and a simul
ated impairment in another not to differ significantly from the 
more desirable comparison of the impaired ear to the masked normal 
ear in the same unilaterally impaired listener. In fact, data from 
a unilaterally impaired listener support this hypothesis (Floren
tine and Buus 1984). 
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The results for JM, aged 36, and PN, aged 22, who have steeply 
sloping audiograms and severe high-frequency losses are shown in 
the left graphs. JM's thresholds above 10 kHz are beyond the limits 
of the apparatus and PN' s thresholds also indicate a substantial 
loss above 8 kHz. The tendency for the loss to decrease as 
frequency increases beyond 10 kHz results mostly from the increase 
of the average normal thresholds towards higher frequencies and 
should not be taken to indicate that PN might use information at 
the ultra-audiometric frequencies for gap detection. The thresh
olds, even in normal listeners, are so high that frequencies above 
14 kHz are unlikely to contribute information. 

The MDGs for JM and PN are quite similar and show enlarged MDGs at 
all levels. The MDGs for the two listeners simulating JM's loss are 
very similar to those for the real losses, and all three functions 
are similar to those for Irwin et al.' s (1981) impaired listeners 
wi th sloping high-frequency losses (see Fig. 6). The similarity 
between real and simulated losses indicates that elevated thres
holds are responsible for the impaired listeners' enlarged MDGs. 

The results for PM, aged 22, and RT, aged 20, are shown in the 
right graphs. Their mildly sloping audiograms are quite similar and 
differ no more than 15 dB at any frequency up to 18 kHz. (Although 
their performance on the audiometric test battery was quite 
similar, their hearing losses probably have different etiologies. 
Their medical histories indicate that RT's hearing loss probably is 
heredi tary, whereas PM's hearing loss appears to be related to 
childhood disease and may be drug-induced.) As similar as these 
listeners are with respect to audiogram, age, and educational 
background (both were college students), they have very different 
gap functions. The MDGs for PM are enlarged at low levels, but 
normal above 80 dB. In contrast, the MDGs for RT are enlarged at 
all levels. The MDGs for the listeners simulating PM's loss are 
nearly identical to those for PM, and above 80 dB, both are about 
1.5 to 2 times lower than those for RT. The difference between RT 
and the simulated and real losses for PM is not due to differences 
in ultra-audiometric thresholds. RT's thresholds are slightly lower 
than PM's above 8 kHz, and simulating PM's loss up to 20 kHz 
yielded results almost identical to those shown in the figure. 
Thus, the enlarged MDGs at high levels probably indicate that RT 
truly has reduced temporal resolution. 

Taken together, the comparisons between our real and simulated 
losses clearly indicate that elevated pure-tone thresholds bear the 
prime responsibility for all four impaired listeners' enlarged MDGs 
at all but the highest level. In fact, the results for three 
impaired listeners can be accounted for entirely by their elevated 
pure-tone thresholds as evidenced by the similarity between the 
simulated and real losses over the entire dynamic range. In their 
data for seven impaired listeners (including the four discussed 
here), Florentine and Buus (1984) found this to be true for four 
listeners, whereas three listeners appeared to have reduced tem
poral resolution as evidenced by smaller MDGs in simulated than in 
real losses at the highest levels. 

The finding 
only at the 

that truly reduced temporal resolution is observable 
highest levels indicates that a gap detection test 
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should be performed above 85 dB SPL such that the signal is well 
above threshold for the impaired listener. Fitzgibbons (1984b) also 
advocated comparing gap detection in normal and impaired listeners 
at equal SPL with the signal at least 20 dB above threshold. Even 
then, however, our data for listeners with steeply sloping, severe 
high-frequency losses indicate that an enlarged MDG does not necess
arily indicate reduced temporal resolution, ~ ~. As one should 
expect on the basis of the frequency dependence of the normal 
temporal resolution, it matters which part of the signal accounts 
for its audibility. If the important high-frequency part is in
audible, whether due to hearing loss or masking, the MDGs will be 
larger than for unmasked normal listeners. Thus, the interpretation 
of impaired listeners' MDGs for a wide-band noise must take into 
account the configuration of the hearing loss and the effect of 
elevated thresholds. Nevertheless, when the hearing loss at 4 and 8 
kHz is below approximately 60 dB, it seems that abnormally large 
MDGs at the high levels indicate reduced temporal resolution. 

The data from the impaired listeners also have some interesting 
implications when interpreted in light of our simple model. Because 
the ringing of the initial filter decreases with increasing band
width, one might expect that impaired listeners with broader tuning 
curves (e.g., Florentine et al. 1980) should show better gap 
detection than normal listeners. However, at high frequencies, 
which are the most important for gap detection, the auditory 
filters are so wide, even in normal listeners, that the time 
constant for the ringing is considerably less than the time con
stant for the short-term integrator and little benefit would result 
from a widening of the filter. Thus, at high levels, when the 
high-frequency part of the wide-band signal is clearly audible, the 
MDGs primarily reflect the state of the short-term integrator. 

At low levels, however, the impaired listeners presumably could not 
hear the high-frequency part of the signal and were forced to rely 
on information at lower frequencies. In this case, the ringing of 
the filter ought to be the primary limitation on temporal resolu
tion and one might expect that the MDG should benefit from a 
possible widening of the auditory filters in the impaired lis
teners. The data for the simulated losses indicate no such benefit, 
however. The similarity of the low-level MDGs in real and simulated 
impairments indicates that the performance by most of the coch
learly impaired listeners can be accounted for by assuming that 
listening is restricted to low-frequency channels with normal tem
poral resolution. However, careful inspection of RT's MDGs below 80 
dB SPL reveals that she may have reduced temporal resolution at low 
frequencies. For levels above 60 dB SPL, she consistently has 
larger MDGs than PM and the listeners simulating PM, although her 
hearing loss at low frequencies is about 10 dB less than PM's. 

To further confirm that RT indeed has reduced temporal resolution, 
whereas the other listeners do not, the MDGs were measured for 
octave bands of noise centered at 0.5 kHz for RT and PN and 
centered at 4 kHz for RT and PM. The method, stimuli, and apparatus 
were the same as in Exp. I. The results are shown in Fig. 8. For 
comparison, the results for normal listeners, replotted from Fig. 
2, are also shown. The MDGs for PN (at 0.5 kHz) and PM (at 4 kHz) 
are virtually identical to those for the normal listeners, except 
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near PM I S elevated threshold for the 4-kHz signal. Thus, it seems 
that their temporal resolution is indeed normal. One might question 
whether PN has normal temporal resolution at frequencies outside 
the range of normal pure-tone thresholds. Unfortunately, his loss 
is too severe to permit testing at 2 or 4 kHz, but his MDGs at 1 
kHz are normal once the level is well above threshold. This 
indicates normal temporal resolution despite a 35-dB hearing loss. 
In contrast, the MDGs for RT are clearly elevated at all levels. 
All indications are that she has reduced temporal resolution, 
certainly at 0.5 and 4 kHz, and probably throughout the audible 
frequency range. (Further measurements at 1 kHz also indicate 
reduced tempor>al resolution.) 

03 NORMALS 
• PM, IMPAIRED 
• PM, IMPAIRED 
A AT. IMPAIRED 

o ro ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (dB) 

Fl.{;.. 8. The rrwurruun ddeuable rJ-ap to//. ouave bandA ot nOMe a;t 0.5 
and 4- kHJ -in nO/lJTlal and impaiAed lM~ene/l.-1. The da~a a/l.e conneued 
by- dMhed l-ine-1 to//. 0.5 kHJ and by- -1olid. l-ine-1 to//. 4- kHJ. The da;ta 
to//. nO/lJTlal lM~ene/l.-1 (open ciAue-1) a/l.e //.eploUed f-/l.om FirJ-Wl.e 2. 
VeAtica1 ba/l.-1 -1how plu-1 and m-in1M one -1~anda/l.d dev-iation. F-Llled 
-1y.mboM -1how da~a to//. impaiAed lM~eneM 'RT ( ~r;1e-1) , 'PM 
( ciAUe-1) , and 'PN (c:liamondA). The com~on wLth -1iJnula;ted lO-1-1e-1 
-inc:lica;ted ~a;t 'RT hM //.educed ~empO/l.al //.e-1olution, whe/l.ea-1 'PM and 'PN 
have nO/lJTlal ~empo//.al //.e-1olution. The-1e da;ta -1UpPO//.~ ~a;t conc1LM-ion. 

Together, these findings confirm the inferences drawn from rather 
detailed comparisons between impaired listeners and their simu
lated-loss counterparts. These comparisons do seem to accomplish 
our goal, which was to separate the effects of elevated thresholds 
and abnormal intensity perception from the effects of other audi
tory deficits such as reduced spectral and/or temporal resolution. 
Indeed, we have been able to show that not all listeners who show 
enlarged MDGs have reduced temporal resolution, but some do. It is 
interesting to note that in the present sample of impaired lis
teners, as well as in the larger sample presented by Florentine and 
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Buus (1984), there is no clear relation between the severity of the 
loss and the presence of reduced temporal resolution. It is pos
sible that reduced temporal resolution is found only in some 
etiologies and that different etiologies of our listeners' hearing 
losses are responsible for the differences in their temporal resolu
tion, but the present study was not designed to differentiate among 
etiologies. Thus, we are left with a finding that is not uncommon 
in research with impaired listeners: some do and some don't, and we 
don't know why. 

SUMMARY 

The main findings from these and other experiments on gap detection 
may be summarized as follows: 
1) The MDG decreases with increasing level up to 20 or 30 dB, above 
which it is relatively constant. 
2) Data from several studies show a small, but consistent, increase 
of the MDG as the signal level increases above 60-70 dB SPL. 
3) The MDG for bands of noise decreases with increasing frequency 
up to 4 or 8 kHz. 
4) To a first approximation, a simple model in which a band-pass 
fil ter precedes an energy detector can account for the data for 
octave bands of noise. The model indicates that the auditory filter 
plays a major role in limiting the temporal resolution at frequen
cies below 4 kHz. A multi-band version of the model may also 
account for the wide-band data and may fit data at the extreme 
frequencies better than the simple single-band model investigated 
in this paper. 
5) Owing to the frequency dependence of gap detection, the MDG in 
impaired listeners depends on the configuration as well as the 
amount of the loss. In fact, it appears that the enlarged MDGs in 
impaired listeners mostly result from their inability to hear the 
important high-frequency part of the signal. 
6) Some impaired listeners show worse MDGs at high levels than 
their simulated-loss counterparts, indicating that elevated thres
holds are not sufficient to explain their enlarged MDGs. Presum
ably, these listeners have reduced temporal resolution. 
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Range Determination by Measuring Time Delays in Echolocating Bats 
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Auf der Morgenstelle 28, D-7400 Tubingen, FRGermany 

INTRODUCTION 

Like the technical systems of radar and sonar, the echolocation sys
tems of bats consist of a transmitter which produces and radiates a 
particular type of signal and a receiver which evaluates the 
returning echoes. Using echolocation, bats are able to localize a 
target by measuring its distance and angular position. Additionally 
they can get information on radial velocity and on target proper
ties like size, shape and surface texture. The localization and the 
characterization of the target is hampered by noise, clutter, 
signals from other bats and signal changes due to atmospheric 
influences. 

Bats with different 1 ife habits have to solve different echoloca
tion tasks. So bats hunting for insects in the open do not have the 
problem to separate the insect echoes from background clutter as 
have bats which hunt for insects in the vicinity of trees or for 
insects sitting on surfaces. Bats that feed on fruit, pollen, 
nectar, small vertebrates, surface fishes or on blood have other 
problems to overcome. 

The echolocation systems of the more than 800 different species of 
echolocating microchiroptera bats have been adapted during evolu
tion for the collection of relevant species specific information 
and for the suppression of unwanted interference. This adaptation 
led to different echolocation systems in different species. Such 
differences can be found when comparing the echolocation signals of 
different species of bats. 

Structure and patterning of echolocation signals 

The echolocation signals of bats are characterized by differences 
in frequency structure, duration and sound pressure level (SPL). 
Usually they consist either of short, broadband, frequency-modul
ated (fm) components alone, or of combinations of those with short 
to long, narrowband, constant-frequency (cf) components. In a few 
cases pure cf-signals have been observed. Further variations result 
from different harmonic content. The fm-signals are mostly rather 
short with durations below 5-10 ms, whereas cf-components from a 
few milliseconds up to more than 100 ms have been observed. 

Wi thin one species the sound structure can be varied in different 
orientation situations. Fig. lA gives an example of a typical sound 
sequence of a bat with rather long cf-fm signals emitted while 
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passing an obstacle of vertically stretched wires. Fig. IB demon
strates a sequence of a typical fm bat with shallow and steep fm 
sweeps emitted when pursuing an insect. 

The sound patterns produced in comparable situations by different 
species of bats are rather similar. For their characterization we 
will use the three behavioral categories of Griffin et al. (1960) 
to describe the sound patterns of hunting vespertilionid bats. A 
bat in free flight and in the search phase does not react to a 
target by an increase of its pulse emission rate. In this situation 
bats produce mostly a single sound of maximal duration per respir
atory cycle and wing beat. Repetition rates of 4-12 pulses per 
second have been observed. The bat enters the approach phase when 
it reacts to a target by producing more and shorter sounds. Often 
the sounds are arranged in groups still showing correlation between 
respiratory cycle, wing beat and sound emission. The terminal phase 
is emitted when the bat is close to a target. It is characterized 
by a long group of very short pulses with maximal repetition rate. 
After a bat has caught an insect or passed an obstacle it switches 
back to the free flight pattern and the search phase. 

Detailed reviews describing the pulse structure and the emission 
pattern of different species of bats have been published by Griffin 
(1958), Airapetianz and Konstantinov (1974), Schnitzler (1973, 
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1978), Novick (1977), Simmons, Fenton and O'Farrell (1979), pye 
(1980), Schnitzler and Henson (1980), and Neuwei1er (1983). 

THE TIME DELAY HYPOTHESIS 

In this paper we want to deal with the problem how bats use their 
orientation sounds to measure target range. For the localization of 
a target bats have to determine the range and the angular position 
of the target. Hartridge (1945a,b) was the first who assumed that 
bats determine the range of targets by measuring the time between 
sound emission and echo reception. Griffin (1944) had anticipated 
this principle by comparing echolocation in bats with the technical 
systems of radar and sonar which also use the time difference 
between outgoing and returning signal for range determination. This 
hypothesis is now widely accepted for all bats. For cf-fm bats it 
was suggested that they use only the fm-component of their sounds 
for target ranging (Schnitzler 1968, 1970, 1973, Simmons 1973). 

Another hypothesis was proposed by Pye (1960) and Kay (1961). They 
suggested that in bats with fm-signa1s range information is encoded 
in beat notes arising by the outgoing sOLind and the overlapping 
echo. This beat frequency would decrease 1 inear1y with decreasing 
distance. 

In the fm bat Myotis 1ucifugus, however, it was demonstrated that 
during the approach and terminal phase of an insect pursuit the 
sound duration decreases with decreasing target range so that no 
overlap occurs between the outgoing sound and the returning echo 
(Cah1ander et a1. 1964). Since in other fm bats and also in cf-fm 
bats no overlap of the fm-components occurs the beat note hypo
thesis can also be rejected for all other species (Schnitzler and 
Henson, 1980). 

Range accuracy versus range resolution 

When judging the bats' ability to determine range we have to distin
guish between accuracy of range determination and range resolution. 

Accuracy of range determination describes the ability with which a 
bat can measure the range of a single target or - in other words -
the ability with which a bat brain can determine the time delay 
between outgoing sound and returning echo. 

Range resolution describes the ability of a bat to decide whether 
the returning signal contains only one echo wavefront from a single 
reflecting surface or two or more such wavefronts from closely 
spaced surfaces. 

For the discussion of the problem of how accurately bats determine 
distances we assume that bats use some kind of stop watch which is 
started by the output of the auditory receiver when processing the 
outgoing sound and stopped by the corresponding output produced by 
the returning echo. In our example we will assume that the maxima 
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of the outputs of a hypothetical auditory receiver can be used as 
estimates for the moment of pulse emission (t ) and the moment of p 
echo reception (te ) (Fig. 2A). 
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When measuring time delays with a stop watch there will be a time 
error at the start and at the stop of the watch. The time estimates 
will be grouped around the exact time when the sound is emitted 
(t ) or the echo returns (t ). The magnitude of the error depends p e 

on the receiver characteristics of the auditory system, the signal 
type and the internal and external noise. 

The accuracy of the system cannot be determined by a single time 
measurement alone. By averaging over repeated measurements we get a 
maximal frequency of estimates near t and t . The standard devia-

p e 

tion of these distributions (Op' ° e) can be used as a measure of 

the accuracy of time determination (Fig. 2B). 

In this paper we want to discuss the problem how precisely bats can 
determine the time delay between t and t . 

P e 

Range accuracy in insect catching bats 

Films from insect catching bats show that they know rather precise-
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ly where their prey is located in space. Webster (1963) estimated 
that bats are able to pinpoint their prey in space within about one 
cubic centimeter. This accuracy is high enough for successful 
interceptions. The use of the tail membrane and the wings for 
capturing flying insects increases the area in which a bat can 
seize its prey. 

Trappe (1982) trained Greater Horseshoe Bats (Rhinolophus ferrume
guinum) to catch flour powdered mealworms which were thrown towards 
the bats and recorded the flour marks on the wing membrane. He 
found marks within an area at the base of the 3rd to the 5th finger 
wi th a diameter of about 2-3 cm. This suggests a localization ac
curacy of at least the same value. 

Range difference threshold 

More precise data concerning the accuracy with which bats are able 
to determine range were collected by Simmons (1971, 1973) and 
Airapetianz and Konstantinov (1974). In a two-alternative forced
choice experiment bats were trained to decide which of two real or 
simulated targets offered in different directions and at different 
absolute ranges was closer (Fig. 3A). The discrimination perform
ance was measured as the percentage of correct responses and the 
discrimination threshold was set at the range (time) difference 
where the bats reached a score of 75%. 
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In these range difference experiments the bats scanned from the 
closer to the more distant target emitting several sounds per scan. 
They therefore had the opportunity to make several range measure
ments before making a decision. 
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Species 6r/mm 6t/~s r/cm Author 

Eptesicus fuscus 13 75 60 Simmons 1971 
Eptesicus fuscus 12 70 30 Simmons 1973 
Eptesicus fuscus 14 81 240 Simmons 1973 
Eptesicus fuscus - 60 30 Simmons 1973 
Phyllostomus hast. 12 70 60 Simmons 1971 
Phyllostomus hast. 12 70 120 Simmons 1973 
Pteronotus suapur. 15 87 30 Simmons 1973 
Pteronotus suapur. 17 98 60 Simmons 1973 
Rhinolophus ferr. 25 145 30 Simmons 1973 
Rhinolophus ferr. 41 240 100 1 Ai rape' i anz, Myotis oxygnathus 8 46 100 Konstantinov 1974 Myotis oxygnathus 23 133 100 

In different species of bats range difference thresholds between 8 
and 25 mm have been measured. This corresponds to time difference 
thresholds between 46 and 145 ps (Table 1). Fig. 3B shows the aver
age performance curve of 8 Eptesicus fuscus which reached an aver
age range difference threshold of 12 mm (70 ps). 

The range discrimination threshold did not change wh~n the simul
ated targets were presented successively instead of simultaneously 
(Simmons and Lavender 1976). This indicates that absolute ranges 
(time delays) are measured and compared and that the decision is 
not made by comparison of the two echoes from the simultaneously 
presented targets. 

An astonishing result of the range difference experiments with 
Eptesicus is that the threshold did not change at different abso
lute ranges of the targets (Table 1). This would mean that range 
difference discrimination is independent of echo SPL over a large 
range since echoes returning from a target at 240 cm should be at 
least 36 dB less intense than echoes from the same target at 30 cm. 

Range jitter threshold 

In another approach Simmons (1979) improved his method to measure 
the accuracy of range determination in Eptesicus ruscus. In these 
experiments the bats had to discriminate between two phantom 
targets which were created by playing back the bats' orientation 
sounds through two loudspeakers. One target was fixed in space at a 
distance of 50 cm (3 ms time delay). The other target was moved 
back and forth on alternate cries by adding a fixed time delay so 
that the phantom target was jittering by a time difference of ~t. A 
comparator determined which microphone received the stronger cry 
and enabled only this channel to return echoes (Fig. 4A). The bats' 
discrimination performance was measured for a jitter range of ~t 
from 80 down to 0 ).ls (Fig. 4B). The bats scanned back and forth 
between the two phantom targets and emitted between 1-20 pulses 
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before making a decision. They emitted the typical orientation 
sounds of Eptesicus fuscus which were about 1-1.5 ms long and 
contained 2 to 3 harmonics of a fundamental sweep from 55-23 kHz. 

The advantage of this experiment is that the bats did not have to 
compare distances of targets positioned at different angles. There
fore Simmons concluded that the range jitter threshold is less 
affected by head movements which would change the target range 
(Simmons and Stein 1980). 

The bats discriminated the jittering echoes from the non-jittering 
ones with astonishingly high accuracy. The 75% criterion for time 
jitter (At) was about 1 J.ls (Simmons et al. 1983) at an absolute 
time delay of 3 ms. This corresponds to a range jitter threshold 
(Ar) of 0.17 mm at an absolute range of 50 cm. That means that the 
range jitter threshold is about 70 times better than the range 
difference threshold where the bats had to decide which of two 
simul taneously presented targets was closer. Another result showed 
that the bats' performance was poorer at a At of about 30 ps than 
at shorter and longer At's (Fig. 4B). 

How can the bats reach such a high accuracy? From Fig. 2 which 
demonstrates the stop watch problem we know that the output of the 
auditory receiver determines the accuracy with which bats are able 
to measure time delays. This output is determined by the receiver 
characteristics, the type of signal, and also by the external and 
internal noise. There have been many speculations as to what type 
of receiver would be best suited for a high accuracy in time 
determination for a given signal type. 
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THE CONCEPT OF AN "OPTIMAL RECEIVER" 

Strother (1961, 1967) pOinted out that the signals of fm bats are 
rather similar to the signals used in chirp or pulse compression 
radar systems. He therefore assumed that echo processing in bats 
might be comparable to that in the matched filter receiver of a 
pulse compression radar system. In such receivers the returning 
echo is crosscorrelated with the transmitted signal by passing it 
through the receiver filter which is matched to the signal. 

Many aspects of such optimal filtering in echolocating bats have 
been discussed by Cahlander (1963, 1964, 1967), van Bergejk (1964), 
McCue (1966, 1969), Altes and Titlebaum (1970), Altes (1973, 1975, 
1976,1980,1981,1984), Glaser (1971a,b, 1974) and Beuter (1976, 
1977). From all these theoretical studies the only result indica
ting that bats might use optimal filters was that the echolocation 
signals of Myotis lucifu2uS would be optimally Doppler tolerant if 
they were processed in a matched filter receiver. 

A matched filter receiver or optimal receiver produces the cross
correlation functions (ccf) between a replica of the emitted 
signal, which is stored in the matched filter, and the signals 
picked up by the receiving antennae. It concentrates the signal 
energy within a small time interval at the filter output. The pulse 
compression is evident if one compares a typical fm-sound of 
Eptesicus with its autocorrelation function, acf (Figs. 5A and C). 
In this case the 2 ms long pulse is compressed into an acf with a 
central peak which is only a few ~s wide. 
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The time compressed ccf which is used to estimate the echo arrival 
time allows an optimal time measurement. Therefore the ccf plays an 
important role in all discussions of whether bats use an optimal 
receiver for time estimation. 

In all publications it was assumed that echo and emitted pulse are 
rather similar so that the acf of the emitted pulse could be used 
as a good estimate for the unknown ccf between emitted pulse and 
returning echo. The acfs have been determined for the echolocation 
signals of many species of bats and have been discussed under the 
assumption that bats have some kind of neural representation of 
this autocorrelation function which they can use for time measure
ments (e.g. Simmons and Stein 1980). 

When discussing the performance of an optimal receiver it is impor
tant to distinguish whether the receiver uses the ccf with its full 
fine structure or whether it uses only the envelope of the ccf for 
time estimation. A receiver which uses the full fine structure of 
the ccf is called a fully coherent optimal receiver. As the fine 
structure depends on the phase this receiver type conserves the 
phase information of the echoes. A receiver which uses the envelope 
of the ccf could be called a semicoherent optimal receiver (Menne 
and Hackbarth, in press). In this receiver the fine structure of 
the acf is eliminated by the envelope formation. 

The attempt to prove an "optimal receiver" in bats 

Simmons (1973, 1979) used his behavioral data of the range dif
ference and the range jitter experiments to make conclusions on the 
type of information processing used by the bats' receiver when 
making time estimations. 

In the range difference experiment Simmons (1973) argued that the 
bats' hearing system is matched to the waveform of their signals. 
Therefore the ccf between echo and emitted signal should be a mea
sure of the accuracy with which bats are able to determine the 
arrival time of echoes. At this time he further assumed that with 
the high frequencies used by bats, phase information is not avail
able in the auditory system so that the bats could only use the 
envelope of the ccf for time estimation. He therefore suggested 
that the "envelope curve" which connects the peaks of the acf (used 
as estimate for the ccf') predicts the performance of the bats in 
the range difference experiment (Fig. 3C). The comparison of the 
average performance curve of 8 Eptesicus fuscus with the envelope 
curve shows a good correspondence (Fig. 3B). Such a correspondence 
was also found when comparing the envelope of the acfs of entire 
sounds in Phyllostomus hastatus, a bat which produces pure fm sig
nals, and in Pteronotus suapurensis which produces short cf-fm 
sounds. In Rhinolophus ferrumequinum which uses long cf-fm signals 
only, the acf of the fm sweep alone produces a corresponding predic
tion curve. This close fit between the envelopes of the acfs and 
the performance curves led Simmons (1973) to the conclusion that 
echolocating bats have a neural equivalent of a matched filter 
receiver (or a semicoherent optimal receiver in our terminology). 

Another argument for the existence of a semi coherent optimal re-
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ceiver was that the accuracy of range determination depends on the 
"sonagram-bandwidth" of the orientation sounds (measured as dis
tance between lowest and highest frequency in the sonagram) as this 
bandwidth somehow determines the shape of the cross correlation 
function. When comparing this bandwidth with the range difference 
threshold Simmons et al. (1975, 1983) pOinted out that time differ
ence at threshold is approximately equal to the reciprocal of the 
sonagram-bandwidth of the echolocation signals. This also led to 
the conclusion that bats behave as though they possess the biologi
cal equivalent of a crosscorrelating receiver. 

When interpreting his range jitter experiment Simmons (1979) used 
the same line of argument as in the range difference experiment. He 
also compared the measured data with the acf of the emitted signal 
(Fig. 4C). Now he showed that the bats perform as though they 
perceive a half-wave rectified version of the acf and not the full 
wave rectified envelope (Fig. 4B). From the close fit with the fine 
structure of the acf and especially from the reduced performance at 
the first side peak of the acf at about 30 vs he concluded that the 
bats perceive small time intervals well enough to sense phase 
information in the echoes. He assumed that the acf with its full 
fine structure is the most appropriate representation of the sonar 
signal in the bats' brain and that the acf can be used to discuss 
the contribution of the signals to range perception. That means 
that bats would use a fully coherent receiver. 

As explanation for the different results in the range discrimina
tion and the range jitter experiments Simmons and Stein (1980) sug
gested that in the range discrimination experiment the bats' trial
by-trial head movements obscured the acf itself, and only the 
envelope was available to the bat. Thus by scanning, the bat could 
only get range information corresponding to the performance of a 
semi coherent receiver whereas in the jitter experiment bats behave 
as if they have a fully coherent receiver which makes use of the 
fine structure of the acf. Simmons suggested that bats with broad 
band fm-signals use temporal information not only for ranging but 
also for range resolution and angular localization (Simmons 1979, 
Simmons et al. 1983). 

There is no proof for an "optimal receiver" 

The argument that optimal receivers can utilize the ccf between 
signal and echo to determine the accuracy of time (range) is cor
rect. However, the shape of the acf cannot be used for predicting 
the performance of bats in ranging experiments as assumed by 
Simmons. If a bat were to use the acf or the envelope of the acf to 
estimate the moment of pulse emission and echo reception, the 
accuracy of time determination would be a monotonic function of the 
signal-to-noise-ratio, SNR (Schnitzler and Henson 1980, Schnitzler 
1984). For a good SNR, the standard deviations of the distributions 
of time estimates (0 and 0 ) are far smaller than the width of the 
acf. p e 

It is a possibility, however, to predict the accuracy of time 
determination for coherent and semicoherent receivers if the band
width of the signal (S), the signal energy (E) and the noise power 
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per unit bandwidth (No) are known. For this prediction different 

bandwidths must be used for the coherent and the semicoherent 
receiver (Hackbarth 1984, Menne and Hackbarth in press). The rms
bandwidth of the coherent receiver (B rms ) is a weighted distance of 

frequencies in the power spectrum relative to 0 Hz (Burdic 1968). 
The centralized rms-bandwidth of the semi coherent receiver (B crms ) 

is a measure of the frequency extent of a power spectrum (Altes 
i971). For both receivers the accuracy of time determination a can 
be calculated for a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio (Burdic 1968): 

1 a -

- 21TB ~E 
x N o 

For the calculation of a rms of a coherent receiver Bx has to be 

replaced by B and for a of a rms crms semi coherent receiver by B . crms 
An echolocation signal of Eptesicus 
the one shown by Simmons (1979) has 

that produces an acf similar to 
a B of 52.7 kHz and a B rms crms 

of 15.7 kHz (Fig. 5). This sound has a duration of about 1.5 ms and 
consists of 2 harmonics with the first harmonic sweeping from 55 to 
23 kHz. We used the Brms and Bcrms of this signal to calculate arms 

and a for different signal-to-noise ratios (Table 2). The crms 
results show that in both receiver types a depends strongly on the 
SNR. A change in SNR of 20 dB corresponds to a ten fold change in 
a. Table 2 shows that a coherent receiver is about 3 times more 
accurate than a semi coherent receiver. 

Eptesicus coherent receiver semi coherent receiver 

fuscus fl rms = 52.7 kHz fl = crms 15.7 kHz 

Signal to noise 

y2E/No 

ratio O"'rms I }.Is r:r crms I }.Is 

10 (20 dB) 0.302 1.014 

100 (40 dB) 0.030 0.101 

1000 (60 dB) 0.003 0.010 

Signal to noise ratio range jitter range difference 

.tot I }.Is At I }Is 

at least 40-60 dB 1 60 - 80 

Table 2. ComfXV1.1-.-1on of- :the :tiJne mea-1wz.emen:t VVl.O/I. (a) of- a -1eITU-cohe
/l.en:t and. a cohe/l.en:t /l.ecei..ve/l. a:t di...f-f-e/l.en:t 5N'R-1 wilh :the /l.anrJe 
:i-.u:.xe/l. and /l.anrJe di...f-f-e/l.ence :th/I.Mhold a-1 mea-1wz.ed b!l 5Vrunon-1 
(1971, 1973, 1979). 
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How do these predictions compare with the behavioral data of 
Simmons? The comparison is only possible if we know the SNR of the 
returning echoes in the range difference and the range jitter 
experiments. In Figs. 11 and 12 of the range difference paper 
Simmons (1973) shows oscillograms of the bats outgoing sonar 
signals and of the returning echoes. In order to make a comparison 
possible we simulated different echo SNRs with an Eptesicus pulse. 
At a SNR of 40-60 dB we got a similar oscilloscope trace. Therefore 
we assume that the behavioral experiments were made at this SNR. A 
comparison of the calculated a and a for the determination rms crms 
of t and t with the measured range difference and range jitter 

p e 
threshold shows that the predictions are far smaller than the 
measured behavioral thresholds for a SNR of 40-60 dB. 

However, a direct comparison of the predicted temporal accuracy 
with behavioral thresholds in the range difference and in the range 
jitter experiments is not possible. For instance in the range 
difference experiment a bat has to make at least four time measure
ments in order to make a decision (at each distance a measurement 
when starting the stop watch and another when stopping it). How
ever, an estimation of the total error shows that the predicted 
accuracy for the range jitter and the range difference experiments 
is still far better than the behavioral performance measured by 
Simmons (see Table 2). This means that the results of the 
behavioral experiments do not prove the use of a semi coherent or 
coherent optimal filter receiver by the bats, and that there is no 
proof for a neuronal equivalent of a matched filter or crosscorrela
tion receiver in bats. 

Menne and Hackbarth (in press) and Hackbarth (1984) have simulated 
with a laboratory computer the decision procedure necessary to 
compare the distances in the range jitter and range difference 
experiments in order to get prediction curves which are comparable 
to the behavioral results. Their simulations also showed that the 
behavioral data do not prove the existence of an optimal receiver 
in bats. 

Another 1 ine of argument for a semi coherent optimal receiver was 
that the range difference thresholds of different species of bats 
depend on the sonagram-bandwidths of the bats I signals and are 
equal to the reciprocal of these bandwidths (Simmons et al. 1975, 
Simmons et al. 1983). The formula for predicting temporal accuracy 
shows that the sonagram-bandwidth can only be used as an estimate 
of a if: 
1. the sonagram-bandwidth is an estimate for either S or S . rms crms 
Wi th sufficient accuracy the sonagram-bandwidth gives an estimate 
for Scrms which is about 1/3 to 1/4 of the sonagram-bandwidth. This 

bandwidth can only be used to predict the performance of a semi
coherent receiver. 
2. the SNRs of the compared time measurements are similar; 
3. the SNRs are good, since the formula makes predictions only at 
reasonable SNRs (Menne and Hackbarth, in press). 

The above prerequisites are not fullfi11ed, 
1. the sonagram-bandwidth used was about 

since: 
3-4 times larger than 
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~crms' For Eptesicus an incorrect sonagram-bandwidth of 25 kHz was 

used by Simmons et al. (1975), but a bandwidth of 70-80 kHz was 
described later for this species (Simmons 1979); 
2. the SNR of the range difference experiments in different species 
was surely different according to different SPLs of the signals 
used and according to different absolute ranges (Schnitzler and 
Henson 1980); 
3. the reciprocal relation between ~ and cr would mean a Y2E/N . crms 0 
of 1 or a SNR of 0 dB. At this SNR the formula cannot be used. It 
is also evident that the range difference thresholds must have been 
determined at far better SNRs. Consequently the bandwidth argument 
cannot be used to prove that bats have an optimal semicoherent 
receiver. Even the tendency that bats with broadband signals have a 
better range difference threshold than bats with signals of smaller 
bandwidth has not been proven. 

When comparing the range jitter performance curve with the acf 
Simmons (1979) found a good fit to the half-wave rectified version 
of the acf. From this close fit, and especially from the reduced 
performance at about 30 )ls which reproduces the ambiguity of the 
first sidepeak of the acf, he concluded that bats sense phase 
information in sonar signals. They behave as if they have an fully 
coherent optimal receiver. The question whether this experimental 
approach allows such farreaching conclusions is again a matter of 
conjecture (Schnitzler 1984, Hackbarth 1984, Menne and Hackbarth, 
in press). A possible explanation for the extremely small jitter 
threshold and for the peak in the performance curve at about 30 )ls 
could be that the bats perceived a non-jittering scatter echo from 
the surroundings together with the jittering echoes. They may have 
used interference pattern between the scattered and the direct 
echoes originating at different 4t's. In this case bats could use 
spectral cues and would not need phase information for the jitter 
discrimination. 

Another argument against the use of a semi coherent receiver in the 
range difference experiment and a fully coherent receiver in the 
range jitter experiment is that the two receiver types differ in 
performance by a factor of 3 (see Table 2). The behavioral data 
show a 60-80 times threshold change in the range difference experi
ment relative to the range jitter experiment. 

All these arguments lead us to the conclusion that there is abso
lutely no proof for optimal information processing in bats. We see 
no argument so far which allows to use the acfs of echolocation 
signals to make any statements about the accuracy in range deter
mination in bats. We think that the correlations found are more or 
less accidental. Therefore we suggest the use of acfs of echoloca
tion signals be discontinued or used critically until there is a 
more convincing argumentation on the relationship between the be
havioral performance of bats in ranging experiments and the acfs of 
their sounds. 
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RANGE RESOLUTION 

Range resolution describes the ability of bats to decide whether a 
returning echo contains only one wavefront from a single reflecting 
surface or several wavefronts from closely spaced surfaces. This 
abili ty may be important when bats identify targets according to 
their surface structure. It also plays a role when bats have to 
separate weak target echoes from nearby interfering clutter echoes. 
The range resolution performance of bats could be measured in a 
two-al ternative forced-choice experiment where bats have to dis
criminate a one-wavefront target (e. g. a flat plate) from a two
wavefront target with variable time delays between the two wave
fronts (e.g. a flat plate with holes of different depths). Such an 
experiment has not yet been conducted. 

In a related experimental approach (Simmons et al. 1974) bats were 
trained to discrimate a two-wavefront control target (plate with 
holes of 8 mm depth) with a fixed delay of 46 ps from two-wavefront 
test targets with variable delays. In this situation Eptesicus 
fuscus was able to discriminate the test target when the holes were 
0.6-0.9 mm shallower than the 8 mm deep holes of the control plate 
(Simmons et al. 1974). This corresponds to a difference of the 
two-wavefront delays of 3.5-5.2 ~s. In Mvotis myotis a range 
difference of 1 mm (6 ps) was necessary at 8 mm deep holes and of 
0.8 mm (4.6 ).ls) at 4 mm deep holes of the control plate (Haber
setzer et al. 1983). In Megaderma ~ a depth difference of 1.4 mm 
(8 ).ls) was necessary for discrimination at 8 mm deep holes of the 
control plate (Vogler and Leiner, unpublished data as cited in 
Habersetzer and Vogler 1983). 

What are the cues used by the bats in this type of discrimination 
experiment? Simmons et al. (1974) and Beuter (1980) demonstrated 
that the two overlapping echoes returning from a two-wavefront 
target produced an interference pattern which is characterized by a 
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pattern of periodic minima. Under some simplifying assumptions the 
frequency separation Af between the minima is related to the time 
delay At between the two wavefronts by M = 1/ At. Fig. 6 shows for 
Eptesicus fuscus the power spectrum and the spectrogram of a 
simulated echo from two single-point targets with a depth differ
ence of 14 mm (80 }Js). At this time delay the minima in the 
spectrum have a separation of 12.4 kHz. Simmons et al. (1974) pre
sented the spectra of the sound reflected by real targets used in 
the hole-depth discrimination experiment. These spectra are also 
characterized by depth-dependent patterns of periodic minima which 
differ, however, from the calculated spectra of simulated two
wavefront echoes from point targets. This may be due to inter
ference and resonance phenomena produced by the geometrical struc
tures of the hole-plate. Simmons et al. (1974), Beuter (1980) and 
Habersetzer and Vogler (1983) suggested that the bats use the spec
tral cues of two-wavefront echoes to discriminate between the tar
gets with different hole-depths. An Eptesicus fuscus which is able 
to discriminate a control plate with 8 mm holes from a test plate 
with 7.4 mm holes should therefore be able to recognize the 
different minima pattern in the spectra of the two-wavefront echoes. 

After the jitter experiment Simmons (1979) modified his interpreta
tion and suggested that information about echo arrival time could 
have served as cues for the bat. He assumed that the extreme acuity 
of ranging in the range jitter experiment shows that bats with 
broadband echolocation sounds use temporal information for most, if 
not all perceptual tasks. An Eptesicus fuscus should thus be able 
to discriminate time delays between two overlapping echoes of 46 ps 
and 42.5 J.ls respectively. A delay difference of 3.5 }Js is suf
ficient for the bat to discriminate between the two echo patterns. 

We think that it is not allowed to use the threshold of a range 
accuracy experiment, where a bat has to determine the time delay 
between an outgoing pulse and non overlapping echos, as an indica
tion that bats must be able to measure the time delay between two 
overlapping echoes with about the same accuracy. We see no reason 
why the bats should use only temporal cues and not the available 
spectral cues. 

THE NEURONAL BASIS OF RANGE DETERMINATION 

If we assume that the time delay between emitted sound and retur
ning echo encodes the target range we must address the question of 
how this delay is represented within the bats' auditory system. 

Neurophysiological studies in the inferior colliculus of Myotis 
lucifugus (Suga 1970) showed accurately time locked neurons which 
fired with one spike at a nearly constant latency to a tonal stimu
lus regardless of the stimulus amplitude and envelope. Such neurons 
are particularly specialized to encode time information. Neurons of 
this type have not been found on the level of the cochlear nucleus 
where spontaneously and nonspontaneously active neurons fired 
repetitively in response to a tonal stimulation. 
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Similar latency-constant neurons which often selectively fire onl~ 
at fm-stimuli and show great temporal precision of firing, havE 
also been reported for Tadarida brasiliensis (Pollak et al 
1977a, b), Mollossus ater and Molossus molossus (Vater and Schlege: 
1979) and Rhinolophus ferrumeguinum (Vater 1981). These neurons car 
serve as time markers. 
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When simulating the natural echolocation situation by stimulating 
wi th I'm pulse-echo pairs, Pollak and his coworkers (summarized in. 
Pollak 1980) found neurons in the colliculus inferior of Tadarida 
brasiliensis which appear to be specialized for range coding. These 
neurons showed a phasic on-response of mostly one or sometimes two 
spikes to the simulated pulse and the echo with a very constant 
latency over a wide range of intensities. When testing such neurons 
wi th I'm signals of variable duration it could be shown that the 
neuron always fired at the same exciting frequency (EF), a narrow 
frequency component of 0.5-2.5 kHz in the I'm sweep (Figs. 7A,B). 
These neurons can serve as precise time markers which can encode 
the time delay between outgoing pulse and echo and convey the in
formation to higher auditory centers. 

When comparing EF at different signal intensities with the tuning 
curves of the tested neuron it could be shown that the cell normal
ly fires as soon as the I'm signal enters the exciting area (Boden
hamer and Pollak 1981). As such neurons normally have a steep slope 
on the high frequency side, the triggering at the tuning curve's 
edge is hardly influenced by the signal intensity (Fig. 7C). 

The exact coding of the synchronized time-delay responses of 
neurons in the inferior colliculus does not mean that the brain has 
read this information. Feng et al. (1978) who studied the response 
of neurons to paired I'm stimuli in the nucleus intercollicularis of 
Eptesicus fuscus got results which suggest how range information 
may be processed by higher auditory centers. They found neurons 
which did not respond to single tonal stimuli, but responded vigor
ously when I'm pulse-echo pairs were presented at certain time de
lays. The delay tuning of these neurons was about 5-8 ms wide which 
the authors think to be too wide to explain the high accuracy of 
range determination found in behavioral experiments. 

Delay sensi ti ve neurons were also found in the auditory cortex of 
Myotis lucifugus, another I'm bat (Sullivan 1982a,b). These neurons 
responded selectively to simulated I'm pulse-echo pairs of a loud 
pulse and a weak echo with delay dependent facilitation (Fig. 8). 
They responded only if the time separating the pulse and echo was 
appropriate. The delay response function (percentage of maximal 
response at different delays) of such neurons is narrowly tuned to 
the best delay of the unit (Fig. 8). Since time delay encodes range 
it was suggested that these delay sensitive neurons play an impor
tant role in range determination in bats. The paper gives no 
information how the neurons are arranged in the bats' auditory 
cortex. 

The most detailed information on range sensitive neurons is avail
able for the cf-fm bat Pteronotus parnellii (Suga and O'Neill 1979; 
O'Neill and Suga 1979, 1982). In the auditory cortex of this cf-fm 
bat several specialized areas for the processing of different types 
of biosonar information have been found (latest review by Suga 
1984). The orientation signals of the mustache bat consist of four 
harmonics each with a cf and a I'm component. When simulating 
ranging, pulse-echo pair combinations of the different harmonics 
have been used as stimuli. Time-delay sensitive neurons were found 
in a 3 mm area dorsorostral to the tonotopically organized auditory 
cortex field (FM-FM area). The neurons there responded poorly to 
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pure tones and fm sweeps alone but responded vigorously to pulse
echo pairs. 

By systematically eliminating the various cf and fm components in 
each stimulus pair it was found that the most effective components 
for delay specific facilitation were the first harmonic of the fm 
sweep in the stimulus (FM1 ) in combination with the second, third 

or fourth harmonic of the fm sweep in the simulated echo (FM2 , FM3 , 
FM4 ) . 

By changing the sound pressure level of the simulated echo it was 
possible to determine the delay-tuning curve of the delay sensitive 
neurons. Best delay (BD) was defined as the delay where the neuron 
was most sensitive. In some of the neurons the shape of the 
delay-tuning curves and the best delay changed as the repetition 
rate and the stimulus duration were varied. These neurons which 
were called tracking neurons will not be discussed here. In the 
more common delay-tuned neurons the best delay was less variable 
and the tuning was sharper. Such neurons respond only when the 
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target is at a favorable distance. Therefore they were also called 
range-sensitive neurons. The delay-tuning curves of most range-sen
si tive neurons are closed at higher echo sound pressure levels. 
They are not only tuned to a specific delay but also to a 
particular amplitude relationship between pulse and echo (Fig. 9A). 
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There are three separate longitudinal clusters containing either 
FMI -FM2 , FMI -FM3 or FMI -FM4 neurons. Wi thin these clusters the 

delay-tuned neurons are systematically arranged with increasing 
best delay along the cortical surface in the rostrocaudal direction 
(Fig. 9B). The BDs cover a range from 0.4-18 ms which corresponds 
to a target range from 7 to 310 cm. This is about the range in 
which bats preferably react to targets (Schnitzler and Henson 
1980). The delays from 3-8 ms (50-140 cm) are especially well 
represented. 

The data obtained from Pteronotus are very important for the under
standing of the neural evaluation of time delays. They show that 
specialized neurons tuned to particular time delays or ranges are 
activated along a neuronal axis corresponding to target range. It 
is not known, however, how this information is interpreted or used 
to activate adequate behavioral programs. 

All neurophysiological data presented so far show that the preci-
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sion of time delay coding depends somehow on the relation of the 
SPLs of pulse and echo as heard by the bat. What is this relation 
in natural echolocation situations? 

ATTENUATION MECHANISMS FOR THE EMITTED SOUNDS AND FOR ECHOES WITH 
SHORT DELAY TIMES 

Echolocating bats receive rather faint echoes shortly after the 
emission of sounds with high sound pressure levels. This led to the 
question whether the loud emitted pulses overload the auditory 
system and reduce the bats' abili ty to detect and evaluate less 
intense echoes. 

The investigation of this problem showed that bats hear their own 
sounds with a reduced intensity according to the following mechan
ism: The SPL of the emitted sounds arriving at the eardrum is re
duced due to the directionality of pulse emission and of hearing 
(reviewed in Schnitzler and Henson 1980). The contraction of the 
middle ear muscles during sound emission produces an additional 
reduction (Henson 1970, Pollak and Henson 1973, Suga and Jen 1975). 
A neural mechanism for the attenuation of self stimulation by the 
emitted sounds has also been found (Suga and Schlegel 1972,1973, 
Suga and Shimozawa 1974). All these mechanisms together prevent an 
overload of the auditory system by the loud emitted sounds. The 
difference between the SPL with which the bat hears its own sounds 
and the SPL of the echoes in not so large. This may help to get 
precise time measurements. 

The contractions of muscles in the middle ear are triggered by 
vocalizations, and last up to 10 ms after the onset of sound 
emission (Henson 1970, Suga and Jen 1975). This means that echoes 
returning with shorter time delays are also attenuated in the 
middle ear. In Tadarida brasiliensis the strongest attenuation (30 
dB) occurred at about the onset of the sound emission. Thereafter 
the attenuation decreased gradually and reached OdB at about 8 ms 
after the onset. In behavioral experiments with Eptesicus fuscus 
Simmons and Kick (1984) found corresponding reductions in hearing 
sensitivity at echo delays shorter than 6 ms. They pointed out that 
the delay dependent reduction of echo SPL of 0 to 30 dB at delays 
from 6 to 0 ms compensates very well for the increase of echo SPL 
of a spherical target positioned at corresponding distances. A bat 
approaching a target will thus perceive about the same echo 
strength at time delays below about 6 ms corresponding to target 
ranges closer than 1 m. By this compensation the extent of possible 
echo SPL's is reduced. 

For range determination the auditory system of bats has to evaluate 
pulse-echo pairs which are characterized by pulses of moderate SPL 
and echoes with SPL in a much smaller extent than one would assume 
on the first view. This restricted extent of echo SPL' s may be a 
further help for precise time measurements. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results of experiments investigating the problem of range deter
mination in bats allow the following conclusions: 
1. Bats determine range by measuring time delays between outgoing 
signals and returning echoes. 
2. Observations in insect catching bats and the range difference 
experiments indicate an accuracy of range determination of about 
1-2 cm which corresponds to an accuracy of time determination of 
about 60-120 ~s. 
3. The far better accuracy of the jitter experiment (0.17 mm/1 ~s) 
is difficult to explain. Further experiments should be made to 
confirm these important data and to make sure that the bats did not 
use other cues for discrimination. 
4. There is no proof that bats have some kind of a matched filter 
receiver or optimal receiver. Therefore the auto-correlation func
tions of orientation sounds give no information about the bats I 

ability to determine range. 
5. Neurophysiological experiment"s indicate that at lower levels of 
the auditory pathway the moments of pulse emission and echo recep
tion are marked by synchronous responses in many parallel frequency 
tuned neurons. In higher auditory centers the time delay informa
tion is encoded by delay tuned or range tuned neurons. At least in 
Pteronotus these neurons are arranged along a range axis. The 
accuracy of range determination may be improved by averaging over 
many parallel channels. 
6. A precise determination of range is also favoured by mechanisms 
which attenuate the SPL of the outgoing sound and which reduce the 
SPL of echoes from nearby targets thus creating a limited extent of 
possible pulse-echo SPL ratios. 
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Time Constants of Various Parts of the Human Auditory System and Some 
of Their Consequences 
Per V. Bruel and Keld Baden-Kristensen 
Bruel & Kjrer, DK 2850 Nrerum, Denmark 

INTRODUCTION 

Noise, according to a rather hackneyed expression, is undesired 
sound; that is, sounds that disturb, annoy, and even impair 
hearing. Nevertheless, the internationally standardized Sound Level 
Meter (IEC 1973) has been developed entirely on the basis of 
arbitrarily agreed equal loudness contours (inverted), without due 
consideration of the sounds that disturb or annoy, and (which is 
much worse) none at all to those which involve a risk for hearing 
damage. When one therefore asks, Do we measure noise correctly? the 
answer must be that where hearing level is concerned, the scale in 
use today is applicable because it was originally developed on the 
basis of hearing level. If, however, one considers the annoyance 
caused by noise, then our noise scale is no longer appropriate, and 
even less acceptable when used to stipulate permissible noise 
limits to prevent hearing loss. The latter is rather serious, since 
large sums are offered for prevention of hearing loss caused by 
industry and traffic. 

PSYCHOACOUSTIC DATA RELEVANT FOR SOUND LEVEL METERS 

The loudness of a sound perceived by the ear is a function of ampli
tude and the duration of the stimulus presented to the ear. Under 
some circumstances, continual growth in loudness for a stimulus 
wi th constant amplitude may occur for up to 1 second. If, on the 
other hand, the same stimulus existed for a shorter time (less than 
200 ms), there would be a reduction in loudness, and the shorter 
the duration of the stimulus, the less loud it would be. 

Several researchers have investigated this phenomenon of temporal 
integration of loudness, and many of their results are shown in 
Fig. 1. The results were obtained by psychoacoustic experiments in 
which the loudness of impulsive stimuli such as tone or noise 
pulses of different duration were compared to those of steady 
sounds. The sound pressure level difference (Li-LD), in dB, between 

the impulse level Li and that of the steady sound LD, which was 

judged to be equally loud, is used as ordinate in the figure. As 
impulse level Li' the level of the signal from which the pulse was 

cut out was used. The x-axis shows the duration of the pulse. As 
long as the duration of the pulse is longer than a certain amount, 
the sound pressure level of the pulse and that of the steady sound 
are equal for equal loudness judgment: (Li -LD) = O. However, for 
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pulses shorter than this duration, the level of the pulse must be 
increased to give the same loudness sensation as the steady sound. 
The breaking point at (Li-LD) = 0 then corresponds to the effective 

integration time of the ear. 

A considerable spread can be seen in the data of Fig. 1. Dif
ferences in absolute level and frequency content of the stimuli as 
well as differences in experimental paradigms may be responsible. 
Based on such data the International Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC) has chosen detector time constants of 100 ms (fast) and 1 s 
(slow) for sound level meters. Furthermore, short impulses having 
equal energy should yield the same meter deflection. 
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The frequency sensi tivi ty of the human ear was originally deter
mined by Fletcher and Munson (1933), and later modified slightly by 
Churcher and King (1937). From these equal loudness contours, the 
weighting curves for the sound level meters have been standardized 
by IEC (1973), and are shown in Fig. 2. From the slope of the 
curves at high frequencies, it can be seen that the upper frequency 
limit corresponds to a double RC network each with a time constant 
of 13 ps. As there are two RC networks in series the pulse response 
is not a simple exponential function but a combined one with an 
equivalent time constant of approximately 35 ps. 

Whereas the IEC sound level meter by definition is doing a reason
ably good job in assessing loudness, this cannot be the case when 
trying to use it to assess risk of noise induced hearing loss, in 
particular when highly impulsive noises are involved. 

In order to support that statement two unsettled issues have to be 
dealt with: 
i) We must try to extrapolate or infer, in part from animal data, 
how the peripheral auditory system, subject to damage, will func
tion at very high sound pressures and 
ii) we must make a statement about what (assumed) aspects of the 
sound stimulus generate irreversible hearing loss. 

Then, by comparing with the known characteristics of the IEC sound 
level meter, the inadequacies will be apparent. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PERIPHERAL AUDITORY SYSTEM AT HIGH SOUND 
PRESSURE LEVELS 

A schematic drawing of the auditory system emphasizing the peri
phery is shown in Fig. 3. Also, the frequency and time characteri
stics of the outer and middle ear and of the basilar membrane por
tion of the inner ear are shown. 

The outer ear exhibits a wide frequency response with a broad quar
ter-wave resonance peak around 4 kHz (Wiener and Ross 1946). The 
middle ear also exhibits broad frequency response without sharp 
resonances. So, the combined frequency response of the outer and 
middle ear is broad, still with the quarter wave resonance at 4 kHz 
present. 

The combined frequency response is to a large extent responsible 
for the allover frequency sensi tivi ty of the ear (Lynch et a1. 
1982), reflected in equal loudness contours and weighting curves, 
Fig. 2. Actually, the D curve more closely reflects the combined 
response than the A curve in the 1-8 kHz range, since the 4 kHz 
peak region is better approximated. Since the frequency weighting 
curves of the outer and middle ear and IEC sound level meters are 
closely related, so are their respective filter time constants. 
Looking closely, the time constant of the IEC weighting curves, 35 
ps, is only slightly smaller than the approximately 50 )ls of the 
outer and middle ear. Apart from the low frequency attenuation 
resulting from contraction of the stapedius muscle, the outer and 
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middle ear transmission system has a linear ampli tude response up 
to about 140 dB SPL (Guinan and Peake 1967), i.e. also for damaging 
noise levels. At even higher levels stretching of ossicular joints 
and ligaments sets in. 

Having reached the stirrup, the noise signal is transmitted into 
the inner ear, the cochlea, for further filtering and detection. 
The stirrup motion generates pressures in the cochlear fluids, 
which act as driving forces on the basilar membrane and the associa
ted transducer (hair) cells and tectorial membrane, shown black in 
the lower right insert, Fig. 3. As a result the basilar membrane 
and the sensory hairs are deflected. This deflection is the key 
mechanical excitation of the transducer cells, which initiates a 
chain of events ultimately leading to auditory nerve firing and 
transmission to the brain. As a result of a varying mechanical 
stiffness along the length of the basilar membrane, each location 
and thus subgroup of hair cells and nerve fibers have a range of 
"best frequencies" to which they are most sensitive (Bekesy 1960; 
Siebert 1974; Russell and Sellick 1978; Kiang 1965), see Fig. 3. 

The frequency selectivity of individual cochlear nerve fibers in 
the frequency-region around the best frequency has long been known 
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to depend on the best frequency (Kiang 1965) as well as on stimulus 
level (Anderson et al. 1971). For sound pressure levels close to 0 
dB high Q values are found for cochlear filters: 15 at 10 kHz, 3 at 
1 kHz are typical values. As stimulus level is increased, Q values 
decrease corresponding to a larger effective filter bandwi th and 
indicating an increase in the filter responsiveness in the time 
domain. Level dependence of frequency selectivity is also found in 
the response of individual hair cells (Russell and Selick 1978) and 
in the response of the basilar membrane (Selick et al. 1982), see 
Fig. 4. 
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Since hearing damage is at issue, filter characteristics at 120 dB 
SPL and upwards are of interest. No recent, systematic data of that 
kind are available, however von Bekesy's classical data on cadavers 
(1949) probably yield the right order of magnitude. Using his data 
and converting effective bandwidths to approximate filter time 
constants, the broken 1 ines of Fig. 1 left are arrived at. They 
will slide along the abscissa for changing SPL and should be used 
cautiously. Even so, it is quite apparent that impulsive stimuli 
presented at high levels need very short (envelope) durations for 
the cochlear filters to arrive at full vibration amplitude, corre
sponding to that of continuous SPL excitation. 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK OF HEARING LOSS GIVEN ASSUMPTION OF LOSS 
MECHANISM 

If we assume that the amplitude of mechanical excitation of the 
transducer cells is a key variable in loss generation, then it is 
obvious that sound level meters employing integration times of 
hundred to thousand milliseconds cannot possibly assess risk of 
damage occurring in the one millisecond range. The underestimate 
could easily be 20 to 30 dB depending on the spectral content of 
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the impulse and its duration. 

This in fact explains the paradox, that practically all noise in
duced hearing loss starts in the frequency range around 4 kHz, 
inspite of the fact that most industrial noises, vehicle noise as 
well as noise from lawn mowers, music from radios and in dis
cotheques have their largest components in the frequency range 
100-2000 Hz. Only a small portion of the total sound energy lies in 
the 3 kHz-IO kHz range, see Fig. 5. The spectra illustrate the 
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frequency distribution of the sound we hear, i.e. the energy distri
bution integrated over at least 100 ms. On the other hand, if we 
examine single impulses which are short and widely separated in 
time, a completely different picture is obtained. For example, 
noise from hammer blows on brass and steel respectively, give a 
ringing sound as can be seen in Fig. 6, and contain considerable 
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energy in the frequency range 4 kHz-16 kHz. The frequency spectra 
are obtained from an analyzer covering a wide frequency range and 
show that the bulk of the energy is radiated in less than 500 ps. 

From Fig. 1, using for example lEG Fast, it can be seen that the 
short hammer blows will be measured and also give a subjective 
impression approximately 25 dB lower than the peak output amplitude 
of the cochlear filters most sensitive to the frequency content of 
the blow. It is therefore possible to have a workshop in which the 
equivalent noise level is for example 90 dB(A), whilst hammer blows 
there can momentarily give sound levels up to 110-115 dB(A). These 
peaks have the largest energy content precisely in the same fre
quency range where induced hearing loss is found. If the ear is in 
close vicinity of the hammer blows, very high sound levels would be 
experienced. Sound impulses from blows are often found to have peak 
values up to 145 dB. There are indications that the induced hearing 
losses are primarily caused by the very short sound impulses, which 
are commonly found in noisy industrial environments, and to a less 
extent by a high average noise level. Fig. 7 shows noise in a me-
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chanical workshop measured synchronously by a sound level meter, 
that measures average sound energy every minute (L ), and by an-eq 
other sound level meter with a time constant of 30 }.Is, which can 
measure up to three times a second the maximum sound level in the 
foregoing 1/3 of a second. One can see here a few peak levels which 
are 47 dB higher than the average sound level. These noise his
tories are typical for a workshop where metal parts are manufac
tured, and the short high sound levels are caused by metals 
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striking each other, for example, by hammer blows, punch presses, 
riveting machines etc. 

In wood industries where metals strike wood, the peak levels are 
less high, but on the other hand the impulses are longer. The 
average noise level in wood industries is often higher than in a 
mechanical workshop, but as a rule the noise peaks are lower (see 
Fig. 8). This explains the apparent paradox that workers in the 
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wood industry can tolerate on an average 10-15 dB higher levels 
than workers in the metal industry. This surprising result was 
revealed by an extensive Dutch survey (Passchier-Vermeer 1971), 
where the induced hearing loss was correlated with the average 
noise levels in different industries. If the induced hearing loss 
is caused primarily by the noise peaks, this result is quite 
obvious. 

Another investigation shows that approximately 25% of all male 
inhabitants in Denmark and Sweden, even in their young age, have a 
hearing loss at 4 kHz; as a rule it is not serious and most are 
also unaware of this handicap. The reason why so many young males 
have this hearing loss probably is that they have been in close 
vicinity of a fire cracker or a gun shot from a light weapon. If it 
is argued that peak levels of such impulsive sounds above about 155 
dB do result in permanent damage (Price 1984), then the 170 to 175 
dB, which is easily reached, will create permanent damage, Fig. 9, 
even though the impulses can be so short that they do not sound so 
loud. The oscillograms from a small signal pistol and a widely 
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available toy pistol, Fig. 10, display peaks of 169 and 165 dB 
respectively, which indicates that even these may be capable of 
generating permanent damage. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The present article deals with time constants of cochlear filters 
extrapolated to values for high SPL excitation relevant to hearing 
damage. Assuming that the peak output amplitude of these filters is 
a key variable in generating hearing loss, the consequences of the 
millisecond range time constants for risk assessment are looked at. 
The fact that effective bandwidths and associated time constants of 
cochlear filters are strongly dependent on excitation level means 
that the simple "mechanical filter" approach used here is an 
approximation. Factors such as state of adaptation and time 
dynamics of change of state ultimately need to be dealt with. The 
time history preceeding individual impulses, known to affect loss 
(Hamernik et al. 1980) might then be accounted for. 
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Longer time events than treated here are also necessary in an ulti
mate complete picture. They are certainly associated with the state 
of the whole cochlea including biochemical, vascular, or tissue 
mechanical (swelling and tissue repair) factors. 

Based on our present knowledge of time "constants" of the ear and 
of the occurrence of high level sound impulses in our daily life it 
seems safe to conclude, that our criteria for dangerous noise 
levels should be revised, and the noise limits in our industries 
should not solely be based on the average sound levels (Price 1984). 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are wide variations in behavioural indices of temporal resolu
tion in humans, with degradation of resolution accompanying both 
brain damage (Lackner and Teuber 1973), and hearing impairment 
(Tyler et al. 1982). The presence of only minimal abnormalities of 
temporal processing in animal models of cochlear pathology (Harri
son and Evans 1979; Evans 1984, and papers cited therein) raises 
some doubt as to whether degradation of temporal resolution is a 
direct consequence of cochlear pathology, or some loosely associ
ated correlate, or the result of abnormal central neural organisa
tion following the lack of afferent stimulation. While physiol
ogical answers are being sought to such questions, it is profitable 
(i) to develop the ecological description of temporal structure in 
significant auditory events; (ii) to develop an understanding of 
the perceptual processes and phenomena resulting from temporal 
structure; and (iii) to develop ways of transforming that structure 
which are scientifically and technologically useful. This paper is 
directed to those three ends. We must remember, however, that the 
contrast between time- and frequency-based structures is more a 
dichotomy of our explanatory framework than a dichotomy in the 
reali ty we seek to describe. Auditory events are spectrotemporal, 
and the reason for concentrating now on the temporal aspect is 
merely to redress a historical imbalance. 

NECESSARY TEMPORAL DESCRIPTORS OF STIMULUS STRUCTURE 

Sound waves result from energy sources and they propagate and re
flect as waves wi thin conducting media; the main determinants of 
audio frequencies, f, are the sound propagation velocity in the 
medium and the dimensions of the object or of the spaces containing 
the medium enclosed by a more rigid medium. These sound waves are 
able to carry reliable information about the detailed time-history 
of changes in the objects or the medium, and in their dimensions, 
only if the time-course of such changes is somewhat longer than the 
period of the audio (carrier) frequencies concerned. On sampling 
theory, given an ideal filter, only twice as many digital samples 
need be taken per second as the highest frequency transmitted, but 
in real biological systems a large safety margin is provided by 
Nature so that central processing only attempts problems where it 
will not be slave to peripheral constraints. With a safety factor 
of 100 for the ratio of event time course to carrier period, events 
repeating on the order of 5 to 40 per second will lie wi thin the 
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range for which audio frequencies of 500 Hz to 4 kHz respectively 
(the region of maximum auditory sensitivity and resolution by 
cochlear mechanics in the human) can comfortably act as carriers. 
Special perceptual mechanisms exist for extracting periodicity 
pitch from complex tones, especially those having lower fundamental 
periodicities than about 500 Hz, but the register of the human bass 
voice from about 50 Hz upwards defines an audio periodicity range 
into which the slower fluctuations under discussion here cannot be 
considered to encroach. We may therefore expect the auditory system 
as a whole to tailor its best absolute and differential response to 
auditory events with repetition rates, F, of up to about 40 
cycles/sec; that is, with (half-cycle) single events having dura
tions or transitions down to about 1/80 of a second (12 ms), as 
found in speech. Separate mechanisms for handling changes outside 
this time scale may have evolved; for example in vision there seems 
to be a system for handling slow changes in luminance separate from 
that for handling flicker as such (Kelly 1971). 

Modulation terminology and measurement 

To describe changing acoustical events we need the concept of low 
modulation frequency. To avoid confusion I will denote this as F in 
cycles/sec rather than f in Hz, and will describe F-regions as 
"sub-ranges" rather than as bands. The neologism "cepstrum" was 
COined to refer to the spectrum of the log power spectrum, and this 
in turn baptised the associated operation of "liftering". I feel 
justified in coining the word "tilfering" for filtering the modula
tion spectrum because the concept is relatively new; but I am 
reluctant to force "pecstrum" on the reader when the term "modu
lation spectrum" is already used. There will in general not be any 
f-spectral component in the F-range unless there is non-linear 
distortion, and it would in any case be largely "infrasonic", i.e. 
inaudible. 

We can divide up the auditory frequency spectrum into a number of 
narrow bands, and then concentrate on the (rectified) power changes 
in each band. Structured sounds such as speech, involving spectral 
changes at various rates, must have modulation spectra spanning the 
F range; the power in this spectrum is better thought of statisti
cally, as variance rather than energy. The modulation spectrum is 
essentially statistical and need not always provide the most useful 
description. It may be simplest in some circumstances to say that 
intensi ty increased at time t, and reduced at time t 2 , or that an 

interval of duration (t 2-t l ) was present in the signal around time 

t. The alternative is to say that its modulation spectrum has a 
1 peak at zero, and at F 2(t -t ) and its odd multiples, with a null 

2 1 
at F 1 and integer multiples. (t 2-t l ) 

Recent years have seen a growth of the use of temporal modulation 
transfer functions (TMTF) in the description of the temporal resolu
tion properties of physiological and engineering systems. The TMTF 
is a scaled ratio between modulation spectral components at input 
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and output, usually expressed logarithmically as a difference in 
decibels. For a formal treatment, see Schroeder (1981). Absolute 
modulation spectra themselves have so far been used very little as 
specifications of auditory stimuli. It is not my intention to 
proselytise modulation spectra as they may not always be needed. 
For example when discussing the auditory difference between a 
bottle breaking and bouncing, Warren and Verbrugge (1984) found it 
sufficient to move directly from spectrograms to a characterisation 
in terms of presence/absence and duration of burst and silence 
portions of the waveform envelope. There was some degree of period
ici ty in the burst/silence alternations for bouncing, which might 
encourage description of the contrast in terms of peakedness of the 
modulation spectrum, or in terms of autocorrelation in the ampli
tude envelope. But such descriptions will have to be evaluated as 
useful or otherwise once auditory ecologists become aware of them. 

One ~incentive to specifying modulation spectra is the computatio
nal inconvenience of deriving them at present. Hardware or software 
must first derive a succession of audio-frequency spectra, then 
operate upon the scaled power measurements for particular frequency 
bands to produce spectra of those abstract signals composed by 
considering each band's successive level values as a time series. 
In a stimulus such as speech, in which the main component frequen
cies are continually changing, the single modulation spectrum for 
the time-envelope of the entire broadband (f) signal will grossly 
underestimate the amount of informative, dynamic change, therefore 
the data of Fig. 1 are based on narrow bands. A complete charac
terisation would require some 20 modulation spectra, one for each 
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of 20 contiguous audio frequency bands; in providing this, Steene
ken and Houtgast (1983) have shown that the bands' modulation spec
tra have much in common. The number 20 is about the number of dis
crete bands required to approximate speech sound spectra, conside
ring the bandwidths of speech formants; one twentieth of the width 
of the speech spectrum (on a logarithmic or critical band represen
tation) should therefore reflect the important power fluctuations. 

There is not space to treat here the sub-problem met when the audi
tory re"solution bands are narrow (at low f), yet the harmonics 
(e. g. of a female or child voice source) are widely spaced; here 
changing fundamental frequency will introduce a further source of 
variance into the intensity signal for the band, that will need to 
be discounted in extracting those variance components attributable 
to the formant movements. 

Statistical role of modulation in communication 

The work of Steeneken and Houtgast (1980; see also Plomp 1983) has 
done much to establish the utility of the modulation spectrum and 
modulation transfer function as a statistical descriptor of informa
tion transmission. Briefly, they showed that many types of speech 
interference that appear heterogeneous when specified in waveform 
or audio spectrum terms can be reduced in their intelligibili ty
degrading effect, to a single common scale reflecting loss of 
(spectro)temporal definition; this is conveniently summarised in 
the TMTF. Because of the similarities in the long-term spectra of 
different bands, the modulation spectrum for very few such bands, 
(e.g. two, centred on 0.5 and 2.0 kHz) appear to provide a 
sufficient statistical description of general signal quality in 
typical applications. The limited modulation frequency range (16 
cycles/ sec) used with success would suggest that the modulation 
frequencies most important for intelligibility do not extend much 
higher than this. Thus Steeneken and Houtgast have demonstrated 
that modulation measurements need not be comprehensive to be useful. 

Steeneken and Houtgast's work suggested that reduction of intelligi
bili ty is very closely and causally related to the reduction of 
mean temporal modulation transfer when measured on narrow bands. 
Effects of white noise addition can be represented as a reduction 
of modulation transfer due to a clamping by the noise's mean value, 
the nOise's power variance only becoming material for very narrow 
bandwidths. The envelope-coherent distortion from non-linear cir
cuits introduces components that tend to flatten the spectrum with
in any short time sample and hence to depress temporal modulations 
at any frequency. Lundin (1982) notes that room reverberations 
depress the low-F modulations below 4 cycles/sec but add appreci
able spurious energy above 16 cycles/sec, with a merging region 
between. The spurious addition is probably due to harmonics and 
formants rapidly crossing the room resonances. (Now we know why 
plainchant evolved in mediaeval cathedrals - to improve intelligi
bili ty by minimising the non-phonetic sources of modulation pro
duced by resonance-crossing). The generation of spurious high-F 
modulations suggests a class of degradation for which Steeneken and 
Houtgast's TMTF formulation for intelligibility would need to be 
modified. When the interference itself has a modulation spectrum 
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comparable to that of the speech, or when the distortion raises 
levels in the modulation spectrum, obviously, the TMTF becomes 
positive despite intelligibility decreasing. Here the more general 
metric of correlation of all the particular input band modulation 
patterns with their corresponding output modulation patterns would 
relate more fundamentally to intelligibility, but there would be 
some loss of predictive simplicity in the method. 

No precise determinations of the modulation spectrum's F-importance 
function for speech intelligibility have been made, but some poin
ters exist. There is agreement on speech parameter digital sampling 
rates in analysis-synthesis telephony (e. g. formant synthesisers, 
and vocoders), that about 50 samples/sec is adequate for most pur
poses. By invoking a Nyquist factor of just over 2 this places the 
important range below about 20 cycles/sec. The majority of impor
tant segmentally-related modulation information has to 1 ie in the 
two octave F-ranges between 4 or 5 cycles/sec (roughly the syllabic 
rate) and this limit. This is broadly supported by the distribution 
of the typical durations of important phonetic segments in speech. 
Both Holmes (1961) and Steeneken and Houtgast (1983) show that the 
modulation spectrum is rather steeply sloping; the considerable 
energy (i.e. variance) below about 4 cycles/sec transmits informa
tion about overall amplitude and source characteristics associated 
wi th syllable accentuation and sentence constituent structure, but 
cannot contribute to word intelligibility except indirectly. Cir
cuits in that very broad class known as amplitude compressors 
remove some of this common slowly varying intensity fluctuation, 
with virtually no loss of intelligibility and indeed they are 
noticed more by their raising of the background noise level than by 
their effect upon signal quality or intelligibility. (See also the 
later section on "Spectral approaches to spectro-temporal enhance
ment"). The information important for intelligibility lies there
fore in a rather narrow range, the middle two sub-ranges of the 
total range under consideration, i. e. from 4 to 8 and 8 to 16 
cycles/sec where not all the fluctuations are common to all f-bands. 

Our appreciation of the origin and role of the modulation spectrum 
can be structured by appeal to universal physical constraints. 
Despi te the necessity for distinctions of terminology, analogies 
from the more familiar and primary audio f-spectrum can assist us 
in thinking about the modulation spectrum. Because of basic phy
sical constraints in the larynx the speech f-spectrum slopes at 
between -6 dB and -12 dB per octave between 0.5 and 4.0 kHz. For 
information-theoretic reasons it is efficient in transmission to 
lift the spectrum by about +6 dB per octave, i.e. roughly to 
flatten it; the effects upon intelligibility are generally worth
while, but particularly so if the listener already has a hearing 
impairment or if the speech is to suffer additive broadband noise 
in transmission. For analogous reasons of physical and physiologi
cal inertia in speech production, the modulation spectrum also has 
a slope in the -6 to -12 dB per octave range, as can be inferred 
from Fig. 1, and more directly from Steeneken and Houtgast' s data 
(1983) . 

For efficient transmission, should we analogously tilfer the modula
tion spectrum, by +6 to +12 dB per octave, especially as the 
sub-ranges below 4 cycles/sec appear to contribute little to seg-
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mental aspects of intelligibility? One way to do this would be to 
introduce first- or second-order differentiation with respect to 
time of the intensity signals in the various audio-frequency bands. 
Langhans and Strube (1982) tilfered short-term modulation spectra 
in several ways. One involved performing an LPC analysis, non
linear transformation and resynthesis procedure; they reported en
hancing effects on speech transmission through added noise. Their 
result suggests that the middle sUb-ranges above 4 cycles/sec carry 
much of the information important for intelligibility. The intel
ligibili ty of speech should not suffer greatly if the amount of 
modulation were enhanced or suppressed in a narrow band of F
frequencies, so long as F phase-shift (i.e. temporal dispersion) is 
minimised, and so long as overall contrastive patterns of low-F and 
high-F modulation are maintained. 

Physical-phonetic interpretation of F 

Each class of speech sound will have a continuous modulation spec
trum, though in practice one would be more likely to calculate 
long-term modulation spectra, as the basic concept is inherently 
statistical. With the possible exception of trills, as in Spanish 
and Scottish /rr/, individual speech sounds do not have marked 
periodici ty in their envelopes in the f range below the F of the 
voice fundamental and thus do not have highly peaked F-spectra. 
Hence, as with bands in the f-spectrum, the different modulation 
frequency regions within the important part of the F-spectrum 
cannot be associated exclusively or even closely with particular 
phonetic values of speech sound features. However it is obvious 
that sounds with abrupt amplitude changes, such as stops and 
affricates, must contribute more to the upper sUb-ranges of F, 
while the slowly changing vowels, glides and diphthongs must con
tribute more to the lower sUb-range. Due to the rapidity with which 
the aerodynamics of turbulence permit sources forward in the vocal 
tract, as in fricatives and plosives, to commence and cease genera
tion, coupled with their characteristic audio spectra, this im
plicates particularly the high-f region; there is a little evidence 
for this in the high-F bumps in the higher-f band in Figure 1. 
However, in general F-information will be independent of f. 

I have made some use of an analogy between F and f for explanatory 
purposes; it holds for basic reasons of physical constraint and 
information theory. The scope for explanatory analogy may reach its 
limit in the question as to whether separate F-bands can be 
considered separate analysers, or functional channels. This ques
tion has two forms, not identical. Firstly the information in 
separate bands might combine in systematic ways, eg the mutual 
redundancy of bands might decrease continuously with their separa
tion in F-space; this is a question about the statistical ecology 
of speech with a likely positive answer. Secondly the analysis of 
adjacent bands of a certain width might be functionally, and to an 
extent physiologically, separated; such separation occurs with the 
auditory critical band and the neural single-unit characteristic in 
f-space, and its peripheral biophysical basis is now quite well 
understood (Evans 1978). To attribute to the auditory nervous 
system analysers tuned to narrow ranges of F values is a much more 
risky hypothesis. There is no direct evidence for this; evidence 
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from perstimulatory adaptation experiments such as those by Tansley 
and Suffield (1983) is adequately interpreted as reflecting the 
F-response of the auditory system's registration of modulation as a 
whole. However physiological evidence for cortical units selective 
as to rate of modulation entails that narrowly F-tuned modulation 
analysers cannot be ruled out. 

TEMPORAL MODULATION IN HEARING AND AUDITORY PATTERN PERCEPTION 

The use made of temporal patterning in perceptual processing by the 
brain can be illuminated in many different types of experiment. In 
this section I wish merely to review three types of experiment 
which together give us a picture of the role of primarily temporal 
factors and how they could be affected by loss of temporal resolu
tion. 

Correlates of temporal resolution 

Tyler et al (1982) sought to test the precise role of temporal 
degradation in impaired hearing of cochlear origin by predicting 
with partial correlations a set of hearing-impaired listeners' 
scores in identifying words in speech-shaped noise. They found that 
measures of frequency resolution and of absolute auditory sensitiv
ity, being somewhat closely correlated, represented a single factor 
in accounting for the scores. In other words, after partialling the 
effects of either one, the other did not add significantly to the 
prediction. However, independent of whichever was first partialled, 
the further incorporation of the gap detection threshold (a measure 
of temporal resolution) did significantly enhance the prediction of 
word identification scores in noise, summarising an independent 
contributory influence on auditory disability. 

These apparently independent contributions of frequency resolution 
and temporal resolution have had a material influence upon our 
subsequent work on auditory disability, arguing for incorporation 
of measures of temporal resolution as well as frequency resolution 
in clinical studies. The pattern of correlations observed is theore
tically acceptable at the most general level. Loss of frequency 
selectivity and of absolute sensitivity have a common physiological 
basis (Evans 1978). A broadening of auditory analyser bandwidth 
beyond the physical bandwidth of speech formants would lead to some 
reduction of the modulation energy in each auditory f-band, due to 
spectral averaging. This reduction would be particularly marked for 
those middle/high-F components characterising formant movements, 
although not necessarily for the high-F components of abrupt onsets 
in broad-spectrum sounds such as fricatives, stops and affricates. 
So some reduction of the effective temporal modulation transfer for 
spectrotemporal changes in speech could be expected from loss of 
frequency resolution alone, but degradation of broadband gap-detec
tion cannot be explained in this way. Also the absence of suf
ficient correlation between the frequency and temporal measures to 
preempt the latter's predictive contribution argues that this 
account is insufficient and that the physiological basis of this 
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particular temporal measure's variation lies elsewhere, e.g. cen
trally. It was noted earlier that there were no gross abnormalities 
of temporal representation in cochlear pathology, but before a 
central effect is assumed, there should be further examinations of 
peripheral coding in animal models of pathology, in particular the 
time-course of recovery from post-stimulus suppression (Evans 1984). 

A range of alternative hypotheses, graded in specificity, is to 
hand. At one interesting extreme auditory deprivation could lead to 
desynchronisation of central neural firing; this is possible al
though not very likely given evidence of no degradation of syn
chronisation in developmentally sound-deprived mice (Horner and 
Bock 1984). At the other less interesting extreme, people of least 
ability or motivation could be those scoring worst on both the word 
identification task and the gap detection task; this is also 
unlikely as Tyler et al did not find a prominent general factor (no 
high intercorrelation of test results) nor was the correlation 
between speech-identification and gap-detection much higher than 
that between random pairs of test results. In the absence of direct 
evidence an intermediate hypothesis must be sought, consistent with 
the absolute magnitude of the duration thresholds for gap detec
tion. These were of the order of 12 ms (with a wide variance) for 
the impaired group and 7 ms for the controls. These durations are 
of the same order as those found in tasks affected by damage to the 
cerebral cortex (Lackner and Teuber 1973). They are a little too 
long to be plausibly ascribed directly to abnormality in peripheral 
processes of frequency resolution where the prediction from a 
resonance model would in any case be for an improvement in time 
resolution; but they are too short directly to influence the 
phonetic distinctions that are most obviously based upon gap detec
tion. The half-cycle duration at the upper effective limit of the 
modulation _spectrum (50 cycles/sec), is 10 msec, exactly in the 
zone that distinguishes the hearing-impaired in gap detection. 
Degradation in this range is likely to have only marginal direct 
effects upon speech perception. However these gap-detection thresh
olds could reflect a general degradation of temporal processing 
(Bailey 1983) that has other subtle phonetic perceptual effects we 
do not yet understand. 

One likely class of explanation is that correlates of hearing 
disorders such as age or cardio-vascular disease also underlie the 
loss of this form of temporal resolution. Shailer and Moore (1983) 
establish that high-f channels have a dominant role in temporal 
resolution; Buus and Florentine (1984) and Henderson et al (1984) 
show respectively in humans and in animals affected by high fre
quency hearing loss that the two types of resolution deficit are 
associated. These are the results we would expect on time-frequency 
reciprocity from the broad analyser bandwidth of the basal portion 
of the cochlea but they do not establish that the whole temporal 
processing deficit of an impaired group or the variation wi thin 
that group must be ascribed predominantly to the loss of high
frequency sensi tivi ty. It is worth looking to other sites that 
could be influenced in some types or degrees of pathology, such as 
the synapse, or even beyond the cochlea. 
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Peripheral/Central Division of Labour 

Summerfield et al (1983) produced auditory demonstrations of a 
successive contrast effect which appears to be a consequence of 
internal physiological sharpening of temporal representations, 
partly analogous to the desired flattening of the F-spectrum by 
tilfering. They showed that a buzz with a uniform f-spectrum could 
on occasions be heard as vowel-like despite the absence of appropri
ate formants. This occurred when it was preceded by a sound having 
valleys at frequencies where the following buzz should otherwise 
have had to possess formants to be heard as a vowel. The temporal 
contrast effect can be explained by peripheral short-term adapta
tion - presumably at the hair cell's synapse. Delgutte and Kiang 
(1984) have shown in a convincing series of animal investigations 
that auditory nerve representations of phonetically relevant pro
perties of speech sounds are indeed modified by adaptation phe
nomena, apparently in ways beneficial for communication. 

Adaptation does not appear to be the whole story. Summerfield et al 
found temporal enhancement phenomenon such as peripheral adaptation 
to be a necessary part of but not the whole explanation of their 
results. Their contrast effect could be demonstrated for proceeding 
dips as shallow as 2 dB and for valley-buzz separations as long as 
100 ms. This suggests that the phonetic interpretation of the 
spectrum is assisted not only by enhancement of the auditory nerve 
representation over the order of a few tens of mill iseconds, but 
also by central (memory-based) comparisons of a contrastive nature. 
There is evidence that analogous after-effects can be sustained for 
many hundreds of milliseconds with non-speech sounds (Wilson 1970; 
Viemeister 1980), arguing for a central sequential contrast with a 
spectral memory. There is an obvious evolutionary utility in de
tecting change against the relatively static background of spectra 
such as those of sea and wind; the new event may signal prey or 
danger. Likewise irregular f-transfer functions conditioned by elec
troacoustic equipment, or by wavefront propagation in and near 
structures such as human heads and in buildings, make absolute 
spectral magnitudes unreliable. But these properties are relatively 
static, allowing the brain to separate out the patterns of change 
that can be ascribed to movement of articulators or movements in 
space. We are forced to the conclusion that the biological burden 
of temporal pattern extraction is shared between ear and brain. 

Grouping by modulation characteristics 

The ability to perceive triple spectral amplitude increases as 
equivalent to three static formants of a vowel in the Summerfield 
et al experiment, must depend upon grouping of the components ac
cording to their common amplitude trajectory; the common fundamen
tal, otherwise a typical basis of grouping, could not serve in 
their experiment to differentiate the critical components from the 
other non-increasing components in the uniform buzz spectrum. 
Darwin and Sutherland (1984) have likewise demonstrated that the 
common amplitude trajectory of harmonics is an important deter
minant of whether or not they are perceptually included in the 
representation of a source, as inferred by whether or not they 
contribute to its phonetic quality. This temporal grouping by 
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common amplitude modulation is one of many principles of grouping 
long known to composers (McAdams 1984). The question then arises: 
does this grouping apply only to grouping of suprathreshold sounds 
into subjective sources? Or is ita more general principle that 
applies also to masked thresholds, and hence stands to interplay 
with the various factors affecting masked thresholds, such as 
hearing impairment? 

A definitive positive answer to this question is given in the phe
nomenon of comodulation masking release (CMR). Hall et al (1984) 
demonstrated this type of release from masking initially as a 
paradoxical limitation to the critical band phenomenon in the 
spectral integration of power (Fig. 2). Generally, added masking 
energy on the skirts of the critical band around the tone to be 
detected causes the threshold to deteriorate, although negligibly 
if the added energy is well outside the band; indeed this is how 
the positions of the band's edges are defined. 

However, the envelope of the added flanking noise can be contrived 
to have not the usual random relationship to that in the critical 
band, but a common amplitude envelope; this is done by co-deriving 
the two noise bands by a frequency-shift technique. Now detection 
improves with the adding of a flanking band; hence £,Q-modulation 
masking release (CMR). Obviously the paradox indicates that energy 
considerations are no longer relevant, being superceded by co
variance considerations. The flanking band functions as the carrier 
of a co-variate, allowing the partialling or cancelling of the 
power variance of the noise. That power variance is, in a statisti
cal decision model of detection, the major equivocating variable 
between the no-energy (blank) and energy (signal) trials, and hence 
is the main obstacle to detection. Cancelling of the equivocation 
is not complete, due to imperfections in the registration, estima
ting or discounting processes, but at between 6 and 12 dB improve-
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ment in various stimulus conditions, it represents a worthwhile 
enhancement. The biological value obviously lies in the ability to 
handle adverse signal-to-noise ratios, for example separating out 
interfering sounds that have modulation patterns fairly common to 
all the bands in their f-spectra, such as unwanted voices at 
cocktail parties. Warren and Verbrugge I s bouncing bottle can be 
distinguished from their breaking bottle on the basis of degree of 
co-modulation the proportion of amplitude fluctuation that is 
common to all the spectral bands. 

The lack of any anatomical or physiological evidence for neural 
lateral interaction in f-space before the cochlear nucleus suggests 
that the CMR phenomenon is not based in the cochlea, although a 
role for efferents affecting the cochlea cannot be ruled out. To 
maximise the effectiveness of the discount ing process in CMR, the 
audi tory system should minimise cumulative introduction of neural 
noise; in other words the estimate of noise power variance should 
be cancelled at the most peripheral level possible. The cancelling 
process need not occur at a single level as it is a universally 
useful principle. This realisation renders interpretable the 
finding in our more recent unpublished experiments that a CMR of 
about 12 dB can be obtained with the flanking band on the same ear, 
but only about 4 dB with it on the opposite ear, under otherwise 
similar conditions. The cancelling process seems to be strictly 
range-limi ted in F, falling off in its efficiency quite steeply 
beyond 8 cycles/sec (Hall and Haggard 1983). It thus probably does 
not reflect the peripheral mechanism for the enhancement of the 
modulation spectrum of speech, which I earlier hypothesised to be 
required for optimal processing. That general peripheral enhance
ment is apparently given by short-term-adaptation, and its effects 
can be seen in the internal representation of modulations up to 
somewhat higher F-values than 8 cycles/sec, as revealed in temporal 
masking patterns (Plomp 1983) and in some absolute sensi tivi ty to 
modulations of much higher frequency (Viemeister 1979). The range
limitation of the operations underlying CMR is not in conflict with 
these broader F-range requirements at the periphery. If speech and 
other important or interfering sounds have most of their modulation 
energy at low F, then much of the correlation between the actual 
modulation patterns in their various audio frequency bands must be 
carried in the gross envelope pattern, i.e. by the low-F range. The 
use of the high-F information in abrupt changes can proceed by 
parallel processes of feature extraction, either logically upstream 
or downstream from the stage which uses the less informative low-F 
variation in the CMR process. 

Summary of perceptual effects 

In this section I have attempted to illustrate ways of analysing 
experimentally the use that is made of temporal patterning, to give 
a richer theoretical appreciation of why its degradation, whether 
of central or cochlear origin, should contribute to auditory 
disabili ty. As frequency-analysis is primary, the internal repre
sentation of the apparently temporal aspect of spectro-temporal 
patterns such as glides and formant transitions must partly suffer 
in hearing impairment. Speech components are grouped together on a 
comodulation basis, and comodulation analysis can be used effective-
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ly to enhance monaural signal-to-noise ratios. These demonstrations 
of the role of temporal processing yield extra appreciation of the· 
difficulties suffered in hearing impairment of cochlear origin. We 
cannot yet be sure of exactly why hearing-impaired listeners' 
difficul ties are compounded; is the extra difficulty due simply to 
the TMTF consequences of the loss of frequency resolution for 
spectro-temporal patterns; how much is secondary in a developmental 
sense yet independent and additively deleterious in its concurrent 
effects; and how much is functionally independent, but due to some 
common remote underlying cause such as cardiovascular disease? 

Few techniques are available for tackling the important issue of 
in(ter)dependence of frequency- and temporal-resolution effects. 
One approach to the distinction between the first two possibilities 
would be to model the effects of degradations in frequency resolu
tion and temporal resolution independently and then jointly, mat
ching the numbers and patterns of errors produced (Fig. 3). The 
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simulated loss of frequency resolution will generate some errors of 
a "temporal" type. Separate modelling of the loss of temporal 
resolution in individuals would determine the excess temporal 
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errors not explicable in this way. The simulation approach also 
offers a way of investigating any beneficial effects of pre-proces
sing in relation to such internal distortions. However the optimum 
pre-processing may not necessarily be the inverse of the assumed 
distortion. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR SIGNAL-PROCESSING IN THE SPECTRO-TEMPORAL DOMAIN 

In this final section I wish to outline how our appreciation of 
temporal patterning in speech sounds and the ways of quantifying 
and transforming the patterning, as introduced in the first two 
sections, should inform our approach to processing auditory signals 
in telecommunications and in aids to impaired hearing. 

We have already noted that Langhans and Strube (1982) used an an
alysis-synthesis system to modify the modulation spectrum of speech 
on resynthesis, without introducing other deleterious distortions. 
Because of the highly abstract relation between the tilfering and 
the actual speech waveform or spectrum the finer details of their 
approach will not be discussed here. But considerations of the 
effects of such processing cast light on the source of benefit in 
non-time-invariant and non-linear signal-processing generally. I 
will discuss some 1 imi ted similarities between another less ab
stract system and tilfering as ways of making the modulation 
spectrum more nearly flat. 

Spectral approaches to spectro-temporal enhancement 

Flattening the modulation spectrum by tilfering has one characteris
tic in common with a conventional AGC amplitude compressor, that 
large low-F modulations are reduced. However it can also be ex
tended to enhance lesser mid- and high-F modulations which a 
negative feedback AGC does not ordinarily do. To achieve something 
similar with gain-adjusting devices, a bank of expanders (circuits 
with positive rather than negative gain-feedback) would be needed. 
The tilfering approach is more comprehensive and specifiable, yet 
probably little more costly computationally. Mul tiband compression 
has been suggested (Evans 1978) as a way of matching speech Signals 
to the ear's limited dynamic range. Applying AGC non-specifically 
to a large number of bands reduces spectral contrasts; the reverse 
would rather appear to be required, as just argued. AGC in a very 
few bands appears to suffice for overall matching of dynamic range 
across frequency (Laurence et al 1983). Solution of the dynamic 
range problem on a multi-band basis therefore appears partly 
opposed to enhancement, but if a stage of overall AGC on very few 
bands is made to precede high pass tilfering or expansion in 
sub-bands, the contradiction is resolved. 

Though useful as preprocessing to resist degradation by added 
noise, and reportedly beneficial in hearing impairment, Langhans 
and Strube's work has not yet been followed by reports of systema
tic exploration of the effects of transformed F-spectra. Here it is 
necessary to draw some distinctions between possible enhancing 
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effects in (a) pre-processing for transmission through nOise, (b) 
pre-processing to offset the degraded frequency resolution of 
hearing impairment, and (c) post-processing after contamination 
wi th noise. The three possibilities are ranked in ascending order 
of challenge and descending order of promise for the engineer, but 
insofar as a technique may prove successful in (a), then applying 
it to (b) then (c) could De worthwhile. 

Wherein could the possibility for enhancement as reported by Lang
hans and Strube lie? Two classes of explanation must be distin
guished, even if they are assumed to have been linked in the feed
back process of biological evolution. These are again the physiol
ogical and the ecological. Any account must acknowledge that audi
tory analysers have a limited capacity to process amplitude-change 
information as a function of time. A physiologically realisable way 
of handling this limitation would be, by analogy with f-space, to 
have each "channel" convey the pattern or amount of modulation for 
only a limited range of F-values. Could an overloaded channel then 
be relieved by tilfering out the uninformative low-F changes, 
giving a type of release from F-masking? There is as yet no direct 
evidence for any such F-masking effect to be relieved by F-range 
limi tation as such. Dynamic range limitation for modulations in 
speech can be parsimoniously explained by the conventional spectral 
concepts of threshold and discomfort level. Amplitude compression 
has negligible effects upon speech intelligibility in quiet, and 
its beneficial effects as a preprocessor before noise, (application 
(a) above), are adequately explained by the relative amplification 
of weak sounds to avoid conventional f-masking, Haggard (1983). 
Thus the physiological account, linked to the earlier-mentioned 
idea of F-analysers of gradated centre-F, and tuned to different 
sUb-ranges of F, seems implausible. 

The view more likely to turn out correct is an ecological one, 
justified by analogy with the telecommunication engineer's attitude 
to f-bandwidth. The available bandwidth is ideally centred on the 
frequency region of greatest information content; the energy is 
then redistributed therein to lift as many as possible of the equal 
importance-weighted bands above a critical SiN ratio. In F-space 
this amounts to removing fluctuations of low F, (which AGC com
pression also does, making little difference to word intelligibil
i ty), and flattening the modulation spectrum, at least over an 
F-scale weighted according to F-importance values. This extension 
of the analogy to F-space is not necessarily based on the assump
tion that some external noise to be encountered has a modulation 
spectrum that is flat. That form of the analogy would lead us back 
to the postulate of tuned F-analysers. The more appropriate analogy 
with audio engineering is to internal quantisation noise in 
digi tisation with few quantisation levels; preflattening the spec
trum improves the f-importance-weighted SiN ratio in the re-conver
ted analogy signal. A limited internal amplitude-handling capacity 
is therefore the probable explanation of Langhans and Strube's 
results. The emergence of the effect as enhancement against added 
noise is consistent with the continuous noise using up the dynamic 
range even for components that may 'not be masked or only partially 
masked in the conventional sense. This view is in turn consistent 
with the CMR phenomenon. 
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Some implications of enhancing intensity resolution in time, by 
scaling up the high-F modulations, can be explored through an ex
ample. Let us define the fundamental perceptual problem as that of 
judging whether or not a speech formant has moved in a particular 
direction as in Figure 4, over a certain fixed time (t 2-t l ). In the 
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case represented by a sequence of conventional spectrographic sec
tions (panel i) intensity increments and decrements of moderate 
value are registered over two fairly wide frequency bands. If these 
increments are obtained by an internal coding process of single 
time-differentiation (ii), and enhanced by a further external stage 
of differentiation, an effect more like (iv) will result, more 
extreme in magnitude but redistributed in narrower frequency space. 
This is because only down on the skirts of the formants will change 
be fast enough to benefit from the time-differentiation of spectral 
amplitude entailed in high-pass tilfering. The effect of the pre
processing will depend upon the f-integration characteristic for 
change. It is by no means certain that audi tpry resolution, the 
formant bandwidths of speech, and the velocities of articulatory 
movements are already mutually ~timised for intelligibility. How
ever, in our chosen dynamic paradigm the effect of the simple form 
of tilfering by introducing sequential differencing turns out to be 
similar (panel iv) to that of narrowing the formant bandwidths by 
operating on successive samples purely in the spectral domain 
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(panel iii). Thus there are some contexts in which the distinction 
between loss of frequency resolution and loss of time resolution is. 
not worth making. Of course the two approaches will give different 
behaviour for static frequencies with abrupt onsets and offsets. 
This near-equivalence suggests that progress towards automatic 
speech enhancement will be like tacking between Scylla and 
Charybdis against a headwind. Parameters of processing will need to 
be optimised in relation to particular asumptions about subsequent 
distortions to be suffered, and may need to be different for 
different classes of speech sound. 

Enhancement of spectro-temporal contrasts can be achieved either by 
bandwidth-narrowing (as in Fig. 4) or by making formants rect
angular in the spectrum, i . e. flat-topped with steep slopes. Any 
method that starts with a spectral representation in terms of 
fairly narrow frequency bands has the option of considering many 
different form of subseq~ent temporal processing; but in practice 
it may be computationally necessary to accept more limited possibil
ities by describing the short-term spectrum with higher order 
parameters. Sidwell and Summerfield (1984) have performed a number 
of experiments on schemes of the bandwidth-narrowing type and have 
reviewed others, oriented towards signal-processing for hearing 
impairment; broadly speaking, no improvements in intelligibility 
have resulted. The alternative is even less promising. Early work 
in speech synthesis used control-signals that were in effect 
quantised in spectral amplitude (Cooper et al 1951). This flattened 
the tops and steepened the sides of formants; the abrupt level 
changes in individuals harmonics gave "glouglou" noises and pro
vided intelligibility only good enough for exploring use of spec
tral cues to phonetic distinctions in somewhat practised listeners. 
Thus attempting to achieve spectral contrast enhancement, and there
by to achieve some of the postulated desirable temporal enhance
ment, does not appear to be very promising at present. 

From the foregoing we may conclude that optimum forms of spectro
temporal pre-processing are likely to be quite abstract, different 
from individual to individual, and may even have to vary over dif
ferent frequency bands and over time, because they must depend upon 
matching sound properties to both time- and frequency-resolution. 
But if the f-integration characteristic for registering changes of 
intensity, represented by the thickened bar on the x-axis in Fig. 4 
were known, a more decisive step could be taken towards tailoring 
formant representations optimally. It is unlikely that we can 
achieve enhancement of spectro-temporal patterning by the con
ceptually simple approaches that operate purely in the spectral or 
cepstral domains. Any optima are likely to be located in relatively 
modest plateaux in the abstract space defined by parameters of 
signal processing. 

Against the limited success achieved so far must be considered the 
listener's great familiarity with unprocessed speech and the 
hearing-impaired person's familiarity with his own distorted trans
form of it in particular. Improving on Nature is a tall order, but 
wi th pre-processing that makes speech intelligibility at least no 
worse for the normal ear there· are grounds for cautious optimism 
and experiments on perceptual re-learning. 
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Temporal approaches to spectro-temporal enhancement 

The most general and powerful approach to processing spectro-tem
poral patterns would be 2-dimensional high-pass f11 tering to give 
enhancement in frequency and time simultaneously. This suffers from 
a double disadvantage: (i) despite the great advances in mea
surement obtained through spatialising time in the spectrogram, 
from the point of view of the auditory system, time and frequency 
are made of different stuff. Sui table transformations of each to 
enable parameters of the analysis to be shared for the sake of 
computational economy might be very hard to find; (ii) the computa
tional burden is massive. We are left for the present to consider 
the implications of primarily temporal schemes. 

Tilfering and multi-band compression/expansion have already been 
discussed in some detail in order to expound the general argument. 
In brief, tilfering appears to offer a wider range of possib11-
i ties, being more general. From the point of view of economy of 
software and hardware some similar effects could be reached by 
having bands of automatic gain controls in series with expanders. 
However, as with other types of scheme, the best strategy seems to 
be to use powerful and general techniques first to find any 
potential benefits then later to worry about economic realisation. 

One possible realisation that has much in common with high-pass 
tilfering is adaptive convergent filtering as shown in Fig. 5. This 
has been pointed out by my colleague JR Trinder who has prepared 
the demonstrations of Fig. 6, in the course of implementing 
adaptive filtering for research purposes, and has documented the 
responses of the filter coefficients to various step-function and 
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modulated inputs. The technique is typically used to fit a spectral 
model to the quasi-stationary spectral properties of a signal, 
enabling the dissociation of the parameters of this fit from the 
quasi-dynamic residual. That general approach has two almost 
opposed applications in speech. They are distinquished by where one 
locates the border between quasi-stationary and quasi-dynamic 
signals. In linear predictive coding (LPG: Atal and Hanauer 1971) 
the fit is made sufficiently frequently (typically every 10 ms) to 
sample the movement of the spectral phonetically-relevant para
meters of speech; the quasi-stationary fit parameters are transmit
ted and the spectral residual is in general discarded. LPG is not 
essentially temporal but part of the residual is due to spectral 
effects of source characteristics which tend to change from frame 
to frame. For speech enhancement in the presence of quasi
stationary noise (Widrow et al 1975) a continuously changing fit is 
made to the static or slowly-changing properties of the signal
plus-noise spectrum. This is then discarded and the high-f-pass 
residual signal is transmitted; now the failures of past spectra to 
predict the present spectrum, i.e. the spectrotemporal changes, are 
emphasised. (There is a further difference in that LPG is performed 
on a discontinuous frame-by-frame basis, whereas adaptive filtering 
is performed continuously by taking in successive waveform 
samples). Both LPG and adaptive filtering acknowledge that the 
mid-F components are important for speech intelligibility. The time 
constant of convergence in the adaptive process can be set to put 
more or less weight on past relative to present waveform samples in 
determining the fit, and this directly affects the F cut-off. 
According to where the cut-off is placed and other circumstances it 
may be more advantageous to transmit the economical (low-F-pass) 
fit (as in LPG) or the (high-F-pass) residual (as in most enhance
ment applications of adaptive filtering). For a single convergence 
rate (i.e. single F of low- or high-pass cut-off), auditorily 
comparing the fit to the residual does not yield a striking 
subjective difference. Two-stage processing (12 dB/octave) and 
differing cut-offs are required for clearly appreciable differences 
to emerge (Fig. 6). 

Obviously adaptive filtering in its application to post-processing 
after noise has been added will be of limited help where the inter
ference has a broad f-spectrum and a similar F-spectrum to that of 
the speech; the interference must be relatively static to be 
rejected. Irrespective of the F-spectrum, its major successes are 
met when the (quasi-static) f-spectra are harmonic, yet, highly 
atypically for speech, are also monotone; the residual can be 
easier to listen to when the original contains reverberation, 
engine noise, jet whine, fan hum and some types of music. 

Our applications here are different, not being concerned with 
post-processing but with simulation and compensatory pre-proces
sing. The spectrograms in Figure 6 and the associated auditory 
demonstrations show the difference between the adaptive-filter 
approximations to low-pass tilfering and to high-pass tilfering, in 
the fit and the residual outputs respectively. The former is not a 
true simulation of a hearing impairment, nor even a fully adequate 
simulation of its temporal aspects, as the parameters of temporal 
blurring have not been adjusted to match psychophysical data. It 
serves however as a general indication of the effects of blurred 
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temporal resolution upon speech features. The fitted predictor has 
an audible fluctuation of its spectral tilt, rather like selective 
fading in high frequency radio transmissions, and has a slightly 
muffled quality. The residual sounds harsh and has reduced harmonic
i ty but near-natural clarity, indicating that less of phonetic 
value has been discarded in this case. 

The residual after adaptive filtering creates temporal enhancement, 
in a more general and essential way than the spectrally-based me
thods listed in the previous section. The rate at which the filter 
fi t converges will determine, in effect, only the cut-off in the 
TMTF, while the number of passes determines the slope. This con
strains the possible ways in which the signal can be tilfered. 
These constraints are, of course, the price of computational econ
omy by comparison with Langhans and Strube's more flexible method. 
Also the process does not permit any material modulation gain at 
any F without extra provision. Given that high-pass tilfering the 
F-spectrum by +6 dB or +12 dB per octave is ex hypothesi what is 
required, and the low-F high amplitude variations seem to be 
uninformative, the limited tilfering options in the adaptive fil
tering method may be acceptable. 

Finally we may note that linear and non-linear contraction and 
expansion of the frequency scale have already been tried in signal 
processing for hearing-impairment, bandwidth compression, and cor
recting helium speech. The same untying of time from frequency in 
analysis-synthesis or in sample-and-discard processing also permits 
mul tiplicative or non-linear warping of the time scale. There is 
tentative evidence that some hearing-impaired listeners profit from 
cue-enhancement in the time domain i. e. the exaggeration of dura
tion distinctions (Revoile et al 1984). The next step would be 
spinning out in time portions of fast change or intervals with 
which differential discrimination difficulties are experienced. 
There is enough evidence (Bailey 1983) for temporal discrimination 
difficul ties relevant to speech, beyond difficulties with absolute 
detection of 10 ms gaps, for this to be worth further investiga
tion. Obviously to maintain real time operation, time-expansions 
have to be at the expense of time-compression of steady-states 
where those steady-states are least informative and a material mean 
delay is inevitable. Such processing would be computationally com
plex because of the need to make phonetically wise decisions about 
what to discard so as to leave some real time for elongations, but 
this is well wi thin the reach of present-day concepts and techni
ques. One danger is that phonetically meaningful ratios of dura
tions would be disrupted, but these relativities might be subject 
to some relearning, provided that the processing could transform 
them in a consistent fashion. 

In this section I have considered various ways in 
consider enhancing the temporal structure of 
particularly those ways to which the concept of 
transfer function gives us access. No miracles have 
there are grounds for cautious optimism. 

which we might 
speech sounds, 
the modulation 
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY 

We have seen that the modulation spectrum and the TMTF offer at 
least a statistical way of describing the spectro-temporal pattern 
information in speech. There is experimental evidence to suggest 
that the perceptual use of spectrotemporal information is basic to 
important perceptual processes of grouping when more than one 
source or interfering noise may be competing for attention. 
Deficits of temporal processing contribute to auditory disability, 
but their pathophysiological and perceptual status in relation to 
primary frequency resolution deficits remains unclear. Sophisti
cated digital signal-processing is becoming accessible enough to 
consider the possibility of improving intelligibility and quality 
of speech through enhancing the statistically informative contrasts 
in spectral and temporal domains, or decreasing the less infor
mative contrasts, or both. The TMTF offers one way of describing 
the. effects of temporal degradations and enhancements, which are 
otherwise difficult to specify and conceptualise. The spectro
temporal patterning of speech entails that spectral and temporal 
sharpening wiI~l sometimes be rather similar in their effects. A 
demonstration that enhanced intensity contrast in time within 
speech signals can specifically and materially offset difficulties 
of listeners with deteriorated temporal resolution has yet to be 
made. 
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A short guide to the major topics discussed in the different chap
ters is given in the Introduction. Abbreviations are explained in 
the Index, and a reference is given to pages where specific terms 
are defined. 

accuracy 44,96-97,182-184 
acoustic biotope 104 
adaptation 41-43,84,221-223 
adaptive filtering 231-234 
acf = auto-correlation 

function 
AGC = automatic gain 

control 227 
aggression song 24 
aids to impaired hearing 

227-234 
annoyance 205 
anurans 58-71 
ambiguity 102 
amphibian papilla 59 
amplitude compression 

227-228 
amplitude modulation 4-6, 

16-25,37,40-44,66-69,87, 
109,113-116,135,146-147, 
216-227,231-234 

analyser of modulation fre-
quency 220-221 

a-priori information 102 
artificial song 5-6,9 
attenuation mechanism 199 
attractiveness 9 
auditory: see next word 
autocorrelation 51,53,80,102, 

110,118,187 

backward masking 132,152-153 
band-pass neuron (temporal) 

22-23,41-43,65-70 
bandwidth 30,75-83,133-134, 

144,160-162,165,175,190-192 
basilar membrane 111-112, 

206-207 
basilar papilla 59 
bat 180-204 
BD = best delay 197 
behavioural test 20 
behaviourally relevant signal 

104 
best frequency 111,208-209 
binaural image 137 
binaural pitch effect 112,118 

binaural time constant 137 
bird 13,36-37,104,112-119 
BMF = best modulatory frequency 

112-116 
brain 21 
bug 4 
bush cricket 4,25 

calling song 21 
carrier frequency (effect of) 

20 
cascade of resonators 144 
cat 76-78,83,89,114,116-118 
cavefish, blind 30-31 
ccf = cross-correlation function 
cepstrum 216 
cerebral cortex 196-198,222 
CF = characteristic frequency 
cf = constant frequency 
cf-signals (bats) 180 
characteristic frequency 75,89 
chinchilla 83,86,160 
chirp 4-6,22 
chopper response 114 
cicada 16 
click (train) 15,62 
CMR comodulation masking 

release 
cochlear filter 83,111-112 
cochlear nerve: see nerve, 

auditory 
cochlear nucleus 87-91,114,194 
cochlear pathology: see pathol

ogical conditions 
cod 30-31,34 
coding, temporal 25,41-43, 

66-69,108-121 
coefficient of: see next word 
coherent optimal receiver 188 
coincidence effect 114-116 
communication theory 99 
comodulation masking release 

224-225 
compression of amplitude 227-228 
contrast 87 
cortex, auditory 
cos+/cos- noise 

196 
50-54 



courtship song 24 
cricket 4,13-14,20-25 
critical band (width) 21, 

143,148,161-163,220,224 
critical duration 124-126, 

134 
critical masking ratio 

30-31 
cross-correlation 13, 

113-116,118,187 
cycle histogram 61-65 

damping, resistive 15 
d' (detection index or sen

sitivity of energy 
detector)125,133-134,16I, 
164-165 

decay of auditory activity 
(sensation) 43,130-132, 
149-150,160,168 

decay, oscillatory 13,75-81 
decrement detection 38-40, 

132,150-155 
delay discrimination 52 
delay element 100,144 
delay sensitive neurons 196 
Delta function 11-14 
deterministic signal 43 
Dirac's Delta function: see 

Delta function 
DL = difference limen 30 
don't care case 105 
dynamic range 25 

echolocation 180-204 
EF = exciting frequency 

196 
effective bandwidth 75 
eighth nerve: see nerve, 

auditory 
electric spark 12 
energy detector 132-135, 

160-163 
energy splatter: see 

spectral splatter 
enhancement (of speech) 

228-234 
envelope detector 98 
envelope resolution 33-34, 

47-48 
epsp (excitatory post 

synaptic potential) 41-42 
equivalent rectangular 

band-width 75 

false alarm 102 

239 

filter, auditory 10-15,30, 
111-112,142,144,160,168 

filter-bank model 142 
finite impulse response 100 
FIR = finite impulse response 
fishes 28-57 
flatfish 30-31 
fm = frequency-modulated 
fm-signa1s (bats) 180 
formants 111,218,221,223,229 
forward masking 37,92-93,111, 

129,132,145,148,150-151 
Fourier-transform 13,108 
frequency (definition) 142,216 
frequency analysis (in ears) 4,10,30 
frequency cues (in fish) 46-48 
frequency (effect of) 20,34, 

47,163-171 
frequency filter 9 
frequency modulation 9,87, 

180,194-198 
frequency selectivity (dis

crimination) 30-31,44,52, 
151,159,207 

frequency sweep 8 
frequency threshold (tuning) curve 

(FTC) 30-33,58,75,79,144 
frog 13,58-71,104-105 
FTC = frequency threshold curve 

gap detection 4-6,37-44,92, 
130-135,152-154,159-177, 
221-222 

gerbil 87 
goldfish 28-54 
grasshopper 4-16 
guinea fowl 104,112-119 
guinea pig 78,83,87 

hair cells, orientation of 28-29 
harmonic 79,111,197-198,223 
harmonic ratio 110 
harmonic relation 114 
harmony 117 
hearing damage, risk 205-214 
hearing disorders: see pathol-

ogical conditions 
hearing impairment: see impaired 

hearing 
high-pass neuron (temporal) 

22-23,65-66 
high-resolution method 104 
Huffman sequences 128,205 
human psychoacoustics 37,40-41, 

48-51,122-138,159-177,215-235 
human tympanum 13 



ideal energy detector 133-134, 
161-163 

impaired hearing 37,83,92-93, 
154,159-160,170-177,205-214 

impulse (in song) 5 
impulse response 12-15,75-83 
impulsive stimuli 80,207-214 
increment detection 38-41, 

132,150-155 
inefficiency parameter 134 
industrial noise 210-214 
inferior colliculus 116,194 
information processing 122 
inhibition (neural) 87 
inner ear (anuran) 59 
inner ear (fish) 28-30 
insect 3-26,183-184 
integration, temporal 33-37, 

40,43,124-126,133-134, 
141-142,145-148,159-163, 
175,205-206 

intelligibility (of speech) 
218-220 

intensity: see level 
interaural correlation 237 
interspike interval 53,60, 

81,111 
interval discrimination (for 

bursts) 46 
intrinsic oscillation 

114-116,118 
lSI = inter-spike-interval 

jitter (temporal) 45-46, 
185-186 

lagena 28-29 
larynx 219 
laser vibrometry 11 
latency-constant neurons 195 
lateral image 137 
lateral inhibition 101 
leaky integrator 141,145 
level (of sound), effect of 

6,18,34,80,85,87,92, 
131-132,162-171,208-209 

level, discrimination of 
27,29,150,154 

L = equivalent continuous 
eqsound level 212 

linearity 143,208 
linear predictive coding 233 
lizard 13 
LPC = linear predictive 

coding 
locust 10,14-16 
loudness 205-214 

240 

low-pass neuron (temporal) 
22-23,65-66,89 

macula 28-29 
mammals 13,36-37,41,74-93, 

114-118,160,180-204,222 
masking 31,34,85,92,129, 

132,145,150-151,160, 
170-171 

masking release 224-225 
matched filter 102,187 
mating calls 4,21,24,59, 

69-71 
MDG = minimum detectable gap 

duration (see gap detec
tion) 

membrane potential, decay 
of 22 

midbrain 64-71, 112,115 
middle ear 199,208-209 
MLD-nucleus (bird) 113 
missing fundamental 108 
mode of vibration 15 
model 11,81,97-104, 

142,189-191 
model for gap detection 

132-135,160-163 
modulation of frequency 

9,87,180,194-198 
modulation of amplitude: see 

amplitude modulation 
modulation spectrum 216-235 
mole cricket 4 
moth 11-12,16-20 
mouse 222 
multiband compression 227 
multiplication (neuronal) 

114-115 

nerve (fibers), auditory 
31,34-53,58-64,74-93,112 

neural inhibition 87 
non-harmonic signals 118 
non-linearity 16,41 
non-recursive filter 100 
noise (external) 20,30,34, 

36,105,205-214,228,233 
noise (internal) 101, 

161-163,225 
noise power variance (in 

speech) 224-225 

off-frequency listening 40 
off-inhibition 87-91 
off-suppression 84-93 
optimal receiver 187-191 
optimum statistical detector 

134 



order, temporal (discrima-
tion of) 128-129 

oscillatory decay 13,75-81 
otolithic ear (fishes) 28-55 
outer ear 208-209 

pathological bandwidth 81 
pathological conditions 37, 

83,145,171-177,215,222 
pattern perception 104, 

110-111,221-227 
periodicity coding 47,60,220 
periodicity equation 116 
periodicity pitch 49,108-121, 

216 
peripheral filtering 30,142, 

144,160,168 
phase information 188 
phase locking 20,28-29, 

44-46,61-65,79,92,111 
phase spectrum 127 
phonetic segments 219 
phonotactic response 20,23 
pitch 49-52,136,142, 

108-121,216 
place principle 108,111,118 
plainchant 218 
power function 34 
power spectrum 127 
pressure difference 

receiver 13 
probe, temporal 148-149, 

152 
propagation delay 101 
prothoracic ganglion 21 
PST (post-stimulus-time) 

histogram 38-39,84-88 
psychoacoustics 28-54, 

91-92,122-138,159-177, 
205-214,215-235 

psychophysical tuning curve 
31,145,151 

pulse compression 187 

Q = tuning factor 67,209 

range resolution 182-184, 
193-194 

range sensitive neurons 196 
rat 78 
He network 207 
recovery 43,85,91 
redundancy 6 
refractory period 53 
release of neurotransmitter 

41-43 
repetition noise 49-53 

241 

residual pitch 108-110,117 
resistive damping 15 
resolution, temporal 11, 

17-22,33-34,44-46,81,87, 
96-97,123,126-134,159-178 

resonance 143-144,207 
response saturation 24 
response song 9 
reverberations 218 
reverse correlation 75-77 
rhythmicity 3-4 
ringing 160-161,175 
rippled spectrum 136 
rms (root mean square) 

duration 129 
roughness 148 

sacculus 28-55 
SAM = sinusoidal amplitude 

modulation (see 
amplitude modulation) 

saturation of response 24 
second order system 13,143-144 
selectivity, temporal 

22-23,41-43,65-70 
semicoherent receiver 

188-192 
signal-to-noise ratio 99, 

102,133,189-191,226 
simple resonator 13,143-144 
simulated impairments 160, 

170-177,233 
SiN = signal-to-noise ratio 
social signal 4,21,24,59, 

69-71 
soldierfish 30-31 
sonar 180 
sound level: see level 
sound level meter 205-214 
spatial acuity (in vision) 

126-127 
spectral (energy) splatter 

40,153,171 
spectral whitening 100 
speech, perception of 

215-235 
speech, synthesis of 230 
spike interval: see inter

spike interval 
spike rate/intensity func

tion 36,111 
splatter: see spectral 

splatter 
spontaneous activity 83,92 
squirrelfish 30-31 
statistical detection 134,146 
stochastic signals 43 



stridulation 4,7-8 
subharmonic 110,117 
summation (temporal): see 

integration 
suppression, two-tone 25 
swimbladder 29-30 
syllable 4-7,20-22 
synaptic delay 100,114 
synaptic model 41-43 
synchronization (coef-

ficient) 16-20,40,63 
synchrony-suppression 81 
system identification 105 

teleost 28 
temperature, effect of 

68-71 
temporal: see next word 
threshold detection 34-35, 

146 
threshold (displacement 

amplitude) 29 
tilfering 216,223,227,233 
time constant 9,13,35-36, 

85,89,117,124-126,133-138, 
144-147,161-163,205-214 

time cue 11 
time delay hypothesis 

181-186 
time-intensity trade 33, 

123-126,133 
time locked neurons 194 
time-reversed stimuli 128 
TMTF = temporal modulation 

threshold function (see 
amplitude modulation) 

toads 58-71 
tooth impact frequency 13 
topographic organization 

116 
torus semicircularis 64-71 
tracking neurons 196 
transfer function 13, 

207-208 
transfer function (temporal): 

see amplitude modulation 
treefrog 62 
tuning curve (frequency): 

see frequency threshold 
curve 

tuning curve (temporal): 
see amplitude modulation 

two-click procedure 129 
two-tone suppression 25 
tympanum 10-15 

uncertainty principle 99 

242 

utriculus 28-29 

vector strength 78-79 
vibrational mode 15 
vibrometry (laser) 11 
visual acuity 127 
volley principle 116 
vocal cords 59 
vowel 111,223 

waveform analysis 34 
Weberian ossicles 29-30 
Weber's law 30,43,163 
weighting curve 205 
whitening filter 100 
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